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DIGITAL INTEGRATOR
DON'T LET THE TRADITIONAL LOOK FOOL YOU!
This new audio console from Wheatstone has the most
advanced DIGITAL FEATURES available on the market
today! How about serial control of all switch, fader and
eight -character source display settings-for
TRUE INTEGRATION with routers and

automation systems-or four stereo mix

busses with simultaneous digital and analog
outputs? Multiple mainframe sizes? Dedicated

A meterbridge router controller panel can run our new
Wheatstone rackmount switcher for hundreds of additional
inputs. The totally modular hot -swap design accepts both
analog and digital inputs. Dual metering is simultaneous VU
and full scale digital peak. Add a PC based
setup program for quick configuration of all
CD Diatl
SLD 21a
displays, mutes, tallies, machine starts and
0-600 Fe infer Cori
Panel

mix -minus assigns (once set the PC is

removed for console stand-alone operation)

phone modules with DSP generated mix -

and you begin to see the power that lies

minus for easy control of two to four callers?
BUT DON'T STOP HERE: optional DSP
equipped modules allow programmable duck-

behind this intuitively simple control surface.

ing with gain reduction and master/slave
selection, digital input attenuation, pan/balance, 4 -band

sweep EQ (plus sweep high pass), and compressor/limiter
with threshold, ratio, attack, release and makeup gain-all
on each input!

SOUND LIKE SOMETHING YOU'RE
LOOKING FOR? Give us a call here at
Wheatstone and ask about the brand new

D-600 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE-our sales engineers
would love to tell you more!

tcw--)e600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562 (tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-637-1285/email:
sales@wheatstone.com)
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Installing nearly 2/3* of the DTV transmitters doesn't
leave much time for other things.

next level solutions

The last thing on the minds of our DTV installation experts is getting together for a group photo.
Our dedicated (and very busy) DTV staff has already put more stations on the air than all of our

WIRELESS

competitors combined. So if you're one of the stations that need to be digital by November, you
can rest assured our DTV field experts know what it takes for a smooth conversion. By the November

BROADCAST

1, 1998, U.S. DTV launch date, Harris had already partnered with 27 stations to lead the way into

COMMUNICATIONS

the digital era. But there are still more to go. And we're ready. With or without a team photo

PRODUCTS

Ilri4ARRZS

1 -800 -4 -HARRIS ext.3087 www.harris.com/communications
,
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Degde I HD VIdec Cassette Recorder Ai-

tern that lets you shoot with the
ould you imagine usinr
economy of standard definition today, yet plays back programs

Whichever Panason

camcorder you s oot with, you're

building a digital program archive on a compact 1/4" cassette for
later HDTV transmission. Panasonic's new DVCPRO HD studio VTR

in HDTV tomorrow? We bet you can!

is capable of playing back any 525 line resolution DVCPRO cassette
Panasonic offers an entire range of DVCPRO camcorders... from the

with either 1035i, 1080i or 720p HDTV resolution video output.

AJ-PD900WA for shooting 480 Progressive for documentaries to the

AJ-D910WA DVCPRO 50 for field production... from the M-D810A

Now, with a clear way to protect your financial investment in digital,

2/3" DVCPRO for news to the M -D215 for weddings and events.

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
]WWW.PANASONIC.COM/BROADCAST

For more information on DVCPRO, DVCPRO 50 or

DVCPRO P products, phone 1-800-528-8601
(enter jroduct code

panasonic
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No one offers a more complete broadcast enterprise -wide solution than Louth
solutions. And isn't that what you're looking for? With our integrated approach, you have the real world genets of a single source solution-a
cohesive strategy, a defined migration path, and the security of knowing your strategy is leveraged off the produc-.s, expertise, and innovation of the

industry leader. Find out why our solutions make us number one with the world's leading broadcast organizations. Visit our website at
www.louth.com or call us at (650) 843-3665. There, you're probably starting to feel better alread
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A look at the tecl-nology that shaped this industry.

Know your tape formats?
Name at least 10 of the
current digital videotape
recording formats. Hint: See
August 1998 Broadcast
Engineering, "Digital Tape
Formats," page 74 for a
partial list.
Submit your answers to:
brad_dick@intertec.com.
Correct answers will win a
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Heavy on the BS
For years now, the consumer electronics industry has been screaming that the

new DTV architecture,
complete with its 8VSB modulation, is a robust, well -engineered system. "Trust us," we're told.
"Any DTV reception problems will be cured in the next generation of TV sets." Yet, when it came time
to propose a new class of service, guess what modulation scheme they chose - COFDM!
I almost fell out of my chair in late July when I received CEMA's proposal for a new class of "service"
called Mobile Multimedia Broadcast Service (MMBS): Hidden in this acronym is a new broadcasting
service that threatens to damn FM stations to an analog future and kill any chance TV stations have
of developing auxiliary data services.
The proposed MMBS is designed to deliver digital audio and data on TV channels 60-62 and 65-67,
and it does so using COFDM. For years CEMA has endorsed the
ATSC group's selection of 8VSB as the superior modulation scheme
for DTV. However, now that CEMA has designed its own digital
delivery service it wants to be sure that COFDM is used.
To explain the apparent shift in position, we turn to lawyer speak.
In a footnote, to its proposal, CEMA states, "CEMA believes its
consideration of COFDM modulation is appropriate and distinct
from other arenas (e.g., DTV), since CEMA's vision for MMBS is a
service with vastly different offerings intended for robust mobile
reception." Continuing, CEMA states, "Past studies have demon-

strated the advantages of coded orthogonal frequency division
multiplex (COFDM) modulation to overcome difficult mobile
multipath reception environments successfully."
OK, so what "past studies" are CEMA referring to and why do
those studies prove that the laws of physics concerning COFDM
apply to MMBS but not to DTV?

TV and radio station owners need to be concerned about the
proposal. Hidden in the hoopla about the advantages of MMBS, CEMA suggests that FM digital
services are inferior. "It remains to be demonstrated...that an [digital in -band, on -channel FM] IBOC
approach can provide compact disc audio, compatibly with robust coverage and performance." In
other words, there won't be any CEMA support for digital radio.
Television station owners should be even more concerned. The MMBS proposal clearly targets the
delivery of data. Any possibility of TV stations gaining additional revenue by transmitting consumer
data is being eliminated by CEMA's plans.
While CEMA's proposal is clearly focused on creating a new class of consumer electronic products
- designed to profit its members - what is most disturbing is that it would kill any chance of current
broadcasters developing new digital products for viewers and listeners.
While the FCC and Congress will clearly salivate at the chance to auction off more spectrum, and
CEMA members will get to sell new products, it is less clear how the consumer will benefit. Where is
the advantage in adding another entertainment device to lug around (in addition to a portable radio/
TV, laptop and perhaps a digital palm device) with yet another box that may duplicate existing services?
If you ask me, this whole MMBS scheme is light on the multimedia and heavy on the BS.

Brad Dick, editor

Send comments to:
direct: brad_dick@compuserve.com
website: www.broadcastengineering.com
10
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Reader Feedback

money and that Zenith and General
Instrument knew what was good for you
all, was very stupid.

To Paul McGoldrick

I hope your readers do listen to Nat
(Ostroff); the industry starts talking to

I read your editorial, "Good maintenance is not an accident" (May 1999),

each other, including the pay -TV operators; and then together you tell the FCC
what you've decided. Maybe Zenith will

with great interest. You're right on!

claw its way back from Chapter 11.

Paul,

More manufacturers need the benefit of

your wisdom. Keep preaching! Good
Work! Maybe someday the message
will get through to them.

CHEERS,

DVB knows best
Hi Brad,

IAN WHEELER

73,

PRESIDENT & TEA -BOY

D. J. GAUTHIER,

ARRAY COMMUNICATIONS Lm. (UK)

W2FUP

From your May '99 editorial: "Why

don't the TV sets have built-in tuners? ... Right now, a consumer would
need three set -top boxes (all of which
don't exist) just to get local TV, cable
and satellite. Recording these signals
is a whole other set of incompatibility

HDTV is ridiculous

Thanks

Dear Editor:

Just a note to express my appreciation

While perusing a recent issue of Broadcast Engineering, I ran across a letter to
the editor from a TV engineer regarding
DTV.

for your publication over the years. I

I am a TV technician on the satellite
transmission end of the business, and,
among other things, I have been wondering about all the hubbub and rush to
get DTV into the home. HDTV in the
home is a luxury at best, afforded by

receive a follow-up phone call from

would take hold and take their business.
They intelligently leveraged the power of
these forceful pay -TV networks to create

only the very wealthy (or foolish).

the DVB "family" of specifications.

viewers (at home) are content to watch
a game on an ordinary TV wired up to
rabbit ears or, if they are lucky, a medi-

regarding ongoing legislation and congressional contacts.
I was most pleased to receive this individual attention to share my viewpoint.
Keep up the good work.

problems...."
Well, forgive me Brad, but you can't

blame the FCC for that; you should
blame yourselves. Terrestrial broadcast-

ers in every other market of the world
realized long ago that digital TV services

derived from non -terrestrial delivery

DVB-T came last, but it benefited from

the enormous momentum of DVB-S,
DVB-C and MPEG-2 MP:ML.
The DVB terrestrial camp can now
watch as IDTVs (integrated digital TV)

Watching a football game in HDTV is

about as ridiculous as it gets. Most

AUDIO SERVICES MANAGER

ALLAN FREEDMAN

Sitting on your collective backsides

PACIFIC SATELLITE

I

notice that belatedly the ATSC has
adorned DVB-CI with a new name POD
(point -of -delivery). The DVB-CI facilitates pay -TV with a simple insertion of a

Broadcast Engineering

HUMAN KINETICS

CHAMPAIGN, IL

This month's T-shirt winner
LARRY SUES

RoME, NY

Have you won your Broadcast Engi-

and believing NTSC would go on forever, over -air, free TV would always make

14

lengthy discussion during which he
imparted valuable information to me

ROGER FRANCISCO, C.A.S.

pay -TV service delivered via any of the
above "tuners."

DVB-CI (Common Interface) slots;

Larry Bloomfield, who shares my passion regarding removal of network feeds
from DirectTV subscribers. We had a

and sparkles in their picture, but let's

CAM (conditional access module), a

Nestled under a flap at the front are

when I responded via e-mail to a DBS
article you published. I was surprised to

ocre cable system. Some may have ghosts

face it, if the picture is watchable, they
will be satisfied, especially after a six
pack or two.
Broadcasters should quickly concern
themselves with the cleaning up of the
existing signals and the quality of the
programming provided. Do something
with the over -the -air signals reaching
millions of homes and viewers now. It
seems it would be money better spent.

are manufactured and inside are "tuners" for DVB-T, DVB-C and DVB-S.

have been a passive reader until recently

SEATTLE
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neering T-shirt? See page 8 for this
month's contest. Freezeframe winners
receive a "digital" Broadcast Engineering T-shirt.

"Sony's Betacam SX ecuipment is ruggec enough for
reporters and flexible enough to handle backwarc compatibility."
-Bob Turner, Vice P-esident of Engneeri-ig, Belo Corp.

"Reporters do their jobs in all kinds of conditions. Rain. Extreme heat. Dust. But now
they're also going to need t) do it in the realm of DTV," says Bob Turner, Vice President
of Engineering at Belo Corp. "And Sony Betacam SX products can handle it all." Which is why he found
Sony's Betacam SX equipment the perfect choice for the next ENG generation. "Sony's robust Betacam SX

technology gives us a light, rugged camcorder and a way into the new ETV
world," Turner points out. "We also need equipment that's flexible, and with
Betacam SX's backward compatibility with Betacam SP tapes, we don't need to

DNW-A75 VTR

have an analog tape machine in every edit suite just to playback our vast library of archive tapes. With SX'

format flexibility, one SX machine will do the work of two." The 4:2:2 Betacam
SX sampling rate was also a plus for Belo because "you always want to start out

with the highest resolution possible. And with 4:2:2, we can upconvert the

Betacam SX signal to our HDTV channel and still maintain the superior
picture quality of the original image," Turner is quick to add. "Ruggedness
in the field, backward compatibility, and. the superior resolutior_

of 4:2:2 sampling are the features that have made Betacam SX

equipment the choice for news production and migration
to the HDTV future in the Belo stations."

We're ready. Are you?

BETAGNI4

www.sony.con/ox

4:1199 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproductlon in whole or in part without written perm'
:

.

.

1 -800 -635 -SONY ext. SXB

SONY

)rohibited. Sony, Betacam SX and We're ready. Are you? we radernarks d Sony. Feaures and specifications su

o change without notice.

Beyond the Headlines
News

WDIV, KRON begin multicasting
BY LARRY BLOOMFIELD

Besides improving image and sound
quality, digital broadcasting offers
stations additional avenues for provid-

selected constant

ing revenue -generating content. Two
stations, WDIV in Detroit and KRON
in San Francisco, have made some of
the first forays into one possible avenue: multicasting.
A crucial element of digital television
is bandwidth management. The quality
of a signal depends upon managing the
multiplexed bitstream. Broadcasters
only have 19.4Mb/s that must fit into

they could experiment with various

bit rate bandwidth

management so
rates on each
channel until they
arrived at the qual-

ity per channel
they desired. Con-

tent is the deciding factor.

Channel 45-1

6MHz. Stations must determine the

tracks content on

level of picture quality when material is
displayed.

the local NTSC

Marcus Williams, chief engineer at
WDIV-DT in Detroit, said his station
began multicasting on April 1. The station is running three simultaneous channels of program material on WDIV-DT
channel 45. Williams said the WDIV-

channel (Channel
4). They deal with
the kind of material as it is avail-

able. If WDIV,

Photographer David Koehn gathers material for KRON-DT in San
Francisco. KRON-DT and WDIV-DT in Detroit are now offering

multiple channels of content with the help of General Instruments encoders and multiplexers.

Channel 4's source is NTSC, it is upconverted to digital. Williams said there is

TV/DT uses a General Instruments

no question that standard -definition

multiplexer that permits them to set the
bit rate per channel. Station engineers

digital looks much better, and the statiion uses it whenever it is available.

FRAME GRAB

A look at the issues driving today's technology

Consumers want smaller DTV sets
How likely are you to purchase a 27 -inch or 44 -inch DTV?
80%
27 -inch DTV
44 -inch DTV

70%

50%

40%

variety program if the bit rate does not
fall below 12Mb/s. Williams does not
believe this would be a good bit rate for
any kind of action or sports programming. The station drops the other two

channels in favor of a better quality
program when broadcasting high -action programs.
Channel 45-2 is a skycam that looks at
the Detroit skyline. Because it is somewhat static, meaning there is not much

Channel 45-3 is a constant screen

30%
20%
10%

ikely to purchase

Unlikely to purchase

Would not consider
this size

SOURCE: Forrester Research www.forrester.com
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any difference in image quality in a

change in picture content, the station
broadcasts a standard digital picture
around 4Mb/s even when HD material
is being broadcast on 45-1.

60%

0%

Channel 45-1 is nominally set for
12Mb/s. According to Williams, 12Mb/s
is a compromise, and it is difficult to see

Broadcast Engineering
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capture of their WDIV's local Doppler
radar. Because of the static nature of the
radar's output, the station programs its
multiplexer for 2Mb/s for this channel.
San Francisco's NBC affiliate KRON
began broadcasting its multichannel fare
on May 19 over KRON-DT Channel
57. Roy Trumbull, KRON's assistant

Over 400 I 'finitely
Customizable 2D & 3D
Transitions 3t Effects

Ti e Perception RT real
time non-linear editing

Its been a long time
since I could turn around
frm'n an edit control screen
and see a client's mouth
drop open in amazement."

system has everytting you
need to create higt quality
video productions. 21

- George Avgerakis
Videography Magazine

-

Brad Carvey
DCC Magazine

Lightning -fast DPS Perception RT3DXTM with DPS Video Action'
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From

0,995

lo.st6111.7 wax compt.ter

or ct ocse a annplete
R7 -511\'i
DRS Pmepi
turn-1,ci sys-em.

Fee
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,
11,1ItIcips.corn r,,or -coil 800-7 75-5.5/ 4.

www.dps.com

-
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chief engineer, said the station employs

a General Instruments encoder with a
SD frame capable of multiple channels

ing at 4.1 and the SD channel tuning in
at 4.2.
KRON has a tradition of being on the

and a HD frame. The streams are muxed
together.

cutting edge of technology and new
services. "We expect an upgrade to

KRON-DT currently airs HD and
upconverted NTSC in the 1080i format. The stations SD channel offers a

permit datacasting soon."
Development in the area of multiplexers and encoders is only half the battle.

feed from a traffic camera and is mainly
used for demonstration purposes. Trum-

Demuxing the bitstream is another chore

bull said PSIP data links channel 4 to
channel 57, with the HD channel tun -

Is 720p high

definition?
Arecent announcement by the Inter-

national Telecommunications
Union (ITU) has affirmed that ABC's
selected production and transmission
standard of 720p is not considered high
definition. The announcement caught
many by surprise, especially with progressive scanning getting rave reviews at
last fall's SMP I E conference.

Giuliano Rossi, senior counselor and
head of the study group department of
the ITU Radiocommunications Bureau,
said 720p is presently not considered a

wanting to see how their units respond
to a complex stream.
In looking for an encoder that would
do multicasting, Trumbull said, "From
what I've seen of the encoders on the
market, most are one -trick ponies

-

that is, they'll do HD or SD, but not
both. They can't even do elementary

that seems to be somewhat lacking for
attention. To date, Trumbull said three
set -top box makers have visited him

PSIP data."
As far as KRON's future plans, he said,
"We don't have any long-term plans for
how we'll use multichannel."

(809) cites a requirement when the HD
system is interlaced scanned of twice the
number of lines as in conventional sys-

keep up with the fast pace of technology
change.
"Since we at ABC had no HDTV equip-

tems. Thus a 1080i system could be

ment at the time we had to make our

considered HDTV. When the system is
progressively scanned however, the definition does not technically apply." The
controversy clearly leaves ABC and anyone else considering 720p in a lurch; that

decisions, we had the choice of using the

may be especially the case for companies

planning on manufacturing 720p production equipment.
When asked about the controversy,
ATSC Executive Director Craig Tanner

1080i format or a superior non-ITU
format," he said. "Should we have cho-

sen 1080i just because it was an ITU
Recommendation? We believe that 720p
will deliver superior pictures to our viewers as it is well known that interlace is a
considerable source of difficulties for all

forms of picture processing, including
compression."

claimed it was a "production format

While ITU-R BT.709-3 states that 1080i

issue ... on which ATSC does not have a
formal opinion. We have both 720p and

meets the "quality goals" set for HDTV,

Uytenndaele said, "Unfortunately, we
have not been able to find an ITU docu-

While the ITU does not recognize 720p as an HD
production format, it does recognize it as a

ment that states what these 'quality goals'

delivery format for HD broadcasting.

ITU report (809) requires that any interlaced HD system be scanned at twice the
number of lines as in conventional sys-

HD format because of "claimed lesser
performance" when compared to other
formats included in Recommendation
ITU-R BT.709-3.

"The reasons for not including at
present the 720p format among the recommended HDTV production formats

but we have no effort underway to make
judgements about these production formats. Our emission standard accommodates both. It is an appropriate issue for
ITU-R, however."

evidence about its performance vis-a-vis

ABC responds

any other system," Rossi said. "In particular, a comparison based on subjective tests was actually considered necessary. The above reasons have lead to the
establishment of an expert group which
will evaluate the system with the task to
come to conclusions in the next (few)
months."
David Wood, head of new technology
at the EBU technical department, said,

Antoon G. Uyttendaele, ABC-TV science and technology senior adviser and
member of the U.S. ITU delegation was
more direct saying, "It has been suggest-

ed by the ITU Radiocommunications
Assembly that only one technical standard should be recommended for each

tion television, an existing ITU report

radiocommunication application unless
good reasons can be offered to do otherwise. This is a very laudable objective
but hardly applicable in an environment
where standard setting activities cannot

18
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1080i meets these goals."

One explanation is that the existing

tems. Thus, a 1080i system could be
1080i and 1080p (at 24 and 30 frames
per second) in the ATSC DTV standard,

were based on the lack of sufficient

"In terms of a definition for high -defini-

are and how it has been shown that

considered HD by this definition. However, the definition does not apply to a
progressively scanned system.
To possibly head off a final confrontation, the U.S. has requested the ITU form
a 720p technical group to investigate the
possibility of the 720p becoming a second HDTV production format. One interesting twist is that while the ITU does
not recognize 720p as a HD production
format, it does recognize it as a delivery
format for HD broadcasting.
Although no one at ITU would comment on European countries venturing
into HDTV, Wood did say, "donning an

EBU hat, of course, we all know that
eventually television will migrate to HDTV,
and the difference of view are largely only

about timing." Unfortunately for ABC
and others planning on using the 720p
format, timing is everything.

So...

How was your day?

AIRO Brings You The Power, Efficiency and Sanity of Broadcast Automation
Black on air... Make goods... Missed spots... Last minute changes...

sound a little too familiar? If so, Odetics Fas the solution.
Introcucing the AIRO automation system. AIRO takes the complexity

and confusicn aft of automating broadcast television stations. Fully
integrate netwo-< feeds, local program playback and spot insertion,
all through a r-odular system architecture that ensures cost effective
automation noo. and in the future.

Take the stress out of your routine with AIRO, call (714) 780-7565
AIRO Automation Software with VldeoSpy Window

or email to airogodetics.com for more information.

°defies
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The Americas (714) 780-7565

Content Management Solutions

Email: airo@odetics.com

Web: www.odetics.com/airo

Europe +44 (0) 118 927-4600
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Pinnacle Systems
acquires HP's video
server line
pinnacle Systems Inc. and HewlettPackard announced that Pinnacle
has agreed to purchase HP's video server
business in an asset-puchase agreement.
According to Pinnacle Systems, the full
purchase price is expected to be about $40

million. HP will end up with a vested
interest in Pinnacle. The acquisition is
being made with a combination of cash

and Pinnacle common stock. Pending
approval from regulatory agencies, the
deal will be completed this month.

Pinnacle's recently expanded plant
should have little difficulty accommodat-

ing the additional key technologies and
intellectual property gained in the HP
acquisition. The MediaStream family of
products and selected additional assets
are included in the deal. Most of the HP
managers and employees will join Pinna-

cle Systems, and the remainder of HP
employees who do not join Pinnacle Systems will be reassigned within HP.
The acquisition of HP's assets gives Pin-

the first successful video servers in the
broadcast industry in 1992. "This acqui-

Both products were introduced this year
at NAB.

sition will complement our existing prod-

ucts in the broadcast market and extend
our customer base," said Bob Wilson, vice

president and general manager of Pinnacle's broadcast division.

"We value the relationships we have
built in this marketplace and will imple-

We want to hear from you.
So write to us and let us
know what you think.
SEND

STAFF

ment a program with Pinnacle to provide
a seamless transition for our existing customers," said Tom White, vice president
and general manager of HP's Communications Solutions Group. "We believe that

jim_saladin@intertec.corn

they will be better served by the new

drdigital@cotrnpusenee.com

breadth of services under Pinnacle Systems' management."
HP's video communications division
developed MPEG-2-based video serv-

bractdick@intertec.com
pabick_murphy@intertec.com

AUTHORS

larry_bloomfietd@intertec.com
harry_martin@intertec.com

ers. HP's newest entries, the MediaStream 700 and 1600 are third -generation products.
What makes the merger of the two

jerry_whitaker@intertec.corn

companies' product lines beneficial to the
market place is the MediaStream family

kare_andersoraintertec.com

of products is targeted at installations

michaelrobin@intertec.com
brad_gilmer@intertec.com

den_markley@intertec.com

where a large number of playout channels

paul_mcgoidrick@intertec.com

nacle a legacy of success and tradition

are required, while Pinnacle's Thunder
product line is intended for users who

dating back to HP's introduction of one of

need two or four channels of record/play.

waw.broadcastengifleering.com

e new DH30 oes it all.
AES and analog inputs and
outputs

Adjustable compressor and
expander

Bass boost
Adjustable caller control
Selectable auto mix -minus
Digital Echo CancellationTM
Highest quality sound
Adjustable 3 -band digital EQ
LCD menu display
Remarkable low price
Shipping today
THE NAB

RA,D10

Booth #1319
Orlando, FL

SI-10W Aug 31 -Sep 2

The only thing this hybrid
doesn't do is make your coffee.
(But we're working on that.)
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Gentner
www.gentner.com
1.801.975.7200
1.800.568.9239

Higher Resolution

By A Wide Margin.

ASSISTED INTERNAL FOCUS HIGH RESOLUTION

Wat's the point of shooting a wide-angle scene if the

outer edges of your shot are distorted? With the
Angenieux 12X5.3 AI FFIR WideSuperZoom you'll capture all the

details. Because Angenieux's superior optics minimize distortion resulting in higher resolution from edge to edge_
The 12X5.3 A1F-1-1R WideSuperZoom delivers the greatest range
(12X) and fastest aperture (f/1.7) of any broadcast wide-angle lens

available. And its enhanced contrast and perfect color accuracy provide the quality
of film on video.

Additional performance features of the 12X5.3 AIF. FIR WideSuperZoom include:
Assisted Internal Focusing (AIF); a UV filter integrated into a sun shade with 90° rotation ability; high resistance to humidity; a new ergonomic grip; double engravings
for easy adjustment of focus ring; and compatibility with all 16:9 format switchable
cameras. Even the paint is specially designed to absorb sweat without wear.

Get the full picture in wide-angle performance with the
12X5.3 AlFFIR WideSuperZoom from Angenieux. The wide-

angle lens with higher resolution by a wide margin. For
more information on our complete line call 973-812-3858
www.angenieux.com e-mail angenieux@calva.net.

WideSuperZoom

angUnieux
Angenieux, 40G Commerce Way, Totowa, NY 07511 ©1999
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JVC introduces new
DV camcorder, VTR

a part of any editing suite. It was
designed around the IEEE -1394 con-

jVC introduced a line of products

nectivity standard, which will provide lossless digital transfers to and

that it says will take its place alongside its Digital -S and D-9 HD formats.

from most nonlinear editing systems.
The new JVC unit also has the inher-

JVC's tossed its hat into the profes-

ent recording quality of all of the

sional DV ring with two products.

25Mb/s DV -based systems. This re-

The first, the GY-DV500 camcorder,

corder/feeder should fit right into

is a component digital, three 1/2-

most legacy S -VHS, Hi -8, or even

Beta SP linear editing systems because of its Y/C and

component video out and
RS -422 and JVC 12 -pin con-

trol connectors.
JVC believes there is a need

for more programming for
broadcasters, cable TV, satellite channels, DVD, CD-ROM

and even for Internet -based
broadcasts. These venues have
spawned a whole new genera-

tion of creative and aspiring
JVC's GY-DV500 camcorder is a new DV camera
designed for broadcast. cable. videography and
multimedia applications.

producers. The company hopes
its new, more affordable prod-

uct line will attract existing
inch CCD camcorder that uses standard interchangeable bayonet mount
lenses with an integrated, industrial
grade mini -DV recorder in a package that weighs less than 11 pounds.
The second product, the BR-DV600
VTR, is what JVC calls a recorder/
feeder that was designed to complement its new camcorder and become

and aspiring professional DV users. JVC

Sinclair modulation
tests near
completion

commercially available until some time
in 1997. COFDM and related multicarrier technology have consistently been
demonstrated as a robust technology in

After months of testing, Baltimore based Sinclair Broadcasting Group
is preparing to release the results of its
comparative field trials of the 8VSB and

namely copper twisted pair. 8VSB was
developed by the ATSC to replicate the
coverage of broadcasters' current NTSC
coverage.

COFDM modulation systems.
The U.S. television community can

some of the Sinclair tests, says there was

expect the results of the "Baltimore
Reception Tests" to be published and
made public in September. The head -to-

says its new product line is intended to
appeal to "network broadcasters, cor-

porate videographers, small -market
television stations, cable operations,
event videographers and multimedia
producers."

hostile propagation environments,

Ed Williams of PBS, who observed
about 28dB S/N and 3.1 percent EVM
for the 8VSB signal, which is well within normal operating specifications. The

head field trial conducted by Sinclair

COFDM system operated in 2K,

engineers could help settle the modula-

64QAM, 3/4 FEC, 1/8 spacing, at a
24.88Mb/s gross data rate mode. The

tion system issue. With Sinclair's numerous television stations, the compa-

ny set out to compare COFDM and
8VSB and determine which system is
better.
COFDM was partly developed at Bell

Labs years ago, but it did not become
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useful data rate for 8VSB was
19.39Mb/s. The COFDM data rate
was 18.66Mb/s, which is close enough
for useful comparison. The COFDM
bandwidth occupancy was 5.7MHz and
5.38MHZ for 8VSB. The wider band August 1999

Tektronix to form
two separate
companies
Tektronix recently announced its
plans to form two separate companies, one that encompasses its test

equipment division and a second
that includes its color printing and
imaging division.

One of the new companies will
retain the Tektronix test equipment
identity and will be formed from the

Measurement Business Division
(MBD). Tektronix' VideoTele.com
business unit is now a part of MBD.
The new measurement company will

retain the Tektronix name and be
headquartered in Beaverton, OR.
Carl Neun, senior vice president
and chief financial officer of Tektronix, will become its chief executive officer.
The other company will be formed

from the Color Printing and Imaging Division (CPID) and has not yet
been named. It will be headquartered in Wilsonville, OR. Upon com-

pletion of the separation of the two

companies, Jerry Meyer will become chief executive officer of the

new color printing and imaging
company.
Both Meyer and Neun will continue in their current positions at Tektronix until the spin-off is complete.

Rick Wills, currently president of
MBD, will become president of the
new measurement company and
Gerry Perkel, currently president of
CPID, will become president of the

new color printing and imaging
company.
Jerry Meyer, Tektronix's chairman
and chief executive officer, said, "We
are also confident that we will sell or
find a strategic partner for our video

division and that it will continue to
be a leading provider of operational
equipment to the professional video
and broadcast markets."
Tim Thorsteinson, president of the
Grass Valley Group, would not confirm or deny any prospective buy-

ers, but he did indicate there is
interest in the division from several
companies.

The new Short/cut '99 has arrived!
You talked. We listened.
Short/cut '99 delivers these
exciting new features:

Variable length cross fades

Programmable Fade In
and Fade Out
Gain adjustment of
selected audio with
ramping
.WAV, .BWF and .AIFF
file import and export
External sample rate
synchronization
D -NETT" Echo

Short/cut '99 is ready to
ship and field upgrades are
available for existing
machines.
Short/cut '99 delivers
superior audio quality, true

Whether you're replacing
out -dated reel-to-reel
machines or building a state
of the art studio, now more
than ever, Short/cut is your
number one choice.

cut -and -paste waveform editing,

massive hard disk storage
and support for external
removable media drives*
all in one compact, easy -to -

use package. It even has
built-in speakers and ten
Hot -Keys' for instant playback of edited material in
the studio, or on the road.

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AJDIO

For more information call (818) 991- 0360 / Fax (818) 991-1360 / e-mail: info@360systems.com / Website: www.360systems.com
Optional Zip'" drives available from 360 Systems.
1999-360 Systems
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World leader
in multi -channel
automation
total
control
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total
reliability

width for COFDM forced a compromise on the bandpass
filter so it did not meet FCC specs, but that was not needed
for this test.
Sinclair transmits NTSC with its LMA on Channel 54 and is
assigned Channel 40 for DT transmission. The ERP for both
signals was about 50kW using a 30 -gain antenna about 1000
feet above ground. Peak -to -average power was 8.5dB for

COFDM and 6.5dB for 8VSB. One of four 60kW IOT
power amplifiers normally used for Sinclair's channel 45
station was used for the DTV tests at an average output
power of about 5.5kW.
The COFDM signal consisted of a seven -second clip of SD
PAL material with an encoded rate of about 3.5Mb/s, followed
by bit stuffing in the Rhode & Schwarz modulator for the
18.66Mb/s total. For 8VSB, some HD material was provided
from a server. There was no real complaint about using SD on
one and HD on the other, but it did generate some discussion
about what effect the difference could make in reception.
Two UHF antennas, a single, stand-alone bow tie and double
bow tie with reflector, were used for the demonstrations. A
diagnostic display on one
of the COFDM receivers
provided indications of the

transmit mode of the
COFDM system.

Williams visited two
sites, and based on those
tests he thought COFDM
was easy to receive while
8VSB was more difficult.

total
solutions

DAL
Drake Automation

Both could be made to
fail. Sinclair allowed visitors to conduct their own
tests at each site. At two of

the locations where both

Sinclair station engineer Harvey

8VSB and COFDM could Arnold (far left) and Ray Kiesel (far
right), a member of the Sinclair New
be received, the margin to Technology Group, discuss their
threshold was nearly idenmodulation testing methods with a
tical despite the significant group of broadcasters.
variations among the two
COFDM receivers and the two 8VSB receivers.
Williams said, "There clearly is a difference in receivability.
He believes the next step is to determine the theoretical limits
of 8VSB reception followed by implementation of circuitry to

meet the criteria as closely as possible. It is no longer a

North America - DAL Inc.

Tel. +973 631 6200
Fax. +973 631 6206

International - DAL Group Tel. +44 1256 379000
Fax. +44 1256 707359

Far East - DAL Far East

Tel. +60 3 651 4654
Fax. +60 3 653 2448

www.drake-automation.com

See us at IBC Amsterdam Stand 11 .312
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comparison between NTSC and DTV, it is now between two
conceptually different DTV modulation systems.
Citing the importance to both consumers and broadcasters,
Rep. Billy Tauzin, chairman of the House Subcommittee on
Telecommunications, Trade and Consumer Protection, said,

"Obviously, I am very concerned about potential indoor,
digital reception problems encountered by Sinclair Broadcasting. I intend to ask Chairman Kennard at the FCC to investi-

gate this issue and report his findings back to the House
Telecommunications Subcommittee."
Pia Pialorsi of Sen. John McCain's office said the senator's

Communications Subcommittee staffers "are aware of the
issue and are monitoring it, however, the senator has not made
any statement on the matter."

44
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Freedom from tape format differences,
Freedom from NTSC to PAL conversions,
Freedom from expensive shipping and satellites,
Freedom from rushing to meet courier deadlines,
Freedom from stumbling through complex technology.

Finally. A way to send and receive video and audio, from approval to digital master quality, across town or
around the world, without confusion, without couriers, without chaos. ClipMailm Pro, Telestream's new MPEG-2
digital media delivery system, uses store and forward technology to deliver what you need, when you need it,
without tape format concerns. And video quality is never compromised by transmission speed.
ClipMail Pro sends media across a choice of standard telecommunications networks, including the Internet,
without any loss of quality during transmission. So what you see is what they get.
And although ClipMail Pro was developed by video professionals, for industry professionals,
you don't have to be one to use it. It's as easy as sending e-mail.

So Discover Freedom. Discover

CIipMaiF Pro.

www.telestream.net

TELESTREAM

Toll free 877 CLP MAIL
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data, voice telephony calls and other
digital fare, into a dense cluster on a

to local phone companies who would, in

single platform for high-speed delivery
to the subscriber. Bit rates are 26Mb/s
downstream and 3Mb/s upstream. Via Gate's residential gateway product then

hood nodes or local hubs via fiber optic
cable. From there it will be delivered via
copper wire (a drop wire) to a decoder/
terminal box in your home, business, etc.

method to transport HD video

separates the various signals. Lucent
Digital Video's role is to provide HD

The only weak link being the copper

and other digital content at 26Mb/s
over high-speed digital lines and existing infrastructure.

encoding and decoding systems. Viewers will be able to see a HDTV display,
a standard TV display and receive reg-

Lucent, ViaGate
send HD on a

twisted pair
Two companies have developed a

In early June, ViaGate and Lucent Digital Video demonstrated the first HDTV

signals over a single pair of telephone
wires using very high-speed digital subscriber lines (VDSL). Filling this gap is a

significant milestone in the delivery of
multimedia broadband material to residential, small business or remote office
locations. VDSL technology has the abil-

ity to provide 20Mb/s to 50Mb/s of
digital bandwidth over a single pair of
copper wire. With the judicious bandwidth management, this will allow highquality video streams to be transmitted
to a user's location without rewiring.

The ViaGate equipment, called an
"access switch," aggregates or masses

HDTV content, along with Internet

Digital fibre optic transmitter and receiver cards
If

you've

ever

experienced

optical

fibres

accidentally breaking where they emerge
from the front panel of your router or
transmission

system,

you'll

ular phone calls over the same telephone wire.
This technology can be used to transport digital content as long it remains
within the bandwidth limitations of the
transport media. By managing disparate
data streams from a single source close to
the customer, telecommunications companies and other service providers will be
able to deliver HDTV and other high bit
rate material in a cost-efficient manner.

The nearly half dozen FCC -licensed
open video systems are proposing to
offer their consumers any number of
digital video services, high-speed Internet and much more. All services would
be provided from the OVS central office
and will be deliver via fiber optic cables

turn, deliver the services to neighbor-

drop.
To date, the drop has been the weakest
link with respect to digital bandwidth
in the modern telecommunications infrastructure. The local telephone operating companies can replace the miles

of multipair copper cable with fiber
into neighborhood nodes but replacing
each and every copper drop from their
"junction boxes" to the multiplicity of
demarks is costly and impractical.
By using VDSL lines, telephone service

providers will be able to deliver HDTV
signals to customers at the same time that
the terrestrial broadcast television industry converts to digital television.
Larry Bloomfield is a former chief engineer an

industry consultant located in Morgan Hill,
CA.
SEND

Send questions and comments to:
larry_bloomfield@intertec.com

cards. Because they feature an innovative contact

block that puts the optical connectors at the
rear where they really belong. Out of potential

danger yet able to perform in accordance with
proposed

SMPTE

standards

for

digital

fibre

ADigital Design
THE MARK OF DIGITAL ACHIEVEMENT

appreciate the Axon FOT-100

transmission. These cards are designed to handle even

AXON DIGITAL DESIGN BV
THE NETHERLANDS. PHONE: +31 (0)13 511 6666.

transmitter and FOR -100 receiver

difficult pathological test patterns without problems.

UNITED KINGDOM. PHONE: +44 11 89 21 3700.

Reach out for this and all other Axon digital broadcasting solutions on

Stand 8.369 at IBC Amsterdam, 10-14 September 1999.
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U.S.A. PHONE: (212) 265 6865.
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*Dual Channel Key Support

I Digital. 2 Analog Formats
8 digital inputs standard, configure on another 8 digital QE 4 each
analog primary & key (composite, component, or mixed).

2 independent keyers with popular modifiers such as edge, outline,
& positional shadow standard.

Eaceptional 10 Bit Processing

$witcher Convenience Features

4:2:2:4, 10 -bit, signal processing ensures imaging results of the highest
quality every time.

80 wipe patterns (inc. star) with modifiers & spin, design pattern
backgrounds, 4:3/16:9 aspect ratio select.

*Still Store to PST/PGM

*3D DVE Effects Capability

Create multi -layered image setups & store using PGM or PST bus for
later recall & production use.

Optionally add popular 3D DVE effects such as turns, warps,
polygons, & more. Assign any video layer to DVE.

*Flexible Operation

And Even More

Simple panel controls & menus, sequence capable, built-in floppy
drive for data download/upload.

Add on tally output interface, editor inr.erface, and/or chroma
key capability.

FOR.Z

For information, call FOR -A Company Ltd.:

Homepage: http://www.for-a.co.jp

Head Office: 3-1-7 Ebisu, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0013, Japan
FOR -A Corporation of America :11095 Knott Ave., Cypress, CA 90630, USA

+81 (0)3-3446-3936,

FOR -A Corporation of Canada : 425 Queen SL W.1210, Toronto, Ontario M5V 2A5, Canada

and AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

FOR -A (UK) Limited : Heritage House, 21 Inner Park Rd., London SW19 6ED, U.K.

+1416.9'7-0343,
444 (0)181-788-7664,

FOR -A Italia Sr.!.. : Viale Europa 50 20093, Cologno Monzese (Ml), Milan, Italy
FOR -A Beijing Office: Rm 1802, Tower 1, Henderson Ctr., 18 Jianguvnennei Ave., Beijing, China

+39 02-254-3635/6,
+86 (0)10-6518-3865,

INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO
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FCC U date

FCC to require closed -captioning capability
on DTV receivers
BY HARRY MARTIN

The FCC proposed to amend its rules
to include requirements for the dis-

play of closed -captioned text on dig-

ital television receivers. This action
was taken to ensure that closed -captioning services are available in the

transition from analog to digital
broadcasting.
Closed -captioning information is
encoded and transmitted along with
the video signal of television broadcasts. The text is not ordinarily visible. In order to display closed -captions, viewers must use either a set top decoder or a television receiver
with integrated decoder circuitry.
In 1990, Congress passed the Telecommunications Decoder Circuitry
Act. The Act requires that television
receivers with picture screens 33 cen-

timeters (13 inches) or larger contain built-in decoder circuitry designed to display closed -captioned
television transmissions. The Act also
requires that the FCC take appropriate action to ensure that closed -captioning services continue to be available to consumers. In 1991, the FCC

amended its rules to include standards for the display of closed -captioned text on analog television receivers. The development of digital
broadcasting prompted the FCC to
again update its rules.
The FCC is proposing to incorporate sections of the EIA industry standard into its rules. The standard pro-

vides instructions for the encoding,
delivery, and display of closed -captioning information for digital television systems. It supports user options that enable captioned displays
to be customized by a viewer. For
example, closed -caption decoders

functioning pursuant to the standard may permit viewers to change
various attributes of caption text such

as its font, spacing, color or screen

position. This allows viewers to
change the appearance of captions
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to suit personal needs or tastes. The
FCC proposes requiring that digital
television receivers be capable of receiving and displaying closed -captioned data that is formatted according to the EIA standard.
In 1997, the Commission adopted
rules to phase in the closed -captioning of analog video programming.

Dateline
Commercial television stations

in the following states and
territories must file their
biennial ownership reports on
new FCC Form 323 on or before
October 1: Alaska, Florida,
Hawaii, Iowa, Missouri, Oregon,
Washington, American Samoa,
Guam, Mariana Islands, Puerto
Rico and Virgin Islands.
All commercial stations that
have not yet filed DTV applications (i.e., stations that are not
network affiliates in markets 130) must do so by November 1,

The rules require an increasing
amount of captioned new programming over an eight -year transition
period with 100 percent of all new
non-exempt programming required
to be captioned by Jan. 1, 2006.
Once standards for the display of
closed -captions on DTV receivers are

adopted, programming prepared for

1999.

display on DTV receivers will be

Network affiliates in markets

subject to the transition schedule for
the captioning of new programming.

11-30 must have completed

construction of their DTV
facilities by November 1, 1999,
and all other commercial
stations must do so by May 1,

Is Internet access a cable service?

Internet Ventures Inc. has asked
the FCC to rule that Internet access
via cable is a video programming
service entitled to leased access under the 1984 Cable Act. Under the

2002.

NCE-TV stations must file their
DTV applications by May 1,
2000 and complete construction by May 1, 2003.

Act, a cable system having more than

a certain number of activated channels must set aside channels for lease
by programming providers. Internet
Ventures, an Internet service provider (ISP), argues that video streaming

to access by unaffiliated ISPs) as a

possible source of chaos, and he all
but invited the cable industry to file
over the Internet makes the Internet petitions for declaratory relief. Coma source of video programming sim- missioner Powell, in a recent speech
ilar to that provided by a TV station. to the Federal Communications Bar
That would qualify ISPs for leased Association in Chicago, suggested
access. If Internet Ventures prevails, the FCC should pre-empt municipal
then medium-sized and large cable ordinances requiring cable franchissystems must open their leased ac- es to grant access to unaffiliated ISPs.
cess channels to ISPs, who can com- The FCC sought public comment on
pete directly with cable company ISPs the Internet Ventures request, and
such as @Home.

So far the FCC has resisted ISP
efforts to draw the agency into the
cable access dispute. FCC Chairman
Kennard even denounced the recent
Portland cable access decision (opening the TCI-AT&T cable system there
August 1999

may eventually have to rule on it one
way or the other.
Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth, PLC, Rosslyn, VA.
p
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Buy cheap video jacks now
and in a few years people
may e you d erently.

ADC Superjacks. A smart investment to keep you
and your network looking good.
Video jacks are by no means the biggest part of converting your system to digital. So it's easy to overlook their

importance and buy them on price. But if your station winds up broadcasting a higher -level format than your
jacks can handle, you're going to look, well ... pretty bad. You might even have to shut down, re -cable and replace
your jack fields. That's why we invented ADC Superjacks. Designed
specifically for digital signals, they can handle any format out there.

All the way up to uncompressed HDTV In fact, they're the only video
jacks to surpass SMPTE® 292M standards. And they have the best

impedance performance of any jacks on the market. All of which

can make a big difference in the way people see you. ADC

ADC Superjacks
Why take chances?
us at

1-800-726-4266
for more information and a free booklet:
"How to Build Your Digital Infrastructure."
Or visit us at
www.adc.com/Products/AVproducts/indec html

Telecommunications. We've got answers before you have questions.
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A look at adding antennas
JERRY WHITAKER, BE CONFERENCE CONSULTANT

It is no surprise that the transition to
DTV brings with it a host of difficult
issues that must be addressed by television stations. What has surprised many
engineering managers, however, is just
how vexing one of the key elements of

the conversion process can be. This
issue - the transmitting tower itself

-

can defy simple engineering and business decisions when, by necessity, it
ventures into the realm of local zoning
and then, by definition, into the realm
of local politics.
In the early years of television, a new
transmitting tower in a community was
a symbol of progress, of new entertainment and information services to residents. Now, however, a new tower, or
even additional devices on an existing

VENDOR
cro Communica-

ent form, a decade ago. The tremendous facility buildup in the mid -1980s

that accompanied the FCC's Docket

DTV signals with appropriate coverage patterns;

80-90 decision forced competitive stations to combine efforts and signals to
meet the technical, financial, and regulatory issues (many of a local nature)
that were at hand. The same scenario,

Enable emission of one or more
Enable emission of one or more

albeit under even greater pressures,
seems to be playing itself out for DTV.
In this month's column, we hear two
perspectives: Bob Hess of WBZ-TV in

panel arrays,

but not all manufacturers offer this
solution. Of course, adding an extra

waveguide feeders. An interesting side

like most prod-

panel per bay also increases both tower

that, in some circumstances, it is possi-

ucts, have their ad-

load and antenna cost.
Specific advantages of panel designs

ble to work with fewer panels than

include:
They work at both NTSC and DTV.
Panel antennas can broadcast in digital

been instances where the number of
antenna bays was dictated not by the
required gain but by the need to cope
with the power being pumped up the

vantages and disadvantages. In
broad terms, their
major advantage
lies in their flexibility; their disad-

vantage is their
high windload rel-

ative to other
types of broadcast antennas.
Specific disadvantages of panel antennas include the following:
Tower loading: There is no avoiding
the fact that this type of antenna imposes a much higher windload on the tower than slotted poles or turnstiles. This
tions Inc.

is the price we pay for the ability to
handle multiple channels in a single
antenna.
Azimuth pattern circularity: To get
an omnidirectional pattern, the standard approach is to use four panels per
bay. This gives an azimuth pattern that
has deeper nulls than using a slotted

pole. There is the approach of using
five panels per bay to lessen these nulls,
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addressed this issue, in a slightly differ-

nearly everyone within line of sight of
the structure.
This being the case, the need is great
for some technology to accomplish the
following objectives:

NTSC signals with appropriate coverage patterns;
Accomplish the two previous objectives without replacing the tower.
For many stations, the solution to this
problem has been the broadband panel
antenna.
It is important to remember that FM
broadcast radio stations successfully

Broadband

Sam Matthews, Mi-

tower, is viewed like the plague by

Broadcast Engineering

or analog, or both at the same time.
Group delay. Panel antennas do not
suffer from the group delay problems
associated with end fed slot antennas.
Modular flexibility. The panels can
be configured to give the azimuth pattern, beam tilt and ERP that you need.
Power handling. Due to recent developments in power handling capabilities for UHF panels, broadband antennas can now compete favorably with
designs such as slot antennas. Previously, the relatively low power handling of individual panels was a constraint on design effectiveness in highpower UHF applications. Several man-

ufacturers now produce panels that
will handle 7.5- to 10kW.

Boston and Sam Matthews of Micro
Communications.
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jerry_whitaker@intertec.com

effect of the higher power panels is
previously thought possible. There have

main feeder to achieve the desired ERP.
Apart from the cost savings, there is the
added benefit of getting a broader ver-

tical beam by having a lower gain antenna.
System redundancy. The dual input
configuration makes it possible to go to
half antenna if service is required
one way to contend with damage re-

-

sulting from a lightning strike. This
capability is like having a standby built
right into the main antenna.
Broadcast multiple stations simultaneously. Several broadcasters can team

up to share original equipment and
costs, or one owner can "rent" equipment usage to other broadcasters. To

When built into an array of large

illustrate the point, MCI supplied a

numbers of panels, the individual panel
capacity soon adds up to accommodate
the sort of power levels associated with

single broadband antenna to handle 17
NTSC stations at a site in Minnesota,
with plans to add DTV channels into
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Introducing a
breakthrough in digital

SPECIFICATIONS:

broadcast technology...
Fujinon's A22X7.8EVM DIGI POWER LENS. It's the first

Camera Format:

hand-held lens ever made that combines 7.8mm wide angle and

Zoorr Rat o:

2/3 in.
22x

Exiier der:
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Filter Sim

technology (AT), One Shot Preset, Quick Zoom and Cruise Zoom. In addition to

Inner Focus

the New 22X, Fujinon provides an extensive variety of DIGI POWER lenses that

Weight

ccmprise the widest, tightest, most complete and compatible line of digital
lenses available.

Broadcast & Communications Products Division
FUJINON INC. 10 High Point Dr Wayne NJ 07470-7434 (973) 633-5600 FUJI PHOTO OPTICAL CO.. LTD. 1-324 Lletdke
Omiya City, Saitama 330 Japan: Phone: 048-668-2152. FAX: 048-651-8517 TELEX J22885
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1-800-553-6611
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0.8m

Optional

0 95mm P=1.0
Yes

1.7kg (EVM)

the same system in the near future.
Resale value. If there is ever a need

to sell off the equipment, there is a
ready market for this type of antenna,
as the panels can be tuned to any frequency in the UHF band and reconfigured to give different azimuth patterns.
As with many things technical, the
issue of antenna types can be as much
a business decision as it is a technical

one. In any application, the relative
strengths and weaknesses must be
weighed carefully. In the case of an

antenna, the evaluation process is
critical to the success of the project.
A well -designed and installed anten-

na will pay dividends for years to
come; a job done poorly will haunt
you for nearly as long.
Sam Matthews is sales and marketing manager
with Micro Communications.

According to
the 1999

WBZ-TV's tower in Boston is home to

four of Boston's TV stations and had
absolutely no excess windload capacity.
The engineers of all four stations began
studying the options several years ago
and decided to rely on broadband antennas to deal with the problem. WBZ's
channel 4 and WCVB's channel 5 will be

combining on a broadband, circularpolarized antenna, thereby eliminating
the individual channel 4 and channel 5
antennas. The DTV allocations for the
tower's stations are channels 19, 20, 30
and 43. In addition, there is an analog
channel 44 on the tower. The decision
was made to purchase a pair of stacked,
top -mount, broadband UHF panel antennas to accommodate all of the DTV
channels. The broadband antenna system will also accommodate the analog
UHF channel, thus eliminating one more

individual antenna on the tower. With
significant reinforcement of the tower,
the design structural engineer on the

project, gave his stamp of approval.

edition of the
Television and
Cable Factbook,

!EXPERT'
Robert Hess, WBZ-TV

1585 TV stations
were on the air in
the U.S. as of Jan.
1, 1999. Presumably, all of these
stations will have
(or already have)

to deal with the
installation of a DTV transmission system. This means an additional transmit-

ter and, in most cases, an additional
antenna. With most towers already over-

loaded, where are all of these stations
going to put their antennas? Certainly,
in many areas towers have become taboo in the minds of the local populace,
so it will not be easy to put up a new
tower for each station in a market.
Assuming your tower can accommodate another antenna, your problem is
solved. If the windload capacity of your

tower prevents you from installing a

Construction is underway and subsequent to the decision to do the project,
several other Boston stations have expressed an interest in combining their
DTV signals into the broadband antenna system.
A broadband antenna system requires

either a panel antenna or, perhaps, a
super-turnstyle antenna. In addition, a
broadband transmission line system is
required along with a transmitter combining system. Combining broadcast

signals into a single antenna has not
been a common practice in the U. S., but
it is common practice in many European
countries. The high power levels in our

the case of an upper or lower adjacent

DTV channel, it may be possible to

why broadband broadcast antennas

multiplex both signals on the same antenna, depending on the bandwidth of
the antenna. In some cases, it may be
possible to stack another antenna on top
of an existing antenna or vice -versa. In
many cases, however, the answer is just
not that simple.

have not seen much use. The opposite
conditions exist, resulting in the com-
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lems. To quote Myat Inc., "All rigid
transmission line systems exhibit VSWR

spikes caused by the build-up of flange
interface reflections." This can inhibit
the use of the line on certain channels.
Coax moding also becomes a problem,
with eight -inch line effectively limiting
use of the line to channels below 52. As
with antennas, power -handling capaci-

If the windload capacity of your tower prevents
you from installing a new antenna, it is time to
be creative.

country, along with the ease of obtaining zoning permission to erect tall towers in the past are the primary reasons

new antenna, it is time to be creative. In

like four-leaf clovers, windloading has
been abysmal, and bandwidth and power handling capacity has been limited.
Times have changed, however. Some
manufacturers are now offering antennas that will cover most, if not all, of the
band with acceptable circular patterns,
incredible power -handling capacity and
more aerodynamic, effective projected
areas reducing windload and resonant
vibration.
A truly broadband UHF antenna system prevents use of waveguide as transmission line. Instead, large diameter rigid line is the preferred alternative. Large
line, however, is not without its prob-

mon use of broadband antenna systems in Europe.
Broadband antenna technology in the
U.S. has remained stagnant until recent
times. Azimuth patterns have looked
August 1999

ty becomes a concern when several

transmitters are fed into the same
line. Technology has addressed most
of these problems.
The combiner is the third major component in a broadband antenna system.
Power -handling capacity and bandwidth

limitations are concerns the broadcast
engineer should address. The ease of
adding future channels to the combiner
should also be well thought out. Recent
technology, however, has made transmitter combiners a viable option.
Technology has made the broadband
antenna system a realistic alternative to
traditional antenna systems when dealing with the contemporary problems of
tower approvals and excess wind -loading. Economies of scale make such systems affordable when several stations
are involved and a multistation antenna system can be a money maker for a
tower owner.
Robert Hess is director of broadcast operations/engineering, WBZ-TV/AM, WODSFM, Boston.

Ever tried to walk on water? Producing and distributing multichannel audio for DTV can be just as difficult.

But now up to eight audio channels can be carried through the existing two -channel broadcast
infrastructure with the latest innovation from Dolby Laboratories...Dolby E. With the Dolby E Encoder and

Decoder, programs created for DTV broadcast can be decoded. processed, re -encoded. and edited many
times without sacrificing sound quality. And Dolby E allows metadata to be carried throughout the entire

production and broadcast distribution stages, which means programs

sound just the way they were originally intended all the way down
the line. Take the first step...visit our website for more information.

www.dolby.com/tvaudio

Dolby
BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS
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MPEG Coding, Part 2
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

month's article covered the basics of MPEG coding. This month
we will examine some of the individual
pieces used to code images.
Last

The MPEG compression scheme serves
a wide range of applications. MPEG-1
is restricted to 4:2:0 sampling, progres-

sive (non -interlaced) scanning and
source -input format (352x240) resolution. MPEG-2 offers a wider choice of
parameters resulting in millions of possible combinations. Because of this, the
concept of profiles and levels was introduced to restrict the choice of parameters. These restrictions affect the choice
of the picture size (horizontal pixels x
active lines), the frame structure (I, P,

B), the maximum data rate and the

quate for signal delivery applications
either direct -to -home or as post-production distribution. The 4:2:2 sampling formats are adequate for contribution purposes and further studio processing, including chroma keying. The
vertical picture size constraints (e.g.
1152 and 576) are based on the larger
European pictures. The simple profile
supports only I and P pictures and has
a maximum bit rate of 15Mb/s. The
main profile supports 4:2:0 I, P and B
and offers four choices ranging from
source -input format (constrained to

4:2:0 Macroblock
Y

3

CR

5

6

4

4:2:2 Macroblock
CB

3

CR I

2

5

7

4

6

8

4:4:4 Macroblock
Y/G

352x488) all the way to European
HDTV (1920x1152). It is designed for

a large proportion of uses. The main
4:2:2 profile is an SDTV contribution

CB
2

3

CB/B

CR/F1

2

5

6

9

10

4

7

8

11

12

sampling structure. (For more information, see Table 1, July 1999.) The choices offered allow for standard -definition
(720x576 or 720x480) as well as high definition formats whether North American (1280x720 or 1920x1080) or Eu-

quality level allowing for further studio
processing and full compatibility with
digital production equipment. The SNR
and spatial profiles are scaleable, i.e.

Figure 1. Blocks made up of 8x8 pixels are

pixels associated with the luminance

ropean (1920x1152 or 1440x1152).
The 4:2:0 sampling formats are ade-

allow for the simultaneous transmission of a main signal and a helper
signal. In the case of the SNR scaleable

level, the main signal can be decoded

combined into macroblocks. In all cases.
luminance values are formed into a 16x16
pixel macroblock. The number of chroma
macroblock varies based on the sampling
structure used.

FRAME GRAB

separately by a relatively inexpensive
decoder to deliver a limited quality picture (e.g. low S/N). A high -quality de-

HD production hardware high on
the buy list

coder would use the main signal and the
helper signal to deliver a better quality
picture (e.g. high S/N) hence the term
SNR scaleability. In the case of a'spatial-

A look at tomorrow's technology.

By year's end, one in five facilities will begin purchasing HD.
Per year

Cumlative
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80%
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40%
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30%
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20%
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ly scaleable level, the inexpensive decoder displays a low -resolution picture
(e.g. on a small screen receiver). A large
screen receiver would use a high -quality decoder to display a full HD picture.
Data structures

The MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 data structure is made up of six hierarchical layers. These six layers are the block, mac-

roblock, slice, picture, group of pic1999
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2004+

Never
purchase HD

SCRI Research, a ww,Kri@triacois

tures (GOP) and the video sequence.
Luminance and chrominance data are
separated in 8x8 blocks of Y, CB and
CR values. Macroblocks consist of four
blocks of 8x8 Y values (16x16 pixels)

Easy Integrated HD Solution
Easy on your Engineers. Easy on your Budget.

Leitch brings you ezHD"- the easy
and fast way to transition to HDTV.
Upconversion, logo insertion and
monitoring are three indispensable
components your successful transition. Only one package has it all.
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for
Package Savings

The ezHD" package begins with
Leitch's high -quality Juno HDTV
upconverter, which uses motion adaptive conversion to virtually
eliminate artifacts. Juno's powerful
noise reduction further enhances
signal quality, and its sophisticated
filters provide aspect ratio conversion. Auto film detection ensures
optimum resolution.
For local branding of your upconverted signal, ezHD" also includes
Leitch's HDTV logo generator and
inserter. You can store multiple
logos for linear keying with user selectable logo positioning and
transparency.
Rounding out ezHD" is an HDTV
digital -to -analog converter for monitoring your signal before ATSC
encoding. The ezHD" package
includes a DigiBus frame and control panel, which allows you the
opportunity to further upgrade your
facility with any of the following
products:

HD frame synchronizers
HD test signal generators
HD A/D converters
HD distribution amplifiers
ATSC STL solutions
Other Leitch HD products include:
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On Air Package
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Integrator HD16x16 Routers
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along with their associated CB and CR
values. The number of chroma blocks

in a macroblock depends on the sampling structure. Figure 1 shows three
cases. The block numbering indicates
the sequence that the blocks are sent to
the DCT process. A header indicates the

type of macroblock (Y or CB or CR)
and the motion compensation vectors.

A slice is made up of a number of
contiguous macroblocks. The order of
macroblocks within a slice is the same
as the conventional television scan: from

left to right and from top to bottom.
Header values indicate the position of
the macroblock within the picture and
the quantizer-scaling factor.
Block
The picture is the
primary coding unit (8 Pixels X 8 Lines)
of a video sequence.
It consists of a group
of slices that consti-

place. The first step is noise reduction
and the elimination of NTSC/PAL decoding artifacts such as residual subcarrier. The second step is downsampling.
Most MPEG-2 applications use 4:2:0
sampling, which requires vertical chroma downsampling of 4:2:2 signal sources. This results in an equal vertical and
horizontal chroma resolution of half that

of the luminance resolution. MPEG-1
downsamples luminance to a 352x240

resolution and chroma to a 176x120
resolution to produce a source -input
format.
After preprocessing is achieved, the
actual signal compression takes place.

to be either a field or a frame so there
can be intrafield coding, producing two
pictures per frame. I pictures provide
only moderate amounts of compression. Figure 3a shows a conceptual block

diagram of an I compression scheme.
The full bit -rate SDI 270Mb/s signal
(4:2:2, 10 bits per sample) is first reduced to an 8 -bits per sample 4:2:0
representation before feeding the compressor. The input signal enters a spatial
coder consisting of a DCT processor
and a requantizer (REQ). The requantized DCT coefficients are read out in a

zigzag fashion. The resulting long sequences of low amplitude, near -zero
values are variable -

4:2:0 Macroblock

length
1

3

CB

CR

5

6

2

quently run -length

coded (RLC) and
feed a buffer. The

4

buffer controls the

Picture

tute the active picture area. It also con-

REQ to prevent the
occurrence of overflow or underflow.

Slice

tains information
1

needed by the decoder such as the type of

2

3

4

5

6

Quantizing table
information is fed

coding (I, P or B)
and the transmission
order.

The GOP is made
up of a sequence of

various combinations of I, P and B
pictures. It starts
with an I picture
which provides the

to the buffer by the
REQ.

..
Group of pictures
Video sequence

.

P frames: Interframe compression

reduces both the
spatial and the tem-

Figure 2. The MPEG data hierarchy builds from pixels up to the datastream. Blocks of poral redundancies
8x8 pixels are formed into macroblocks. A series of macroblocks make up a slice. Slices ro increase the effiform a picture (frame), and pictures are assembled into groups. Groups of pictures ciency of the data
(GOPs ) are used to build a video sequence.

compression. Fig-

reference for follow-

ure 3b shows a con-

ing P and B pictures and identifies the

The MPEG compression scheme results

starting point for switching and tape

in three types of compressed pictures:
intraframe, interframe and bidirection-

editing. GOPs typically contain a maximum of 15 pictures after which a new

I picture starts a sequence of P and B

al. To illustrate the three coding ap-

proaches we will use a generic MPEG
pictures.
coder block diagram with three variaThe video sequence includes a sequence tions (I, P and B). For every coding
header, one or more GOPs and an end - scheme the picture will highlight the
of -sequence code. The header contains relevant processing elements and the
information about the picture such as unused elements will be greyed in.
the size (pixels x lines), the pixel aspect
I frames: I pictures are coded using a
ratio, the bit -rate and the picture rate as combination of lossy and lossless comwell as decoder minimum buffer size. pression schemes applied to informaThe video sequence is known as the tion present only in the picture itself. I
video elementary stream. Figure 2 shows pictures do not depend on information
the makeup of a video sequence.
from other pictures. Only the spatial
redundancies in the image are removed.
MPEG picture types
Because most television systems emIn MPEG compressors, the original ploy interlaced scanning, there is a temsignal is preprocessed to reduce redun- poral difference between the two condancies before any compression takes secutive fields. MPEG allows pictures
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ceptual block diagram of an UP com-

pression scheme. The output of the
spatial coder feeds a spatial decoder
which consists of an inverse REQ (IREQ)
and an inverse DCT (IDCT) which re-

construct the predicted (past or I) picture. A fixed store memorizes and delays the I picture and feeds the motion
estimator. The motion estimator com-

pares the I picture with the present
picture to create forward motion vectors. The I picture is shifted by these
vectors to generate a predicted P picture. The predicted P picture is subtracted from the real (present) P picture

and produces a forward prediction error, which is fed to the spatial coder
(DCT and REQ). In the motion compensation block, vectors are calculated
that can best predict the present frame.
However, because frames may be differ -

The HDK-790D Studio/Field and HDK-79D Portable
Companion cameras take the guess work out of
choosing production formats. It is now possible
to deliver any of the leading HDTV fcrmats directly
from one camera system with no external converters.
-11 s is made practical by 2.2 -million pixel 2/3" CCDs
that provide selectable native -interlace and native progressive read-out modes. Thus, the camera can
be switched to provide 1080i, 720p and 480p.

Outputs are provided for --112-V and SDTV in
both d ch_al and analog NTSC signals car be

independently switched to 16:9, 4:3 side -ail
or 4 3 letterbox aspect ratios. Return video
supports all these combinations as well giving :he
operator a consistent HDTV display in the viewf nder.

Recent b-eakthroughs in advanced ASIC design
provide E high quality all digital solutior for camera
and CCIJ. Introduction of new solid -type electro vtic
capacitors will improve component life dran-atical y.
A superior quality NTSC signal is always available
from the CCU for simulcast or dedicated applications. Ikeganni las again taken the lead in ciewe opirg the
Independent adjustment of colorimetry and detail are most versatile camera system to address the future
needs cf HDTV.
provided in the HDTV and NTSC signal paths.

MULTI -FORMAT HDTV CAMERASSPECIALTY HDTV CAMERASHDTV MONFOFS

JJ

Ikegami Electronics (U.S.A.), Inc. 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NI 0760r Fast Coast: (201) 368-9171
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UNDER ALL
THAT CABLE?
In conventional systems, every frame synchronizer needs a

physical link to its tracking audio delay unit.
But use your IQ and you won't get tangled up with all
those cable -runs between audio and video modules.
RollTrackTM is exclusive to our IQ ModularTM system.

It's a connection -free automatic tracking delay that sorts out the

sync process automatically without the mess and
configuring problems of external cabling.

Just one wire links all boxes in

SIMPLY MORE INTELLIGENT

the network to our RoIICaIITM remote control system.

So now you can place audio and video modules as far
apart as you choose.

So uncomplicated. But then this is just one of the many
intelligent ways that our unique IQ ModularTM system unravels

the complex demands of the digital era.

Roll
Call
Controllable

IQ MODULAR

by

SNELL & WILCOX

O

For more Information on the IQ MODULAR System contact:
Tel: (408) 260 1000, Fax: (408) 260 2800, e-mail: info@snellusa.com website: www.snellsivilcox.com
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ent in various manners, the prediction

may not be perfect. If there were no
motion and no other changes, the present

frame could be perfectly predicted and
the difference frame output would be
zero (very easy to compress). When the
two frames are different, the difference
frame can still have much less information and will be easier to compress. The
output of the spatial coder feeds the VLC

and the RLC. A multiplexer (MUX)

combines the compressed data with the
motion vectors and quantizing table information (for the decoder). That data is
then fed to the buffer. The buffer -generated rate control ensures that the bit rate
at the requantizer output will not cause
buffer underflow or overflow.
B frames: A new (B) picture from the
input contains predictable information
present in the I and P pictures as well as
unpredictable (discovered) information.

Figure 3c shows a conceptual block diagram of IPB compression. The motion

compensator compares the B picture
with the preceding I or P picture and the

P picture that follows it to obtain bidirectional vectors. Forward and back-

ward motion is used to generate two
predicted B pictures. These are subtracted from the current B picture. The
resulting forward and backward data
are switch -selected depending on which

of the two are nearer to reality. The
picture differences are then spatially

(a)
Rate Control

coded in the usual manner and feed the
VLC, RLC and the buffer. The multi-

Quantizing Tables

plexer is fed motion vectors coherent
VLC

Altered &
ISA) Samgaletdc.

S

RLC

MUX

Buller

Compressed
Output

orward

with the selected video data. The buffer
controls the requantizers in the normal
fashion and is fed quantizing table information from the two requantizers.
I, P, B sequences

The I, P and B frame coding results in

Spatial Coder
DCT

a GOP starting with an I picture fol-

RED
I

lowed by a sequence of P and B pictures.

The P pictures are formed using as a

(b)

reference previous I or P pictures. The B
Rate Control

pictures use both past and future pictures as a reference. The MPEG algorithm allows the encoder to choose the

Quantizing Tables

Compressed

rti

Altered &
SA) Samgalaetd_._. SMiortion
st ator

Motion Vectors

tn

Fixed

Predictor

Store

I

I

_....Output

RLC

MUX

Spatial Decoder
IDCT

number of B pictures between any pair
of I or P pictures. The MPEG encoder
reorders the pictures in the videostream
to present the pictures to the decoder in
the most efficient sequence. In particular, the reference pictures needed to reconstruct the B pictures are sent before
the associated B pictures.
As MPEG systems find their way into
broadcast facilities, understanding the

IREO

Spatial Coder
OCT

RED

Forwa d
Prediction error

(c)

Backw rd
Prediction error
Spatial Comer

-. Subtract

Rate Control

FIO

DCT

Quantizing Tables

Future Picture
Spatial Decoder
I

Backward
Predictor

Backward

Fixed

IDCT
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IREO

Backward
Filtered &
CSub) Sampled
Data

Motion
Estimator

VLC

Motion Vectors

""--

Forward
'

Forward

i' Predictor

I

-

,..

--..

Fixed

applications where random access is
important, I pictures are used twice ev-

Forward

Past Picture

Subtract

frequency and location of I pictures. In

ery second. The encoder also chooses the

Forward

Forward

SIC

MUX

Compressed
Output

coding process will make it easier to troubleshoot and monitor these systems.

Bolter

Forward

Spatial Decoder

"--- IDCT .--- !RED -.--0
,

Michael Robin, former engineer with the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation engineering headquarters, is an independent broadcast
consultant located in Montreal, Canada. He is

co-author of Digital Television Fundamentals, published by McGraw-Hill.

Past Picture
Spatial Coder
1

---.; Subtract L-.1 DCT j.-. RED

1l

I

SEND

Forward
Prediction error

Figure 3. MPEG encoders have three basic signal paths. Each corresponds to the type
of frame being processed: I -frames (a) simply use the spatial coder that consists of the
DCT (discrete cosine transform) and REQ (requantizer). The resulting data is variable
length (VLC) and run length (RLC) coded. This finformation is multiplexed with the
quantizing tables and output through a buffer. P -frames (b) use the same process, but
add forward prediction and motion estimation. B -frames (c) add backward prediction
and motion estimation.
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Send questions and comments to:
michael_robin@intertec.com

Michael Robin's book may

be ordered directly from
the publisher by calling
800-262-4729. It is also

available from several
booksellers.

HBO Maser

Multiple format
display needs?
BARCO has your
monitoring SOIU7ifarl.

HDM
rack mourm- b.e,
multi -for iihd.
high definitime

monitor

,te
DVM

11

V.*.

Master ycvo

BARC
BARCO Communication Systems Argentina tel. +54 1 855 3357 Australia tel. +61 3 9646 5833 Belgium tel. +32 56 23 32 11
Brazil tel. +55 11 822 16 56 China (Beijing) tel. +86 10 6526 8002 Israel tel. +972 9 955 6444 Japan tel. +81 3 59538100 Malaysia tel. +60 3 7156 733
Mexico tel. +52 5 211 64 92 Russia tel. +7 095 785 52 63 The Netherlands tel. +31 30 634 0422 United Kirgdc m tel. +44 118 926 4091
USA tel. +1 770 590 3600 / toll free 1 800 992 5016
Web site: http://www.barco.com E-mail: sales.bcs@barco.corn
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Com s uters & Networks

Network troubleshooting tools
BY BRAD GILMER

So your network hasn't been right
lately? Transfer times are high, col-

lisions are through the roof, and users
are having difficulty logging in at times.
Or maybe one computer simply refuses

to talk on the network. Where do you
start, and how do you get the network
back on track?

rating the network. Symptoms include
network timeout messages, inability to
log on to a server, or slow server -based
applications.
Okay, you have blinking lights, but
things still do not talk. Locate the NIC's
driver disk. Many NICs have test software that not only
(e121J
allows the card to
be checked in the !Ilcrosoft(R) Wincbws S5

To verify your NIC is working properly, expand the network adapters section

to view the various network devices.
Select the appropriate card and then
view Properties. Under the "General"
tab, there should be a message in the
device status window saying that the

-7J HI

Start with the NIC

One of the most common troubleshooting tools is the desktop computer

computer, but to
also test commu-

itself. Most network interface cards

nications between

(NICs) have one or two diagnostic LEDs.

two similar NICs

One is usually for link integrity. When

across the net-

lit, it indicates there is a physical connection between the network card and some-

-

work. If these tests
are successful, the
network is up, and

usually a hub. It does not mean that the

can support low-

cable type is correct or that the frequency

level communica-

response of the installation is sufficient
to provide reliable communications. It
works well as a quick check of whether
a connection exists. In addition to indi-

tions. However,

thing at the other end of the wire

this does not guar-

antee that all the

(C)Copyriont Microsoft Corp 1913:-1956.
:\WING0145>p139 132.168.240.59

Pinyiny 192.168.210.50 WILL 32 byLee of daLd:
Reply
Reply
Reply
Reply

from
from
from
from

192.163.24C.59: bytes -32 time -lm. 171,32
192.163.24C.59: bytes -32 time=lms TTL=32
192.163.24C.59, bytes -32 time<10ms TTL-32
192.163.24C.59: bytes -32 time<10ms TTL-32

'0.WINLUWS>_

Figure 1. Ping is a network utility that can be run from a command
prompt on a variety of operating systems. It sends a message to

the address indicated on the command line and provides infor-

NICs provide a visual indication of link

necessary software
mation on any responses.
drivers are properly installed or that network applications device is working properly. Next, choose

activity. This may be a second LED, or by

can communicate.

cating that a connection exists, most
simply blinking the link integrity LED.
The link activity LED blinks on and off
in rough approximation to the activity

If you are having problems with a
single computer, and are running Windows 95/98/00/whatever, there is a help-

A network or server designed by a nonvideo
person may fail to take into account the special

demands that video can place on a network.

the "Resources" tab. The message, "No
conflicts" should be in the conflicting
device list window.
If you do see a yellow or red warning

flag, there are a variety of things that
could cause problems with your network card or drivers. The best bet if you

are having problems in this area is to
contact technical support for your spe-

ful application built into the system called

cific hardware. (A quick note-one of the
unfortunate things not included in WindowsNT is the Device Manager. You can
get information about drivers under Start/

Device Manager. To use it, select Start/
Settings/Control Panel/System (or right-

Control Panel/System, but it does not
automatically detect if the drivers are

click on the My Computer icon and

working properly.)

random rate. However, if the link activ-

choose properties) and then select the
Device Manager tab. Device Manager

ity light is off, and you know other

TCP/IP troubleshooting

tells you, in real time, how various devic-

computers can communicate, there is no

es on your system are doing. Look for a
yellow or red circle with an exclamation

on the network. Considerable information is available from these LEDs.
Under normal conditions, the link integrity LED is steadily lit, and the link

activity LED blinks on and off at a

activity on the wire, even though it is
physically connected to a hub or another
computer. Conversely, if the light is on
almost continuously (blinking at a high
rate), the problem could be traffic satu-
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If you are running TCP/IP, there are a
few commands that may help isolate the

problem. First, find the IP address of

mark next to the "Network Adapters"

another computer on the network that is

entry. If there is a problem here, it is fairly

working normally. Td do this, go to a
normally functioning computer and se-

certain the computer will not function
properly until it is corrected.
August 1999

lect Start/Run and type WINIPCFG (IP-

YOU PURCHASED THAT
"CLOSED"
1TIPEG VIDEO SYSTEM,

DiDn'T

+

4 4

*

HOW LOVELY.
IT CARE WITH
A FREE JACKET

+

At first it might fit just fine. But it won't be long before you're feeling...well, a bit restricted.
There's only one sane strategy in digital television today. Adopt a truly open, completely
flexible solution-only from DiviCom.

Our scalable, modular, open solutions give you powerful next -generation compression
systems that integrate with virtually any third party products. You can choose the configuration

that best meets your exact performance and budget needs today, and it ensures you the
freedom to remain out front in the future. You get the highest quaility signal with DiviCom solutions.

You alsc pack more channels into the same-or less-bandwidth.
Don't tie your hands with dead-end architecture and obsolete technologies.

www.divi.com
Vorth America +1 408 944 6700
E'uropetFrance +33 1 4862 9212
Europe/UK +44 1753 714 367
Latin America +1 56_ 692 1131
Asia Pacific/HK +852 21921799

Protect your investment. Call us today or visit our website for more information and
our FREE white paper, "Open Solutions for Digital Television."

DiviCom

DunCom is a subsdiary of C -CUBE Microsystems. Inc. c 1999 UnnCom Inc All nghts reserved

Own Solutions for Digital Tel

!DVS AISC HDTV SD7V 4:2:0 4'2:2
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Portable Ma
Serves

Multiple Vehicles!

CONFIG if you are running WindowsNT). Write
down the IP address. Next, go to the computer that
is having difficulty, and select Start/Run. Type "Ping
[IP address]", where [IP address] is the address of the

computer that is working normally (see Figure 1).
Reply messages from the other machine indicate that
communication is taking place. If you see the message, "Request timed out," this probably means that
there is a basic problem either with the wiring or the
driver. Check the link integrity and link activity lights
previously described.
If Ping works normally, but you still cannot communicate, the problem is most likely associated with
a higher -level problem in your networking software.
Be sure you have the proper clients loaded for the type
of network you are running. You might also check to
be sure that the services you are trying to access are
TCP/IP based. For example, some networks employ

multiple protocols. If the server you are trying to
reach is a Novell server running IPX, Ping may work
correctly between two computers, but without the
IPX protocol loaded on your computer, you will
never be able to log on to a Netware server.
Moving beyond the workstation

Hilomast

Rapid Deployment Unit
Extends up to 100 feet
Easily clamps to the vehicle's gutter or
to a vehicle roof rack.
Vehicle weight holds the foot of the
mast in place.
Enjoy the benefits of a telescoping pneumatic
mast without making it a permanent feature.
Carry the mast on the roof. Quickly erect upon
reaching desired location.

Contact Jim Osborne for competitive pricing.

ALLEN OSBORNE ASSOC., INC.
Tel: (805) 495-8420 www.aoa-gps.com

If you have tried all of the above, and you are still
having problems, or if your problems are not confined to a single computer, your network or server
may be at fault. Problems are generally divided into
one of several categories. Likely culprits are:
1) Very heavy network traffic caused by an overloaded network topology;
2) An overloaded server;
3) Bad or improperly installed cabling;
4) Intermittent software or hardware conflicts;
5) A datastorm caused by a faulty piece of equipment connected to the network.
It is no surprise that there are several tools to help
isolate and correct these problems. Let's first look at
the tools you may already have before moving on to
dedicated troubleshooting devices.
Whether you are running NT, Novell, UNIX, or
some other sort of server, these systems typically

include monitoring software to help isolate and
correct problems. One useful tool is the server system
monitor. Specific implementations vary, but generally, this software runs on the server and keeps track of
resources devoted to various tasks. Read the manual

to find out what tools you have at your disposal.
Areas to check are overall system utilization, disk
space available, memory space available, and the
number of simultaneous connections. Bear in mind
that a network or server designed by a nonvideo

person may fail to take into account the special
demands that video can place on a network. If you
have a 10-BaseT system (slower/older technology),
and are using that network to transfer large numbers
of graphics or streamed video images, performance
will likely be unacceptable, especially as the number
of simultaneous users increases.
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Introducing the DY-90.
Uncompromising EFP performance, in
a lightweight, low -lux ENG ca corder.
Even in the fast paced world of ENG, the new 1)1'-90 amcc.rder from JVC
means you'll never need to compromise quality...Fo: co venience.

-auto shooting in a
For starters, the DY-90 is extremely user-friendly, with
comfortable design where switthes and controls zre co veniently placed exactly
where you'd expect them. Packed into this ergonomic
corder that only weighs
around 15 pounds, you'll also find 0.75 lux capability, our -channel audio and
extremely low power consumption for outstanding co enience in the field.

DIGITAL -S
1/2 -INCH COMPONENT DIGITAL

The exceptional 4:2:2 and 50Mbps standards of MCI AL -S allow you to
capture amazing digital footag on the format's robust alf-inth metal particle
tape that allows a full two hours of recording time and is good for 100 passes!
The quality of this footage becomes even more a?pare t in the studio, allowing
transparent reproduction for editing, effects and multi eneration dubbing.
Add in a surprisingly afFordab_e price, and you've got a
item that's worthy of a lead story.

The DIGITAL -S DY-90 Camcorder.

The reasons are becoming clrer than ever.

DIGITA_ BROADCAST
SYSTEMS GROUP

Call 1-800-JVC-5825 or visit our Web site for mow i formation.

www.digital-s.com

'With purchase of DY-90 camcorder. Call for details.
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WHAT AUTOMATION
BACKUP?

Tools for testing
There a -e many sources of information on tools
and testing for networks. Point your Web browser
to any of the usual search engines and look for LAN
cable testing or cable test equipment. Here are
some sites you might want to explore.
www.fotec.com/testbook - a Web -based book
on fiber optic testing and instrumentation
-www.fluke.com/scripts/nettools/utpprirmasp an excellent document discussing the TIA UTP test
standard, TSB -67

.www.aiixter.comitechlib - a collection of white
papers regarding cabling and testing
www.f1Jke.com/scripts/nettoolsitchnotes.asp another collection of white papers and technical
notes on tabling and testing
The following sites provide information about the
products discussed in this article
www.fluke.com - Fluke Corporation
-www.rricrotest.conn - Microtest Corporation
www.photonixtechnologies.com - Photonics, Inc.
www.siecor.com - Siecor Corporation
Server -based problems are usually easily fixed with the
BACKUP YOUR AUTOMATION SYSTEM
IN CASE OF FAILURE. LOAD AND PLAY
ONE CLIP OR A GROUP OF CLIPS. COIN TROLB
Call us at (818) 252.0198 or visit us on the web: www.dnfcontrols.com
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The Most Versatile SDI Kever is the ladastry
SMPTE 259M, ITU-R 601, 525/625 line
10 bit in and out, 12 bit processing
100% linear keying with adjustable transparency

Full preview output
Frame accurate mixes, wipes and fade to black
Flawless chroma key
Key area masking
Failsafe program out
Adjustable graticule generator
300 meters auto cable equalization
± 1.2 lines auto timing
Remoteable front control panel

broadcast video systems corp.
40 West Wilmot St., Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1H8
Ph(905)764-1584 Fax(905)764-7438 E-mail: bvs@bvs.on.ca
Website: www.bvs.on.ca

liberal application of money. Purchasing larger disk drives,
more memory, or additional network interface cards may put
life back into an over -burdened server. If the problem turns out
to be insufficient network capacity, however, you may have to
add some hardware to segment traffic on your network. (See
"Selecting a Network Topology, Part II," July 1997 for a
further discussion of network segmentation).
If the PC -based tools do not help, it may be time to look at
some dedicated test equipment to help resolve the problem.
Numerous manufacturers make test equipment for testing
Untwisted Shielded Pair (UTP), coax, and fiber optic network
cable. Whether you are talking about fiber optic or copper,
there are similar testing products for both applications. Generally there is a low -end continuity tester product, and then
there is a series of products that lead up to very elaborate test
sets with graphical capability, traceable standards measurement, and a host of other advanced features. In many cases, the
low -end test equipment works just fine and can identify the
majority of cable problems.
What follows are some examples that will give you an idea
of what's out there. The Microscanner from MicroTest is an
example of a continuity tester. While it is small and inexpensive, it checks wire continuity, wire configuration, pinpoints
opens, shorts, crossed and split pairs, it measures wire length,
and generates multiple tones for locating cables. The Photonics LanLite is a product that provides simple power and loss
measurement for fiber optic cabling.

For more elaborate testing, most manufacturers produce
products that run from moderately expensive to downright
frightening. As you would expect, features and performance
increase accordingly.
Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer and Associates, a management and
technology consulting firm.
SEND
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The Perfect Choice
Extron's Matrix 6400 Video model is the perfect choice for applications requiring true

The Matrix 6400 Video switcher provides:
Fully customizable and field upgrade -able matrix with 64 inputs and up to

64 x 64 matrix switching for use with high quality, wide bandwidth HDTV signals.

64 outputs

Maximum signal integrity is insured with 80 MHz (-3dB) video bandwidth - when
hilly loaded. Fully customizable and able to be upgraded in the field, Extron's Matrix

80 MHz (-3dB) video bandwidth, fully loaded, ensuring signal integrity

6400 Video model provides 132 user -configured preset switching configurations and

Switches HDTV, Component, S -video, and Composite video signals

Extron's exclusive System Viitualization/Control Software for flexibility and ease of use.

Includes Extron's System Virtualization/Control Software
In addition to routing 720p, 1080i, and 24 frame 1080p HDTV formats as compo-

132 available presets (100 rooming/32 global) allow for quick, powerful

nent video, Extron's Matrix 6400 Video model will switch composite and S -video

system control

signals, as well as other component formats including Betacam, DVD, and W -VHS.

Hardware configurations indude fully equipped models with 64 inputs and 64 out-

Non-volatile memory insures presets are maintained if power is lost

puts, or as few as eight outputs, with additional field -installable output cards available
at any time. A Matrix 6400 Audio model may also be added to any configuration for

Optional intuitive, LCD front panel controller (FPC 1000)
Optional internal redundant (backup) power supply

audio follow or audio breakaway.

Optional remote keypad controller (MKP 1000) and control panel
Regardless of the number of signals being routed and their types, Extron's exclusive PC -

(MCP 1000)

based System Virtualization/Control Software makes configuration simple through its
graphical user interface. Routing requirements and signal type configurations are easily

created, downloaded, and mapped to the Matrix 6400. Custom configurations are
easily generated by dragging input icons to the desired output locations on the
computer screen. Once configuration for signal types has been set, design up to 32
global presets and 100 rooming presets. Rooming presets will store various input
settings of specific groups of outputs, while global presets change the configuration of

MCP 1000

the entire Matrix with the push of a button or the click of a mouse.
Three optional control systems are available: Extron's intuitive LCD front panel con-

troller (FPC 1000), MCP 1000 Remote Control Panel and MKP 1000 Remote
Keypad. All control and configuration capabilities found in Extron's Virtualization/

Extron's Matrix 6400 Series matrix switchers can be remotely controlled from the

MCP 1000 Remote Control Panel. The MCP 100 allows for remote single
button selection of input connections to a specific output, global presets or

Control Software are found in the FPC 1000, but mounted conveniently to the front

rooming presets. The Matrix 6400 series matrix switchers support up to 64

of the matrix enclosure. For remote control and configuration, connect up to 64

MCP 1000 Remote Control Panels. The MCP 1000 connects to the Matrix

MCP 1000 Remote Control Panel or MKP 1000 Remote Keypads through Extron's

6400 series via Extron's exclusive Comm -Link communications port leaving the

exclusive Comm -Link communications port. Third -party RS -232 control systems are

RS -232/422 port available for a third party control system.

also supported.

For complete details, visit our website at
For pricing please call an Extron Customer Support Representatives.

http://www.extron.com/product/matiix6400.stm

Extron Electronics
800.633.9876
,06.11.3%.
:,
"E"' _...ki

%

EXTRON ELECTRONICS/RGB SYSTEMS, MC.

EXTRON ELECTRONICS, EUROPE

EXTRON ELECTRONICS, ASIA

EXTRON ELECTRONIC INFORMATION

1230 South Lewis Street, Anaheim, CA 92805

Beeldschermweg 6C, 3821 AH Amersfoort
+31.33.453.4040- FAX +31.33.453.4050
The Netherlands

41B Kreta Ayer Road, Singapore 089003

ExTRoNWEBN: www.extron.com
EXTR0NFAXN: 714.491.0192
24 -hour access-worldwide!

800.633.9876 714.491.1500 FAX 714.491.1517
U.S.A.

+65.226.0015 FAX +65.226.0019
Singapore
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Ask Dr. Digital

Making sense of CAV standards
BY STEVE EPSTEIN, TECHNICAL EDITOR

This is just a basic

Dr. Digital responds:

question to confirm
my understanding. We

Vou may have a
I problem in the

was a lifesav-

specification

doubting our

are having problems
with our Abekas 8150
digital switcher. It has
an analog Y, R -Y, B -Y
output for the edit monitor. Abekas, Scitex-Accom (we call it
ASiA around here) says the monitor

out, while not recommended as a
program output, does have a full
bandwidth signal, both luminance and

chrominance. It seems this output's
chroma level is 20 percent low. They

have asked us to
check the digital output and with 75 per-

cent bars it is OK.

Peak White
Setup

We are also using a

B -Y

serial digital program

R -Y

-

the

switcher is set for
there is NO SMPTE
specification for analog component vid-

eo in North America. MII component
analog signals are different than Beta cam signals. For detailed info see the
"Transition to Digital" column in BE
May 1998 and/or the May '99 Dr. Digital column.
Basically, the following signal levels
are used:
NTSC

EBU N10

BETACAM

714.3mV
53.57mV
+/-313.54mV
+/-438.5mV

700mV

714.3mV
53.57mV
+/-466.65mV
+/-466.65mV

OmV

+/-350mV
+/-350mV

output and convert-

ing it to analog component via a
Leitch USM6800 D/A card. This
output also has chroma that is 20
percent low. We have three of these

cards and all check out the same.
This card feeds a Sony BVW-75 that,

when given any component signal
except the switcher's, nails the scope
right on.

Am I trying to match apples and
oranges? The deck signals are fine,
the D/A cards have bars out and they
are fine, but add in the switcher and
I lose chroma. We have tried so many
possibilities and combinations that I

have lost track. I am beginning to
question my own knowledge, as nothing is making sense. Any comments
or suggestions would be appreciated.
OK, so it might not be a basic question.

Scott Sandstrom
Senior online editor and part-time
engineer
Buckeye Cable System
Toledo, OH

A few days later, Scott responded:

Here is what we have found with
regard to our D/A component situation.
As Michael Robin's article says in italics
"There is no equivalent North American
SMPTE standard." If only the manufacturers would realize this.
The 8150 analog monitor out is a Y, R Y, B -Y signal and the manual says it is set

for SMPTE/EBU N10 (700mV). You
were correct when you suggested we
crank up the D/A card to 714mV to
make the Betacam levels as correct as
they can be. The Leitch DA card says it
is Y, R -Y, B -Y out and (like the Accom
8150) the specifications say the output is
actually 700mV not 714mV.
Sounds like Sony is the one out of sync
(no pun intended) when it comes to Y, R -

Broadcast Engineering

er as we were
knowledge when each of these manufac-

turers' customer service departments
started questioning our test scopes.
(They wanted to know when the scopes

were last calibrated, etc. - they are
brand new.)
Apparently, the new Leitch D/A DAC-

6801 can output RGB, SMPTE/EBU,
Betacam and MIL (Buyers might want to
verify those outputs before jumping to
any conclusions.) Too bad I didn't have
Mil
700mV

this card originally. I may

have to switch to this
one because I really hate

OmV

to use a 700mV card

+/-324mV
+/-324mV

and crank the gains up
- not good engineering
practice.

If the switcher/DA card is outputting
MII component, the Betacam deck will
see it as low. If the output is EBU N10,
the chroma would be about 25 percent
low when the luminance is cranked up
to 714mV. Using a DA if necessary, try
adjusting the levels as per the chart and
let me know.

Y, B -Y signals.
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Thanks again. Your input connected
all the pieces and restored our confidence in what we knew.
Scott Sandstrom
It seems CAV questions, like U-matic,
are not going away anytime soon. Just
yesterday I received a question concerning CAV relative to DVDs. It is very easy
to get caught in a trap. The I/O ports are
marked Y, R -Y, B -Y, and it is only a short

step in the wrong direction to assume the
signal levels match - after all, the labels

do. These kind of problems have been

around for a long time in the audio
world (which pin is hot? -10, +4, +8?).
There are plenty of things to keep track
of with today's video signals, and the
various CAV standards are an unnecessary evil here in North America. Some
time ago, I spoke with the folks at SMPTE

about this and they were fairly tight
lipped about the real reasons a standard

does not exist. I believe the key word
here is politics. Well that's nothing new.
If you need some help or have a ques-

tion/comment, drop me a note at
drdigital@compuserve.com.

A -Head Of The Pack.

Photo courtesy Jim Jabara, Our Small Planet Productions.
The Vision 100 being used in a wildlife documentary shot in Sri Lanka.

Vinten Has The Vision Pan & Tilt Heads
That Fit Your Camera Requirements.
From perfect balance, to superb engineering, to
outstanding value in their class, Vinten's Vision line
of pan & tilt heads are ideally suited for a wide range
of cameras and operational needs.
For today's lighter weight professional quality cameras,
the Vision 8 and Vision 11 feature the proven LF fluid drag
system for smooth control, with built-in on -demand whip
pan capability.

For outstanding control under the most difficult conditions,
the Vision 100 features supports up to 45 pounds of
camera/lens and features 'thin film' (TF) drag technology
ensuring consistent drag and constant performance in
the toughest conditions from -40°C to +60°C.

Vision 100

Vision 250

Vision 8

Vision 11

For supporting the latest digital camera combinations used
in Studio and OB production, the Vision 250 perfectly
balances up 73 pounds of camera/lens and features TF
drag for exceptionally consistent operation and control.

Vinten

Get a -head of the pack with a Vision Pan & Tilt Head
from Vinten.

Website @ http //www.vinten.com

Camera Control Solutions

Phone: 914-268-0100 Fax: 914-268-0 1113 Toll -Free Sales: 1-888-2-VINTEN
Vinten Int. 709 Executive Blvd.Valley Cottage, NY 10989
Sales offices in UK, USA, Japan, France, Germany & Singapore plus worldwide distribution.
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By Mark R. Smith
en Henninger Richmond opened its facility on
Main Street in the Virginia capital's historic Shock -

oe Bottom district in 1991, the equipment roster
resembled what might be expected in a new video
post -production facility: two linear edit suites (one analog andone
D-2), a motion control unit and an EMC nonlinear workstation.
This equipment lineup proved a reasonable fit at the time for the
5000 -square -foot facility located in a historic row house.
The post -production company's early success fueled growth and
an expanding roster of equipment. By late 1994, it was obvious
that expanded quarters were in order. The machine room had
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expanded far beyond its original design
and capacity. Electrical and HVAC systems were rapidly becoming incapable

of handling the load presented by the
increased business, and employees were

doubling and tripling up in offices because of the lack of useable space. In
one instance, Henninger staff members
rearranged three rooms to accommodate a suite for the company's new
Softimage DS.
The lack of infrastructure was the main
issue in the old building; the firm

of the building. Cable ladders were left
exposed, as were the electrical, plumbing and HVAC systems.
Brooks and Company Construction of

Richmond, handled the construction

Two weeks before the final move the

director of engineering at Henninger
Capitol in Washington, began working
with a Henninger Richmond engineer to
coordinate the staff, execute and com-

aspects. The architect and general contractor worked closely to preserve existing walls when possible and efficiently
create space. After three months of con-

quickly resume business as usual. Both
worked on equipment locations in the
racks, patch panel layouts, wire dia-

struction, the crucial job of technical

grams, grounding schemes and wire lists.

wiring began.

The installation
Henninger, through its mid -Atlantic
network of three other post houses, was
able to get a leg up on wiring the facility

thanks to the company -wide involvement of its engineering staff.

plete the project so the facility could

Attention to detail was crucial given
the short time frame. Every cable in the
new facility was labeled and notated in
VidCad and Excel spreadsheets. Three

miles of cable, cut to custom lengths,
were tested, installed and tested again.
Of the thousands of connections made,
there were very few errors.

quickly grew to include a Discreet Logic Smoke, two Discreet

Flames, two Avid Media Composer 1000s, component digital

linear online, motion control,
Mac graphics and Softimage DS
suites. The hunt to find a suitable
space proved frustrating. Several

near misses over the next few
years pushed back the expected
move to the point where the issue
was almost dropped and a major
renovation was considered.
In early 1998, Henninger set its
sights on an 8000 -foot space just
west of the old facility and finalized the deal in October 1998.

Design and construction
A clean slate proved invaluable to the
success of the new shop. Henninger Rich-

mond assumed a proactive stance by
developing a detailed plan that encompassed nearly every detail. The post house

also drew heavily on the experience of
other Henninger facilities as well as a
few other trusted firms.
B.O.B. (Beyond Ordinary Boundaries)
Architects of Richmond, served as the
project's architect. The firm was familiar
with Henninger's search for a new home
and became part of the team that put
together the new facility from build out
to installation in a very limited amount
of time. B.O.B. was granted a long creative leash by the company, which al-

lowed it to create a new identity for
Henninger Richmond.
Rather than hiding the infrastructure,
Henninger went with an open look that
showed off the technical infrastructure
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B.O.B.'s design attempts to highlight the technical aspects of the facility (top photo)
by leaving the building's infrastructure, such as this cable ladder in the client lounge,
exposed.
Artist Rhett Henderson (above) develops material in the MacGraphics Suite. The
facility's local and wide area networks allow editors and artists to send and receive
video between suites and from other Henninger post houses.
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we'LL take you there.
While digital technology is the mandated future of the

television industry, the path to digital transition is a
confusing journey for many broadcasters.
Professional Communications Systems brings the expertise

and experience necessary for planning and managing
the many tasks involved in the digital transition
process. We design this process for your station, in your
market, addressing your specific needs.

We have the resources; financial, technical and human.
We have the experience, including transitions involving
relocation. We have the relationships; architects, contractors, manufacturers. And we have the training systems

to get your people up to speed in a hurry.
The deadline is rapidly approaching. If you're unsure of

tlhe path to digital transition, let us take you there.

( Technology Evolves. We Take You There: )

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

MEDI,

5426 Beaumont Center Blvd.

Tampa, FL 33634 (800) 447-4714
www.pcomsys.com
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The technical design for the space networks machines that share data on a 10 -

ence and expertise of its own engineers
as well as that of other engineers from

base -T LAN. The local network is linked

the Henninger network. By planning
and completing the installation of the

to other Henninger facilities and the
Internet through a T-1 WAN. The net-

works allow Henninger's Mac, WinThe new facility allowed the staff to
draw upon its experience and improve
the workflow. At the heart of the facility,
a Philips BTS video router allows editors

dows 95, Windows NT, SGI and Chyron platforms to communicate with one
another through software interfaces. The
facility's Ensemble Designs Multibuffer

and artists to send audio, video and

DS1 and DS2 are also linked to the

graphics between suites seamlessly. The
router carries timecode as well as serial
digital and 4:2:2 video and has become

network and transport computer-generated graphics to videotape. The BTS
video router allows artists and editors to
move images around the facility quickly
and without a loss of quality. The multilayered digital network allows for the
easy sharing of images between a Smoke
on SGI, and Softimage DS on Windows

an essential piece of equipment at the
new facility. To accommodate future
growth, Henninger's engineers prewired

NT. Data can be

technical plant itself, the facility's staff
was able tailor the 'facility's technical
capabilities to meet the needs of clients
and the demands of future growth. The
end result is a world -class installation
that encourages creativity and improves
productivity.
Mark R. Smith is a technical writer focusing on
the broadcast industry in Crofton, MD.

System design
team
Dan Holler, engineer, Henninger
Richmond
Ken Miller, director of engineering,
Henninger Capitol

shared with clients
and remote facilities,
which eases finishing

and offline applications.

For example, a job
was being offlined in

Richmond on the
Avid, but audio was
being done in CaliforScott Witthaus, general manager and senior editor, works on
one of the facility's two Avid Media Composer 1000s.

nia. Frame -accurate
Quick Time movies
were sent to a coin poser in Santa Moni-

rooms that were not slated to become

ca so he could accurately synchronize his

edit suites. That forethought has allowed
the facility to convert its tape library to a
second Flame workstation.

music instead of waiting for a package
thereby saving days on the project. Henninger Richmond received the production audio via e-mail, without a loss of

During the move, engineers installed
the equipment and began fine-tuning the

facilities wiring. Two engineers wired
the BTS router and another wired the
Nvision AES audio router. Other engineers worked to wire equipment, patch
panels and internal wiring of the VTRs.
Editors and artists tested equipment in
each of the suites and reported problems, which allowed the engineers to
develop priority lists and quickly resolve
problems.
Each room was also prioritized based
upon the need for each of the suites in the
coming weeks. When Henninger Richmond reopened for business, its Smoke,
Flames, Avids and 3D graphics were in
use. A third room, the Sony linear online
room, was ready for use by the end of the
first business day.
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quality.
Henninger Richmond's move to its new

facility drew heavily upon the experi-

Building design
team
Tracey Tecza, assistant general

manager, Henninger Richmond
Bob Steele, principal, B.O.B.Architecture, Richmond
Scott Witthaus, general manager,
Henninger Richmond
Doug Kelsner, principal, B.O.B.
Architecture, Richmond
Terry Wylie, principal, B.O.B.
Architecture, Richmond
Paul Remson, principal, Strategic
Realty Advisors, Richmond
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Installation team
Sam Crawford, engineer, Henninger Capitol
Don Crawford, chief engineer,
Henninger Capitol
Jim Howell, owner, Video Services
Inc., Richmond
Brad Hughes, chief engineer,
Henninger Arlington
Dave Komas, engineer, Henninger
1150 Post
Mike Provenzano, engineer,
Henninger Arlington
Aaron Rehm, engineer, Henninger
Capitol
Steve Wiedemann, senior vice
president of technology, Henninger
Media Services
Mark Braden, engineer, Henninger
Arlington

Equipment list
Sony Digital Betacam A500 (4)
Sony D1 2100
Sony 6100 Component Switcher
Sony 9100 Editor
Sony DME 3000
Discreet Logic Flame (2)
Discreet Logic Smoke
Softimage DS
Macintosh G3 dual -monitor
workstation
Softimage 3-D Intergraph GTZ
workstation
Vyvx Fiber spot distribution system
(send and receive)
Motion Products Motion Control
2000
Avid Media Composer 1000 (2)
NVision 64x64 AES audio router
Philips/BTS 64x64 Video Router
Ensemble Designs DS1 and DS2

INTRODUCING

Kalypso

VIDEO PRODUCTION CENTER.

SHATTERING
THE LIMITS OF
LIVE PRODUCTION

WITH THE PUSH

OF A BUTTON.
Breaking out of the confines of a traditional S.A, tcher, Grass Valley's
Kalypso Video Production Center will put more power and capabilities
at your fingertips. With Kalypso, the world's most advanced multi -client
Kuljpsol'ideo Production Center

live production system, you can create two independent parallel

program streams for two different clients. You can maximize your production potential with
the power of 8 M/Es in a 4 WE system. For more information about how Kalypso cal free you

from boundaries so you can stretch your own, visit our
website at www.tektronix.com or call 1-800-835-8433, x9946.

Grass Valley

©1999 Tektronix, Inc. Tektronix Grass Valley and Grass Valley Products are registered trademarks of -ektronix, Inc.
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Transmitters have to breathe, too
BY DON MARKLEY

We are all familiar with the require-

be less significant than the cleanliness of

ments for liquid cooling of high
power transmitters, including the various exotic liquors that keep ice at bay.
However, we often tend to forget that
the air furnished to the transmitters as
well as the air taken away have their
own highly significant requirements.

that will ultimately reach the equip-

the air supply. Dust, as has often been
discussed in this column, is an avowed
enemy of modern electronics. A layer of
dust on circuit boards acts as insulation
and prevents the desired cooling process from taking place. Without proper
cooling, the heat buildup inside components is greater than their design will
tolerate. The result is premature failures and increased maintenance. The
solution is simply to filter the air supply
to the building and to provide blowers
on the input air supply. This permits

ment. It's no different than maintaining
a slight pressure on transmission lines.
That pressure ensures dry air, or nitrogen, will leak out of the line rather than
moisture -laden air leaking in. For buildings, let clean air leak out, not dirty air
leak in.

Transmitter specifications clearly state
the expected range of temperatures for
operation. Actually, most transmitters
will stand operating conditions that are
unacceptable to operators. However, it

really isn't wise to make your entire
transmitting facility live under those

adequate cooling air to be provided

conditions. A long and trouble -free life is
more likely if the equipment is pampered

while maintaining positive air pressure
in the building.
The concept of positive air pressure in

just a little bit by keeping the temperatures in check. Far beyond the idea of

the building is simple but extremely

pampering is the need to furnish clean air

important. If the blowers are only used
to exhaust air from the building, a slight
vacuum will exist within the building
itself. That means air will be drawn not
only through any filtered input but also
from any crack or opening in the build-

- whatever the temperature may be.
The importance of clean air
Solid state devices need appropriate

cooling. For the electronic components
themselves, the temperature may well

ing. This unfiltered air is a source of dust

1
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A look at the consumer side of DTV.

Technology profile of DTV adoption
segments
Three distinct consumer segments will adopt DTV at different rates
Digital elite i

Borderline
digitals

Analog
die-hards

61%
$58,000

55%
$49,000

43%
$23,000

College -educated

71%

62%

Cable TV subscribers

71%

68%

29%
53%

Male

Median household income

Satellite TV subscribers

27%

14%

11%

Own PC

100%

46%

0%

Online

100%
85%
15%

33%
77%
5%

0%

59%
35%

11%

20%

.35%

Know what DTV is

Buy DTV within 3 years at current price
Would not buy a DTV

,()111teRt Forrester Research wwwforreater.00m
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Air conditioning is not an absolute
must. Transmitting equipment will operate very well at typical outside tempera-

tures. The problem is when a room is
shut up and adequate air is not moved to
prevent heat buildup. Without adequate
air circulation, the temperature in a transmitter room can reach levels that will be
harmful to the equipment. The best method of avoiding this is to contact an experienced HVAC (heating, ventilating and
air conditioning) contractor to design your
system and its controls. The system should

be designed to adjust for varying outside
conditions to control the interior temperature and provide adequate airflow.

In cold conditions, the amount of air
drawn into the building can be minimized through the use of motorized vents.

Transmitter exhaust air can be used for
building heat. If that is not sufficient to
keep the building warm, the necessary
additional heat can be provided through
either space or duct heaters. As the temperature increases, more outside air can

be added to the mix to maintain the
indoor temperature at a reasonable level. Finally, when the outdoor temperature gets even higher, the airflow is increased from the outside, through filters,
with no recirculation of the of the transmitter exhaust. Again, the blowers on

the air supply should try to provide
slightly more air than the exhaust system will eliminate to maintain positive
building air pressure.
Consider an auxiliary -heating source
such as propane in cold climates where
liquid cooling is used. Transmitters typically can keep a building warm if they

Introducing An Innovative
HDTV Studio Lens
At A Breakthrough Price.

Our New XJ25 Is Big On Specs And
Performance, Not On Price.
Canon's XJ25X6.8BIE-D is a remarkable lens
that combines Canon's industry -standard HDTV
quality with our breakthrough IFxs technology. to
produce a lens that features enhanced specs,
smaller size and a lower price than any HDTV lens
on the market today.
Its affordable price allows you to purchase HDTV
optics today even if you are still using conventional
NTSC cameras and continue to use these optics in
the future when you upgrade to HDTV.

the XJ25 incorporates Canon's exclusive Digital
Zoom and Focus Servo system with 13 bit
repeatability, as well as Digital Servo Controls to
provide the precise focus control required by
HD systems (since the depth of field is almost half
that of NTSC).

Featuring the shortest MOD in its class (0.6m)
and a wide range of focal length (6.8-170mm),

Canon's XJ25 features a Crossover option which
maximizes operation on switchable cameras.

Maximize Your Camera's Performance.

Canon

For more info: Call 1-800-321-4388
(In Canada: 905-795-2012)

http://www.usa.canon.corn
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loss of electricity can cause the
building temperatures to drop

input air should be as cool as pos-

sible. Next, put covers over the
input and output louvers. These
are not just to deflect the air but

quickly in cold weather. Systems
that use distilled water for cooling
can easily freeze under these con-

ditions. Having a backup heat
source that does not require electricity can prevent distilled water

from freezing in the condenser
coils or, even worse, in a klystron/
magnet assembly. Again, have an

experienced HVAC contractor
design an adequate system and
the necessary controls.
AC is an option

fhe ideal situation is to cool the
transmitter facility entirely with an
air conditioning system. This main-

tains the interior temperature at
comfortable working levels that are

Unprotected louvers such as these are at risk offreezing
shut in icy conditions. Installing a protective shroud can
ensure they will work properly regardless of the weather.

preferred for both the equipment
and the technicians who must work there.
The air conditioning system can add some

outside air to the mix to provide the
desired positive building air pressure. That

incoming air must be filtered either by
passive means or by an electrostatic filter

system, which should be designed by a
competent HVAC contractor. The filter

It is a good idea to install ther-

system will keep the building and the
equipment clean and maintain the optimum environment for the operation of
both the equipment and the operators. As
with a naturally cooled system, the transmitter exhaust air can be used for heating

but simple space heat-

to a phone call that the transmitter had

ers can be used. Depend-

gone from rare beef to pork, which was a
little difficult to understand without fur-

decode multiple MPEG streams over
the PCI bus or ultra -wide SCSI interface
single -slot PCI solution for NT -based
workstations

4 analog video/audio outputs per card drive up to 32 NTSC or PAL displays
with multiple Quartet- cards installed

CHOOSE THE QUARTET" SERIES FOR:
video -on -demand
ad insertion

video servers

country have a problem

of too much humidity
in the summer, a little
moisture in the air is
desirable for comfort-

able working conditions. The problem is
that adding humidity
requires a source of
water that is probably
not be available at many
sites.
Now, let's look at some
more of the basics. First,

the exhaust system

Quartet 4 -port MPEG-2 and -I decode

should be well away

Quartet GL..

from the input air supply, avoiding the situation of the hot air being
recirculated back into

with single genlock input
with 4 genlock inputs

SPECIALIZED DECHNOLOGY GROUP
omaTop
3011 11,11,ACIP/I. INC

1.888.478.2687

www.stbstg.com

the building. If no air
conditioning is used, the
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the transmitter where the exhaust air is
routed away from the equipment. This
will help identify when the air handling

needed. Traditionally, that additional heat
will be via duct heaters

al humidity may need
to be added by the system. While parts of the

Quartet GLi,.

mometers at several places in the system.
For example, place one in the hood above

system inside the transmitters themselves
is developing a problem. One client used
a meat thermometer inserted through the
side of the exhaust duct. That led one day

in winter with additional heat added as

ing upon the part of the
country, some addition-

kiosk applications

also to prevent the build up of ice
on the louvers. The problem is that
the louvers will close during cold
weather. All of that nice aluminum
is great for the accumulation of ice
during sleet or freezing rain conditions. A slight warming of temperature causes the building system to
request more air. Of course, this
happens before the ice has melted
from the louvers. All of those little
actuators end up working harder
than a freshman trying to look into
dorm windows. The result is obvious: Pieces break, the louvers don't
open, temperatures go up and the
system tries harder to adjust.
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ther explanation. The problem in that
case was simply a slipping belt on the
blowers, which caused the interior temperatures in the transmitter to increase.

In summary, modern equipment will
tolerate a reasonable amount of heat. It
is best if air conditioning can be installed

in the transmitter facility but not absolutely essential. What is essential is that
the equipment be given a chance to
breathe. A positive pressure source of
filtered air is also an absolute necessity.

Add to that the little item of routine
maintenance to change filters, lubricate
actuators and confirm proper operation
of the system. This really is one of those
pay now or pay more later deals. If you

don't give the equipment clean air to
breathe, it will soon die, and you will face
the associated costs, off -air time and loud
voices from the front office.

Don Markley is president of Markley and
Associates, Peoria, IL
SEND

Send questions and comments to:
don_markley@intertec.com
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orld-Class Intercoms
All over the world, Matrix Plus®

digital intercoms are working in
today's most demanding
communications environments.
You'll find them linking news
production teams from Argentina
to Zimbabwe. Bringing you
financial news from Wall Street, Olympics coverage from Nagano, and fast -breaking election coverage
from Washington DC to Warsaw.
We're helping NASA track the Space Shuttle and Globalstar launch satellites. We're there, producing the
worship service at Crystal Cathedral and in post production at Universal Studios.

Worldwide, production teams choose Matrix Plus digital intercoms for their performance, their flexibility, and their reliability. And for the support they receive - from a company that las
pioneered intercommunications technology for 30 years.
To learn more about Matrix Plus and our broad range of
communications products, please call or visit us on the web.

Clear-Com

Intercom Svstems

30
YEARS

©1999 Clear -Corn 510.496.6666 FAX 510.496.6699 www.clearcom.com International: 925.932.8134 FAX 925.932.2171
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Camera goodies
BY BENNETT LILES

Specialized craftsmen are gone. The

general trend in ENG/EFP is toward do -everything equipment and one-

man -band videographers. Single gadgets that do more than one thing and
solo shooters who can light, mix sound,

hook up power and make good pic-

for different consistencies. Straps
allow a little creativity in combining and configuring them for various uses.

tures are in strong demand today.

Carrying bags

Knowing how to use the latest Swiss Army -knife gizmos and having a solid
background in the basics is the ticket.
One multipurpose item is the beanbag or sandbag. Some models of beanbags have straps so that they can be
folded and held in the shape of a small
saddle. Single beanbags can serve as a
soft mount for 35mm or small video
cameras while several can be piled up

come in an amaz-

or strapped together for ENG uses.
When not needed for the camera, they
can serve as sandbags for light stands
and the zippered openings allow them
to be stuffed with several types of filler

ing variety of
types and sizes.
Selection here is
largely a matter of

personal preference. Get the right

one and it will be

your buddy for
years. Hip packs

ENG and EFP applications require lightweight, reliable equipment that can meet more than one demand. Newer models of
bags, camera cases, lights and battery rechargers are designed

to be easy to use and practical.

come in several
sizes from those to hold gloves and

batteries to larger models. Many have

extra compartments on the top and
front, have curved shapes to fit com-

The Telemetrics' TM9255B is the only coax camera control system that you can configure three
different ways. You can direct dock it, clip it or carry
it on your hip. So you can order the TM9255B to
meet your specific requirements and applications.

In fact, the TM9255B is the only coax system that
offers direct docking capability. Which means there's

fortably against the body and may
even include a water bottle on the side.
Some bags designed to carry cameras

feature a crush -proof protector that

no additional camera adapters or connections to fE

Simply dock the unit directly to your camera al
plug in your standard coax cable. Its seamless int
gration that's only available from Telemetrics.

For use with today's new generation of high perk
mance single -piece camcorders, Telemetric
TM9255B coax system connects to the camcorder

helps cushion the viewfinder and lenses. Some of the newer camera bags also
have sections that can be folded inside
out to serve as white balance cards.
Well-built traveling cases ensure that

your fragile equipment makes it to
locations unscathed. Some are built of
structural resin that expands and con-

tracts with temperature and sport a
neoprene 0 -ring seal. Other features
include release valves that serve to
equalize pressure buildup during high -

altitude treks by land or air. Some
models are designed to take a serious
dive as well, and some manufacturers
claim their models are watertight to
30 feet.
Once the gear has safely arrived on

al manufacturers are now offering

reliable source of power. Imagine

minilights capable of providing adequate interior lighting without affecting color temperature. New camera
lights are able to operate at low power
for hours while weighing only a few

you're firing up your gear in a now -or -

ounces. Some models can be built into
a camera and controlled by the record
button.

trade fresh batteries and recharge spent

never situation, only to find that your
wireless receive: is showing low batt
or your IFB system is conking out. On -

site battery rechargers allow users to

batteries for ex tended shoots. Some
operators also piggyback multiple

These new, do -it -all tools for field video are

making shooters' rigs lighter, more reliable and
easier to use.

the scene of the shoot, lighting be-

When a camera has to be connected

comes the paramount concern. Since
lighting conditions and effects span
the wildest imagination, this is a broad
area on its own, but the basic and most
frequent task in ENG/EFP is making
good pictures of one or two subjects in
fairly close proximity to the camera.
Many interior light locations will be
within one F-stop of 40 foot candles
so a camera -mounted fill light will
need to produce about 40fc at one to
two meters (five feet) with a beam that

to an ENG truck for a live shot or

can fill all the usual lens angles. Sever-

nothing but scrap metal without a

battery packs on the camera, allowing
them to quickly swap low batteries for

fresh packs and keep the camera on

multicamera shoot, communication
problems come into play. Intercom
systems linking cameramen or cameramen and ENG trucks are important, even when it's just a situation
with two self-contained camcorders.
Videographers must be able to communicate to avoid duplicating each

the scene. Given the variety of battery -

powered equipment in use at a shoot,
no one method 'will offer the ideal solu-

tion in every situation.
These new, do -it -all tools for field
video are making shooters' rigs lighter,
more reliable and easier to use.

other's shots or changing shots on
both cameras at the same time.
All these wonderful tools would be

Bennett Lites is an audio engineer at Georgia
Public Broadcasting, Atlanta.

over 25 years of camera control technology, Telemetrics
engineers its coax and triax

systems using the highest -grade components ,

connec-
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tors and
custom machined housings. They're built from the
ground -up to meet your highest expectations.

)attery clip. And the Telemetrics TM9255B is also
available in a hip -pack unit that you can attach to a
ftandard battery belt. No other coax control system
lives you as many choices.

So if you're in the market for a coax camera control
system, make the right connection with Telemetrics'
TM9255B -- the only coax system you can dock, clip
or carry.

Telemetrics
CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEMS

'Ius Telemetrics' TM9255B delivers all of the coax
;amera control features you need...plus power for
he camera and a studio size viewfinder. And with

6 Leighton Place
Mahwah, NJ 07430 U.S.A.
201-848-9818 Fax 201-848-9819
www.telemetricsinc.com
Circle (128) on Free Info Card

y4494 Pomade Systems*. All rirrhb reserved. All trademarks ore theptopet ty at their respective owners.

Introducing Thunder.
It's the better way to get to air.
Extra machines, cables, and video tape are a thing of the past with

the new Thunder"' Multi -Channel Media Server from Pinnacle
Systems. With its revolutionary approach to solving broadcast
needs Thunder frees you from the shortcomings of existing
servers by offering:
- Four symmetrical record and playback channels
each with Video, Rey, and Audio
- Seamless back to back play -out of MPEG-2
and DV dips

- Independent transitions, wipes and
dissolves between clips on each channel

- Scalable storage with RAID options

- Browsing of video and audio over your network
and the Internet
- Fast retrieval, viewing, and framing of clips, using

a standard PC or Laptop

- Built-in asset management system for efficient operation

- Redundant power supplies
- On -air playback sequencer for each channel

A built-in downstream keyer on each channel
for live composding

- Multiple I/O csnfigurations for DTV,
Analog and even a path to HDTV

So shed the weight of those obsolete solutions. Call

1-800-4PINNACLE or visit www.pinnaclesys.com

and find out how Thunder can get your facility in
shape, today. There is a better way.

www.pinnaclesys.com

PrI,N,NTAET
See What You Think.
Circle (129) on Free Info Card
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By Matt Straeb
Virtual set technology has dcweloped very fast. Vir-

tual sets have me ved from being an expensive
esoteric technology saitatie and affordable for
only very high end applications into the mains:ream of broadcast - now affordable for most applic3ticns.
For :hose who have not taken a look at virtual sets recently, it's
probably a good time for an pdatr. Vir:ual sets are beirg used
in the studios of major networks as wellas at local stations and
even small production houses. Applications range from local
news production and talk shows to music videos and sporting
events. Prices continue to come down. and duality continues

to go up - dramatically. Those of -Is trained in t -e TV
August -ME
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virtual

set

industry can usually tell when a virtual
set is being used, but often the average
consumer doesn't notice until it is pointed out to them.
Given the great inroads that virtual set
technology has made in just the past 18

months, there is still a sense that it is
new. I often find that broadcasters are
not even sure what questions to ask
when first looking at virtual sets. If you
are considering the purchase of a virtual
set, what do you look for? For example,
how do you evaluate the "real cost" of

the set when you take into account
space savings and construction costs of
a real studio? Can you use your existing

hardware - cameras, lenses, chroma
keyer, lighting, etc. - or will you have
to build a complete studio from the
ground up? Finally, should you even
consider the purchase of a virtual set

One of Orad's most visible uses cf its Cyberset technology is through Post Effects in
Chicago. Note the pattern recognition grid, which allows the set to be accurately tracked
in a 3D space. Photo courtesy Post Effects.

today given that everything may go to

HD in a short time? Not all of these
questions have straightforward answers, but by examining some of the

move the camera freely, and synchronizing the camera with the 3D graph-

time; therefore, an actor can not only go
in front of or behind virtual objects but

ical set convinces the eye the set is more

issues, you should be able to determine
whether or not a virtual set is right for

also walk or move inside them.

realistic. It provides a believable and

your operation and then be in a position to evaluate the various solutions
that are available.

The computer graphics are produced
with modeling software packages and

four basic components: a camera track-

Definitions

then imported into the virtual studio
software. To build a realistic set or at

ing system that electronically or mechanically extracts and calculates the

least one that is believable, the software

camera position parameters; a comput-

Let's start by defining what we mean
by a virtual set. In basic terms, a virtual

visually interesting show for the viewer.

needs controls for proper texturing,

set or virtual studio system is a tool
which allows you to place live actors in
graphically generated 3D environments
for live productions. In a typical virtu-

I often find that
broadcasters are not

al studio production, the talent will
perform in front of a bluescreen background. The background that will appear in the final output is a graphic 3D
image that resides in the computer. The

even sure what

questions to ask when

first looking at virtual

foreground and background images

sets.

are digitally composited using a chro-

ma keyer. The concept is much the
same as the familiar bluescreen and
keying technology used for television
weather reports. The difference with
virtual set technology is that the image

keyed onto the bluescreen is a 3D
graphical set that those on camera
interact with. More importantly, with

virtual sets you have the ability to
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How it works
A virtual studio system consists of

er workstation; an off -the -shelf 3D
modeling software package for rendering a 3D virtual set; and a chroma keyer
that combines the foreground and background for the seamless picture.
Integrating real-time TV images with
a 3D, computer -generated environment
is achieved through software that func-

tions as a virtual camera - it maps the
images of the virtual scene (including
virtual characters) onto the real camera
images.

For seamless blending of the virtual
scene with the real actors without jittering or jumping, the virtual camera has

lighting and model parameters.
During production, actors move about

the virtual set, the camera operators
follow the action, and the set is synchronized with a true perspective. Both

foreground and background objects
may be moved and manipulated in real

August 1999

to be given a complete set of accurate
position data from the real cameras and
the actors. The virtual set software analyzes the coordinate spaces of the real
world and the virtual world and then
matches them to each other exactly. To
do this, the computer graphics system

obviously has to have information about
the real world coordinates - x, y, z, and
pan, tilt and roll axes as well as distance

units. This information gives the position, orientation and scale data needed
to place real world objects properly in
the virtual environment. Today, there
are three different techniques employed
to obtain the necessary position data:
opto-mechanical, pattern recognition
and infrared detection. Virtual set systems may use one technique exclusively or use various techniques in combination.

The first technique utilizing opto-

Cameras

licon 3raphi
02 Ut

(Animation)
4

Background :EG)

Switcher/Router

Silicon
Grapt ics

Composted

Onyx +

Digita
Video
Processor

Data

Chroma
Keyer

Video
Board

Video
(FG+BG)

Delayed foreground video (FG)

mechanical sensors is a technology that
has been around for a number of years.

Mechanical sensors are mounted and
tightly coupled onto a pan/tilt head to
measure the pan and tilt motion as the
camera is handled. The lens is coupled
with mechanical gears that measure
the zoom position. This information is
usually combined and sent to the rendering computer to position the 3D
model. The advantages of this system
are accuracy and cost-effectiveness in

Figure 1. A simple virtual set consist of a video input a 3D engine and a keyer to combine
the various images.

single camera systems. However, costs

that cameras can be moved freely -

moving objects in the studio - such as
the cameras and actors. IR detection
modules are used for automatic depth
keying and other functions that require
precise locations.

go up with each additional camera

and this is true for handhelds, Steadicams and dollies. It supports multiple
cameras and no calibration is required
on an ongoing basis. The disadvantage
is that the grid must be in the frame of

Beyond the basics
There are a number of items to note
and consider when looking at virtual
sets. For instance, major consideration

the shot, which limits the shooting

will have to be given to the design of the

angle to about 180°.

virtual set. There is an array of 3D

simply because of the high cost of the
sensor -configured pan/tilt heads. Oth-

er disadvantages are the inability to
move the camera for x, y and z, and
that the system calibration requires the
pan/tilt head to be measured very accurately.

rithms the computer can calculate the
x, y, z, pan, tilt, zoom and roll camera
location. About 10 percent of the grid
needs to be in the frame of the camera
shot for the computer to have enough
information to calculate camera position. The advantage of this method is

For the infrared detection method,
IR beacons and directional receivers

are used for automatic location of

In the pattern recognition method, a vinyl
carpet is painted in two
Ultimatte colors (blue
and super -blue) in a line

formation, the "grid,"
on which every point is
unique and identifiable
by the computer as the
image is received from

121111121afilimit94ammtzloore 1,140wp,

the camera. The concept is not dissimilar
from the way in which

bar codes work. The
vinyl carpet can be any
size and is hung flat on
a wall. The foreground

video is fed to a fast,

parallel -processing
computer that recogniz-

es the grid. By analyzing the grid angles and
applying predetermined

mathematical algo-

Startup Digital News Network (DNN) will employ DDG s SoftSet 1.0, and SGI's ONYX2 IR2 for the set of
its entertainment show. As of yet a virtual operating system has not been sellected. Photo courtesy Devlin
Design Group.
August 1999
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set

software programs that can be used to
create virtual sets, but your real decision will be whether to have in-house
designers create the sets or outsource
the task. There are a number of independent companies specializing in virtual set creation that offer off -the -shelf
sets from their libraries.
Preview capability is another factor to
consider, as directors will want to view
camera outputs before switching cameras. Shadow capabilities are now more

widely available, so that real shadows
from live talent can be seen or shadows
can be created in the virtual set software. Lip sync must also be accounted
for - some systems have a delay of one
or more frames, which will vary depending on which tracking system is

Florida's News Channel (FNC) runs DDG's SoftSet 1.0, ORAD's Cyberset 3.0, and two
(2) SGI ONYX2 IR's on this flexible special coverage set used, in this case, for election
coverage. Photo courtesy Devlin Design Group.

10'x10' of stage for the bluescreen environment. This is a substantially smaller

suggest the constant polling of data.
There was not adequate studio space

used.

space than is generally associated with
physical sets, and yet the end result can

available and procuring additional

Benefits

appear as a much larger space. An
excellent example of this technique
was the set used by ABC News for

one special production. The solution
was a virtual studio against an 8'x10'

coverage of the last presidential elections. ABC was looking for an expansive high-tech look with banks of computers and television screens visible to

but the graphically rendered virtual
studio was 80 -feet long, rose to two
stories and was complete with virtual-

There are a great number of benefits to
be obtained from the use of virtual sets.
Below is an outline of the major issues.

Virtual sets save space. A virtual
studio setup requires approximately
CyberSet PVW

Foreground

Video Ins.
SGI 02 &
Digital Ref. Video 601

Background

iChroma
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Digital
Program Out.
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Ba kground + Chroma Key
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Figure 2. Virtual set technology varies, but typically requires postitional information, a
high-performance computer to build the 3D virtual set, and a video mixer to properly
combine the real and virtual images. In this case, positional information is derived
through the lens, and a second system is used to provide a preview image.
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bluescreen. A very small space indeed,

ly created banks of computers and
television screens in the background.
One of the great advantages of virtual sets is that you can produce several
programs in the same space, and that
means you will no longer need to tie up

a studio with one ongoing project.
When a project is completed for the
day, simply load in the software for the
next set and you can be ready to go in
as little as 30 seconds.

Network

A to D

space could not be justified for just the

Not only can a single virtual set be
used to produce several programs, but
you can also produce slightly different

outputs for the same program. For
instance, if you had programming that
required different branding for different markets, two independently branded outputs could be generated.

Virtual sets save money. Through
the use of virtual sets, savings can be
achieved by eliminating the costs associated with the design, construction,
storage and maintenance of sets. Other
space -related costs such as lighting, air

conditioning and so on are also dramatically reduced. ABC News indicated during a press conference last year

that the programming costs associated
with a recent virtual studio production
came to about $50,000 compared to a

conventional set which would have
cost $350,000.
Virtual sets are more flexible. Virtual sets can be built more quickly than
traditional sets, and the entire process

is more flexible. During the design
phase of a project, virtual studio tech-

nology allows you to change set designs as the program or commercial

design and space requirements of the
virtual set. Remote interviews can also
be conducted by integrating subjects
from two separate locations seamlessly in one virtual set.

Weighing the cost and making a
selection
You may be surprised to learn that
entry-level systems are now available
as low as $100,000. When you consid-

several productions from a single virtual studio, you will have to take camera
recalibrations into account.

When evaluating virtual studios, be
aware of your existing facility and what
equipment can be utilized in a potential
virtual studio set up. Some virtual sets

will require specific approved equipment. This is not necessarily a disadvantage if you are building a studio
from scratch, but you should perform a

format and theme materializes. During

the design process you can request
many design reviews and actually put

your talent into the evolving set to
assess the look of various textures,
sizes and colors. Later, changes to existing sets can easily be accomplished
to accommodate new trends, formats
or even special offers without incurring substantial costs.
Virtual Sets Expand Creative Options. Virtual studio environments can

You may be surprised to learn that entry-level systems
are now available as low as $100K.
er this along with some of the other
savings discussed above, virtual sets
can no longer be dismissed on a cost
argument.
The first step in evaluating a virtual
studio is to assess your specific require -

cost analysis. General requirements for

all virtual studios include a chroma
keyer, bluescreen area, computer (SGI
or Windows NT) and lighting. Check
with the virtual set vendors as to what

existing equipment can be used with
their system. Finally, given the
developments in our industry
related to DTV and the fast pace
at which we are moving toward

HD production, any virtual set
you invest in today should have
an existing upgrade path to HD.
Enhancing reality
Techniques and computer pro-

cessing power have improved
to the point where virtual sets
are no longer criticized for their

lack of realism. Today, virtual
set techniques allow for closer
interaction of the actors with
the virtual set. Actors can walk

in front of or behind virtual

One of the news sets that ONtv, Ontario, Canada, uses to deliver its all virtual news. ONtv is
running ORAD's Cyberset 3.0 and Devlin Design Group's (DDG) SoftSet 1.0 on an SGI ONYX 2
IR. Photo courtesy Devlin Design Group.

place talent anywhere. They have been
used to reconstruct buildings that are

ments. You will want to determine the
number and range of productions that

no longer standing, provide lifelike might be affected. This is important
animation to graphically rendered char- because some virtual studio architecacters, and simulate an enormous com- tures are better equipped to support
puter -filled technology center with vid- multiple productions from one blue eo walls. Virtual studio technology is screen area. If you are planning only
also being utilized to address specific one virtual studio production, then

objects, or even inside them.
On one news channel, the anchor walks to the center of the
set, a virtual railing rises from
the floor to surround her, and
she is transported to the upper
level of the virtual set.
The technology has advanced

so much that users no longer simply

attempt to create sets that are valid
imitations of real life. Their aspirations are greater now. In fact, many
virtual set users have it as their goal to
create totally unique visual experienc-

es - experiences that are better than
"real."

programming issues. On -location positioning of the cameras can be fixed.
projects can benefit from the simple

However, if you are going to support

Matt Strad,- is president of Orad Inc.
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Sh.dio cameras, st.ch as these Hitachi SK -2600s at WLTV, Miami, hale always been a mainstay for locally

prcduced programming. Photo courtesy Hlta:hi.
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By William E Glenn, Ph.D
The 18 transmission formats recommended by
the Advanced Television Systems Committee
(ATSC), include both interlaced and progres
sive formats. Consumer digital receivers are expected to decode these 18 formats and display them based on
receiver characteristics. The computer industry has universally used progressive scan, because interlace artifacts are extremely objectionable for computer generated imagery. Then:

is now a growing busiress for video boards that allow a
computer to display these 18 formats. With modern computer
displays having resolutions that approach HDTV resolution.
it is possible that viewing HDTV on a computer will be a less
expensive option than purchasing an HDTV receiver.

Augist 1999
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camera
resolution
There has been considerable contro-

brightness. The alternating field lines
flicker at 30Hz, however, this cannot be
seen because the human visual system's

response to detail is much slower than
it is to low resolution information. Interlace increases the large area flicker

versy over the pros and cons of interlace

frequency to 60Hz while still taking 1/30
second to reproduce vertical detail. Low

vs. progressive scanning, with little

resolution information is reproduced at

quantitative evaluation of the perceived

60f/s by the field line display. This gives

resolution of images displayed in the
two formats. We have made a detailed
study of the performance limits of these

good motion rendition, as motion perception is a low resolution phenomenon. 60f/s gives motion rendition free

two formats. One result, has been the

of judder. Interlace scan has several

This produces large area 30Hz flicker.
This is quite visible at normal screen

brightness until the alias spatial frequency gets high enough. Depending
on viewing distance, this is between 200
and 350 lines. At normal screen bright-

ness, 30Hz large area flicker is easily
visible. This flicker would not be visible
if the complete frame was displayed for

1/30 second. However, if the display
time of the frame is increased to 1/30
second to avoid interline flicker, there is
objectionable motion blur. Consequently, lengthening the display time constant

is not a good solution to
the problem.

When an object in the
scene moves vertically at
the line crawl velocity, (one
line every 1/60 second) the
eye tracks this pattern. The

moving image is then
scanned as if it were a pro-

gressive scan at the field

line spacing (twice the
frame line spacing). Consequently, interline flicker

is not visible under this
condition. However, the
resolution is reduced because the image is scanned

with half the number of
lines.

In a typical display, the

spot size is equal to the
frame line spacing. Consequently, the frame lines
for a static image are not
visible. When an object moves vertically at near the line crawl speed, the
field line structure becomes easily visible because the line spacing is twice
the spot size. If a person is asked how

It is expected that many early HDTV broadcasts will be sports oriented. Here, Sony's HDC-700 high definition cameras are capturing football in 1920x1080. Photo courtesy Sony Broadcast.

design of a method of converting interlaced transmissions to progressive display without carrying the interlace artifacts to the progressive display.

Interlace scanning
Interlace was a solution to a transmis-

sion bandwidth problem. Using

obvious artifacts under normal viewing

conditions, they are: interline flicker,
line crawl, and loss in vertical resolution compared with the Nyquist limit.
Interline flicker is caused by alias frequencies (a difference frequency beat)
between the field line sampling structure and the vertical detail in the image.

With modern computer displays having resolutions that
approach HDTV resolution, it is possible that viewing
HDTV on a computer will be a less expensive option than
purchasing an HDTV receiver.

30frames per second (f/s) progressive
scan for a CRT display causes objec-

tionable flicker at normal viewing
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For example, in a 480 -line scan, a 480 -

line image will have all lines white in
one field and all lines black in the next.

August 1999

far apart the scan lines are on their
TV, they will show a distance equal to

the field line spacing since the field
line structure is highly visible under
these conditions. With progressive
scan, this artifact does not appear.
The line structure of a properly designed display is always invisible, even

for vertical motion in the image.
Interlace loss of vertical
resolution
Several factors cause loss of vertical
resolution in an interlaced display. In
the interlaced camera, the image is typically scanned out two lines at a time for

one field, shifted down one line, and

Consequently, the
perceived resolution
is further reduced.

Perceived

vertical
resolution with
progressive scan

Progressive scan
does not have interline flicker, a visible
line structure, or line

crawl. Therefore,
Figure 1. Sampled image with a pre -filter of 1.3 times the
Nyquist limit (top) compared with an unsampled image filtered
to a resolution of 1.3 times the Nyquist limit (bottom).

the vertical resolution is limited only
by the frame sampling structure. Actually, the perceived
resolution of an im-

age can be slightly

higher than the
Nyquist limit. People have often commented that a little

This field line pattern also masks perception of detail in our visual systems within

an octave of the field line structure.

some images with a very fine pixel

sharper?" When the choices were 50:50,

spatial frequencies within an octave

and appear to be the same. This ex-

we compared the resolution of the unsampled images to the sampled images.
The spot -size of the unsampled image
was 0.7 that of the sample spacing of
the sampled image; (the sampled imag-

plains the octave -wide masking effect

es had a perceived sharpness higher

octave wide bands.
All spatial frequencies within an octave

appear to be the
same. Microelectrodes on a neuron in

and within ±22 degrees orientation. In
other words, all spatial frequencies in
this region stimulate the same neuron

tion of detail in our visual systems.

line crawl speed, there is no interline
flicker. However, there are two other
causes of loss in perceived resolution.
First, the image is sampled with twice
the line spacing under this condition
reducing its resolution. Second, there
is a highly visible field line structure.

Nyquist limit to prevent alias frequencies from appearing at less than .7 times
the Nyquist limit as these are outside
this octave range.
To test this phenomenon, we scanned

monkey's brain will be stimulated by all

Nyquist limit (top) compared with an unsampled image filtered
to a resolution of the Nyquist limit (bottom).

Consequently, part of the perceived resolution loss for interlaced scans is due to
the masking effect of interline flicker on
detail.
For an image moving vertically at the

low response above 1.3 times the

the ocular dominance columns of a

Figure 2. Sampled image with a pre -filter of 1.3 times the

vertical resolution.
When vertical detail is near the field
line spacing, the low spatial frequency
beat frequency flickers at 30Hz. A low
spatial frequency flicker masks percep

Consequently, it appears to be the correct spatial frequency. It is important to
use an optical pre -filter that has very

the images with a cut-off of 1.3 times
the Nyquist limit of a coarse sampling
pattern. Next, we post -filtered the images with a cut-off at the Nyquist limit
and displayed them. The same original,
oversampled images were filtered with
different two-dimensional cut-off frequencies. In a two -alternative forced choice comparison, the sampled and
filtered images were compared. The
subject was asked, "Which image looks

analyze images in

er for vertical detail and reduces the

cy, it will stimulate the same neuron
within the ocular dominance column.

structure. We then digitally pre -filtered

Our visual systems

very low motion blur. This loss in vertical resolution minimizes interline flick-

quency alias causing interline flicker in
an interlaced scan. If this alias is within
an octave of the correct spatial frequen-

thing. Visual percep-

show the reason.

next field. This discharges the entire
sensor every 1/60 second, and there is

If an image has spatial frequencies
slightly above the Nyquist limit, the
alias frequency will be slightly below
the Nyquist limit. This is not to be
confused with the lower spatial fre-

aliasing is a good
tion measurements

then scanned two lines at a time for the

mentioned above for interlaced scan. It
also explains how an image can have a
perceived sharpness slightly above the
Nyquist limit under some conditions.
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camera
resolution

progressive camera, a compression system designed for this and a progressive

s using an interpolation routine. This
eliminates the visible field line structure

display. Progressive displays are now

but it does not reduce interline flicker

readily available. Computer displays are
always progressive and the newer types

caused by the alias frequencies generated
by interlace. There will be no line struc-

than the Nyquist limit). In other words,

it took twice as many pixels in the

The line structure of a properly designed display

reference image to produce the same
sharpness as the properly filtered sampled image. From these comparisons,
one would conclude that a progressive
image can have a resolution higher than
the Nyquist limit. With a sharp cut-off
pre -filter, a progressive image can have a
perceived resolution as much as 1.3 times
the Nyquist limit. That is almost a factor
of 2 in perceived vertical resolution com-

pared to an interlaced display. Figure 1
shows a sampled image with a pre -filter
of 1.3 times the Nyquist limit compared
with an unsampled image filtered to a
resolution of 1.3 times the Nyquist limit.
Figure 2 shows the sampled image compared with an image filtered to the Nyquist

always invisible, even for vertical motion in the image.

of displays (plasma, liquid crystal displays, light valve projectors, etc.) all
have to be addressed with progressive
scan. In the 1920x1080 format, a pro-

ture for motion at the line crawl speed,

gressive camera at 60f/s was only recently developed. A compression system de-

3, was described in a paper at the 1998
Fall SMPTE Convention. This system
takes advantage of the fact that our
visual systems have a slow response to
detail and motion detection is done at

signed for this format does not exist in
the 18 ATSC broadcast formats. Consequently, other strategies need to be used
in the short term.
One strategy is to scan convert an interlaced image to a progressive image at 60f/

limit. The filtered image is
actually higher resolution

making the resolution under these conditions appear to be somewhat better.
A second method, as shown in Figure

low resolution. In this technique, the
top octave of detail is updated at 30f/s
(fast enough for detail perception) while

the remainder of the information (carried by the field
line structure) is updated at

than in an interlaced scan.
Notice that in the 480 line
sampled image, lines are vis-

60f/s. This preserves the
good motion rendition of

ible in the test chart up to

the image displayed at 60/s.

about 700 lines. Above 480

In that system, the detail
and alias frequencies are

lines, these are alias frequencies. Notice that at 700 lines,

subtracted from the incom-

there are only two cycles in
the width of the wedge not

ing interlaced signal, and
then the alias -free detail is
added back to the 60f/s im-

the four that were in the
original pattern. However,
the readability of the num-

age at 30f/s. This process

eliminates the field line

bers on the chart is at least as

structure and the interline

good as in the 600 -line filtered image. The readability
is much better than the image filtered at the Nyquist
limit. Notice that the numbers in the test chart have no
scanning artifacts (zig-zag
edges, etc.). If a scene had a
very fine picket fence with a

flicker. If an interlaced camera is used, the vertical resolution is increased to about

0.9 times the Nyquist limit
since the masking effects of

interline flicker and line
crawl have been eliminated. If a progressive camera

or a film scanner is used

resolution above the Nyquist

with the proper optical prefilter, the perceived vertical
resolution is actually about
1.3 times the Nyquist limit.

limit, it would have the
wrong number of pickets.
However, at just below the
Nyquist limit, the number
would be correct.

,uture directions
We have analyzed the visibility of interlace artifacts

System improvements
The simplest way to achieve

the benefits of progressive
scan is obviously to use a
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Today's cameras are expected to operate under a wide variety of
conditions, including weather extremes. This Philips LDK23 highspeed, ultra -slow motion camera was used at the 1999 World Alpine
Downhill Ski Championship in Aspen, CO. Photo courtesy Philips.
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and their effect on perceived

resolution. An all -progres-

sive system can eliminate

resolution on the viewer's retina. At 22

cycles per degree, we have about 32
CR

Cornpen
sating
delay

Scan

convert to
1080p

1080p
display

CB

detail and low spatial

jected motion pictures subtend about

/ frequency alias

5% of our field of view. 1080 line progressive images su:)tend about 11% and
an IMAX theater subtends about 67%.

Scan

convert to
high pass
spatial
filter

frame
store

clock out frame
twice 1080p 60 FPS

1080i

The larger the field of view, the closer the
experience is to being part of the image.

this takes odd lines one frame
and even lines the next and time -base

From these comparisons, we can conclude that using a progressive camera
and a 1080 line progressive display of

luminance
(detail)

corrects to the 1080i clock

Figure 3: Block diagram of an interlace to progressive converter that could be used in
a digital receiver.

these artifacts and produce a perceived
vertical resolution almost double that of
an interlaced system. With proper receiver processing, the advantage of progressive scan can be realized even if the
transmission is interlaced.
Based on the two -alternative, forced choice experiment described, we can
now compare perceived resolution of
various systems. Let us assume that progressively sampled cameras use a prefilter with a cut-off that is 1.3 times the
Nyquist limit. Interlaced cameras can
also use a similar pre -filter in the horizontal direction. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the perceived resolution of a
480 -line interlaced system and of the
systems now being seriously considered
for digital transmission. For small displays, we see that 480 progressive (VGA)

is far superior to present NTSC resolu-

tion. For large screen displays, 1080i
will look slightly sharper than 720p, but
will have interlace artifacts. If the display
of a 1080i transmission is properly scan
converted to 1080p, even an interlaced

camera origination has a considerably
improved sharpness and will be free of
interlace artifacts. A progressive camera

or a film scanner will have by far the
highest perceived sharpness without in-

terlace artifacts if this process is used
with progressive display.

A better way to understand the comparison in Figure 4 is to observe how we
view images. At normal viewing distances, the limiting resolution on the viewer's
retina is about 22 cycles per degree. This

is true for both television and motion

interlaced transmission with proper pro-

cessing can provide the best perceived
sharpness of any of the digital transmission systems under consideration.
William E. Glenn, Ph.D the director of the
Communications Technology Center of Florida

Atlantic University, Boca Raton, FL.
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pictures. The difference between images
of different resolutions per picture height
is the field of view. These are all the same

A.P. Ginsburg, "Visual Information
Processing Based on Spatial Filters Constrained by Biological Data," Air Force
Aerospace Medical Research Lab Tech

Relative Sharpness of Interfaced and Progressive Displays

Report 1978: AMRL-TR-78-129

4801

c"

million pixels in our total field of view.
At normal viewing distance, NTSC television subtends about 1/2% of our field
of view. 1080 line television, 720 line
progressive television and 35mm pro-

480P

R.L. DeValois and K.K. DeValois,

720P

Spatial Vision, Oxford University Press,
1988.

40>..

'CI

W. E. Glenn, and J. W. Marcinka,

10801

"1920 x 1080 Pixel Color Camera with
a Progressive Scan Output at 60 FPS,"
SMPTE Journal, November 1998.

1080P*
1080P
500.000

1.000.000

1,500,000

2,000,000

2,500,000

3,000,000 3,500,000

Perceived Sharpness (equivalent number of pixels)

Figure 4: Relative sharpness of interlaced and progressive displays. Both camera and
display are either progressive or interlace except for 1 080p'. which is a hybrid system.

W.E. Glenn, "Compatible 1080P Display Using 10801 Transmission," invited paper presented at SMPTE Technical
Conference, Pasadena, CA, October 29,
1998.
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As tape formes love adopted compression, the use of comrressed /deo wibin
broadcast fact i is has increased. MPEG compression is used within the Sony
Betacam X fe-rEt. shDwn here in use at the Texas Cable News (TXCN) edit suite
in Dallas. Pha:Ibv Coocept:Benson&Rice. Courtesy cf Sony.
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By Michael Robin
As we move toward digital production and distribution, the use of
compression systems will increase. The Transition to Digital columns in July and August describe the basic principles on which the
MPEG video standards are based. This article looks at the MPEG
system overall. In addition to specifying the details of compression, MPEG
specifies how one or more video and audio elementary streams along with
,

data, are combined into single or multiple streams suitable for storage or
transmission.
The need for compression
A/D conversion introduces a unique and controlled distortion of the original

analog video or audio signal. Once in the bit -serial digital domain, the
cumulative signal degradations that are typical with analog signals are completely eliminated. The limiting digital cliff -effect is avoided as long as the SNR at the
deserializer input is adequate._ There is, however, a penalty to be paid -the wide
bandwidth required by the bit -serial digital signal. Scrambled NRZI bit-ser al
digital signals as per smril 259M result in a 270Mb/s datastream. Typical

auto -equalizing deserializers perform adequately with a transmission band -
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NTSC signal. A DS3 45Mb/s channel
can accommodate several multiplexed

data. Each PES starts with a 24 -bit start

SDTV MPEG-2 8Mb/s digital signals of

that identifies the contents of the packet. Some of the most important parts of
the structure are the decode time stamps
(DTS) and the presentation time stamps
(PTS). With bidirectional encoding, a
picture might have to be decoded some
time before it is presented to enable it to
act as the reference for a B picture. The
DTS indicates the time when a picture
must be decoded and the PTS indicates

distribution quality.
Transporting SDTV digital video data
width of 135MHz. While signal distribution inside a studio with cable lengths
not exceeding 200M (a typical headroom of 100M ahead of the cliff effect)
is perfectly possible, transmission and

storage constraints require compression to lower bit rates.
Transmission constraints are related
carriers have developed a set of digital

transmission hierarchies which are
multiples of 64kb/s, the bit rate rePES

Header
Header

Headers

program generation and applications
such as EFP/sports use a 4:2:2 sampling
structure and generate a 270Mb/s datas-

less than 4:2:2 (such as 4:1:1 and 4:2:0)
generates a lower bit -rate and might be
acceptable for news gathering provided
there is no extensive post processing.
As compression technology improves,
bit rates for the four classes will un-

mission of digital signals. Common -

PES

generic picture quality classes (see Table 2). It is assumed that studio -level

tream. Using a sampling structure of

to the bandwidth required by the trans-

Pack

can be empirically divided into four

Elementary Stream Data Payload
Pack

Header

code prefix followed by a stream ID

when it has to be presented to the
decoder output. The PTS and DTS are
added to the PES header and the program clock reference (PCR) is contained
in the transport stream. PESs are usual-

ly multiplexed with other PESs into a
more complex data stream such as a
program stream or a transport stream.
The MPEG-2 program stream combines one or more PES, of variable and

relatively great length, into a single
H H

Video

H

Audio

H

Audio

H

Data

JVideo

H

Audio

HH

111

Pack N

Pa :I( N+1 -

Figure 1. MPEG program streams are composed of packs. Each pack has a pack header
and can contain one or more packetized elementary streams (PES).

quired to send a voice signal (bandwidth 300Hz to 3400Hz, sampled at
8kHz with an accuracy of eight bits -

doubtedly be reduced, while still offering comparable subjective picture qual-

per -sample) for telephone conversations.
Table 1 lists some of the more common

The advent of DTV with a terrestrial
transmission bit rate of 19.4Mb/s opens
an entirely new set of signal distribution
scenarios, most of which have yet to
unfold.

digital distribution hierarchies used in
North America.
Transmitting digital SMPTE 259M
bit -serial component digital signals requires displacing 4032 telephone con-

ity levels.

multiplexing of data packets. A compressed video or audio signal results in

Transport streams

one of the other available channels.

video and audio compressed data as

initially used to transmit composite
NTSC signals sampled at 10.7MHz with
an accuracy statistically varying between
six and nine bits -per -sample depending

a bitstream called an elementary stream

on the picture complexity. The compression technology used is known as

ry streams (PES) are the

differential pulse code modulation

MPEG-2 system layer.
They carry one source
of data for one applica-

(DPCM), and even though it is obsolete
today, it remains the major digital signal
distribution level in North America. As
the state of the art improved, MPEG-2
signals with a bit rate of 8Mb/s offer a
picture quality subjectively superior to

that of a 45Mb/s DPCM composite
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pack header. It can contain up to 32
audio streams, 16 video streams, 16

well as other data to the MPEG decoders. The method used is time division

pression, allowing the signal to fit into
One of the most popular digital hierarchies in North America is DS3, colloquially referred -to as 45Mb/s. DS3 was

number of packets. A pack starts with a

data streams and a number of miscellaneous streams. Each of the streams has
its own header. The variable bit rate of
the program stream conflicts with error
correction schemes, which require constant bit rates (constant length PES packets). It is thus mainly suitable for distribution in an error -free and noise -free
environment such as in a studio. Figure
1 shows the structure of a program
stream.

The MPEG hierarchy
Packetization is the principal mechanism used in MPEG-2 for transporting

versations (DS4) or some means of com-

stream. The PESs forming the program

stream are encoded using a common
master reference clock or system time
clock (STC). This stream might be a
video stream and its associated audio
stream or a multiplex of several audio
streams. The entire MPEG-2 program
stream is called a pack and contains a

(ES).

Transport streams (TS) can carry several different programs using noncorre-

Packetized elementa-

basic level

of the

tion such a video stream

Hierarchy
level

Bit rate

DS 0

64kb/s

DS 1

1.544M b/s

DS 2

6.312Mb/s
44.736Mb/s
274.16Mb/s

DS 3
DS 4

Equivalent number of
64kb/s voice channels
1

24
96

672
4032

or several audio
streams. In addition to Table 1. The transmission hierarchy used by common carridata, they carry a head- ers is built upon standard voice channels. Shown are the

er used to identify the various levels, along with their data rate and the equivalent
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number of voice channels

splicing point approaches. It helps lo-

188 Bytes
(1504 Bits)

Transport Stream

cate the precise packet at which switch-

ing within a particular PID must take

Payload

Header

Payload

Header

Payload

Header

place.

Minimum
4 Bytes
(32 Bits)

Syec
Byte
8 8 its

Transport
Error
Indicator

Payload
Unit Start

Indicator

Transport
Priority
1 Bit

1 Bit

1 Bit

Adaptation

PID

Transport
Scrambling
Control

13 Bits

2 8115

2 B is

Mod
Canto!

Continuity
Counter

Adaptation
Field

Discontinuity indicator: The discontinuity indicator informs the decoder
that the detected signal flow disrup-

j

4 Bits

tions are intentional (e.g. a consequence

of switching of an elementary stream)
and not the result of channel errors.
Is
1 Bit
1 Bit
Bit
8 Bits
The TS has the capability of multiplexing
multiple programs into a larger
Transport
Adaptation
Slice
Printe
Field
OPCR
PCR
(and
faster)
datastream. Figure 3 shows
Countdown
Data Length
Extension
40 Bits
40 Its
4B Bits
a simplified block diagram of the en48 Bits
coding and decoding of a multiplex of
Figure 2. MPEG transport streams are composed of 188 -byte packets. Each packet is
programs making up a transport stream.
made up of a four -byte header (minimum) followed by 184 bytes of payload. Headers can Whether there are many programs or
be lengthened based on the contents of the adaptation field control bits.
only one (e.g. a 19.4Mb/s compressed
jAdaptation
Field
Length

Discontinuity
Indicator

Random
Aecsat
indlcatOr

Elem. Stream
Priority
Indicator

5 Flop

Optional
Fields

Stettin

Bytes

5

1

8 Bun

lated compression schemes
(e.g. different compression ra-

PES

PES 1

Video1

Encoder and
Packetizer

tios) and variable bit rates.

PES 1

Transport streams are used in
DBS and ATSC applications.

Audio 2

The overall bit rate is main-

Video 2

Encoder and
Packetizer

Video

Video

Audio

Program
Stream

pgm 1

.

Pam 1

..

Multiplexer

Program
Stream
De

Multiplexer

tained as constant by a process

.
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the available transmission
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.
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Encoder and
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2

PES N

PES N

Video N

Encoder and De
Packetizer
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Video

Video '

PES 2

called statistical multiplexing
(stat mux) which statistically
allocates bit rates to programs
with variable data rates. The
goal is to make the best use of

Audio

P ES

PES 2

Encoder and
Packetizer

PES 1

-----w

----..

Encoder and De
Packetizer

--"'

Encoder and Be
Packetizer

PES N

-0
Audio

Encoder and De
Packetizer

Video N

Audio N

bandwidth. Less bits per sam-

ple are allocated for talking
head materials, which have rel-

atively low temporal resolu-

Figure 3. Transport streams can be used to multiplex any number of audio/video/data streams.
Once transported, these streams can be demultiplexed using a similar process.

tion, and correspondingly more bits per

sample are allocated to scenes with a
great deal of movement, such as sports
programs.
TS packets are 188 bytes long and are
subdivided into a four -byte header and
a 184 -byte payload. Figure 2 shows the
structure of the Transport Stream Packet. Among the information contained in
the header is:
Sync byte: Sets the start of a TS and
allows transmission synchronization.

Transport error indicator: Indicates
that the packet may contain errors.
Packet identification (PID): The 13 bit PID identifies the channel. It conClass
Production
Contribution
Distribution
Emission

tains the information required to find,
identify and reconstruct programs.
Continuity counter: Used to determine if any packets are lost, repeated or
out of sequence.
Adaptation field: There is a provision for an optional, variable -length,
adaptation field in the header. The adaptation field, when used, provides additional information about the payload
data and causes a reduction of the payload to maintain a constant bit -rate.
Program clock reference (PCR): Sam-

ples of the 27MHz clock used by the
video and audio encoders. These samples provide a context for interpreting
the PTS and DTS values

Bit rate
270Mb/s
Program generation
Remote location to studio 45Mb/s
15Mb/s
Studio to transmitter
3- to 8Mb/s
Transmitter to home
Use

Table 2. Standard -definition digital video can be
divided into four picture quality classes, each of
which is used in a portion of the signal path from
acquisition to the home viewer.

HDTV signal conforming to ATSC),
another PID stream is inserted containing a table listing the PID streams that
carry program map tables (PMT). This
table is called the program association
table (PAT). The PAT is always carried
in packets with PID=O. By reading the

PAT, the demultiplexer can find the
PIDs of the network information table
(NIT) of each PMT. Finding the PMTs
allows the demultiplexer to find the PID
of every elementary stream. A reference

to the PAT and the PMT is all that is

in the PES header. MPEG

needed to find the PIDs of all the necessary elementary streams and decode the
chosen program. Access to a conditional access table (CAT) is also required if

requires that PCRs be

the program is encrypted.

sent at least ten times per
second.

Splice countdown:
The splice countdown is
an eight -bit counter that
decrements as a potential

Michael Robin, former engineer with the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation engineering headquarters, is an independent broadcast
consultant located in Montreal, Canada. He is
co-author of Digital Television Fundamentals, published by McGraw-Hill.
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By John McGaughey
ne prob_em with Lutomation and the
operatimi of multiple channels of satellite feeds is that, wel, they're automatic.
The feeds come in, recorcers tape them
and the arograms are played back later. This works
well until the satellire feed fails durj.ag the record.
process. 1' this happens and the problem isn't discov-

lusgineering

Monitoring

error latch can be cleared by a front
panel pushbutton if the line presently
has active signal. The contact closure
output was chosen since it is universally used in the industry and can be used

via potentiometer R13 for the sensitivity of the system to audio levels. The
design lets any level from -2.3 dBu to
-12.3dBu be selected as a threshold of
signal detection. The input signal must

channels
ered quickly, you could end up with a
blank tape at air time - way too late to
request a refeed.
We've come up with a nifty device at
Georgia Public TV to monitor satellite
feeds. While this system monitors the
audio channel only, if a feed breaks,
usually its both audio and video that
fails, so it's almost foolproof. And, if
you have a radio station at your facility, its perfect for monitoring its satellite feeds also.

System goals
The main requirement is to monitor a
single balanced audio feed for activity
using a time-out technique. The oper-

The detection system fits neatly in a 1RU chassis. Along with the power supply, one
board is used for the detection circuitry and another has the relays and external
connections.

ator can adjust the time intervals for
which the signal must be absent before

initiating an alarm. The device relies
on digital control, providing repeatability and easy adjustment.
Another requirement is that once the
time -qualified absence of signal is de-

by a wide variety of devices.

A block diagram of the design is
shown in Figure 1. The balanced audio
signal with a reference level of +4dBu
is passed to a balanced to unbalanced

tected, the error would be latched to

convertor stage. A simple bandpass
filter AC couples the signal and rolls

close a relay. This indicates to external
devices that a failure has occurred. The

A subsequent amplifier gives control

Balanced

Balanced to

Audio - unbalanced --.
OVU=4dBU

converter

'Mrs

Schmitt
trigger
inverter

Amplifie
R13
detection
sensitivity

32.768kHz
crystal
oscillator

Frequency

16Hz

divider

clock

off the frequency response above 5kHz.

Phase

Audio
detect

Narrow
phase
eliminator

lock
loop

LED

driver

LAudio detec
latch

load

8 bit down converter

exceed this threshold before the system can determine if there is tone or
active signal present. This should allow for setting the unit to respond to
commonly encountered soft passages
of dialog or music. The Schmitt trigger
comparison block converts the analog
audio signal into a digital form for use
in the subsequent stage.
The digital signal is then used as
a reference frequency for a phase
lock loop. The phase lock loop is
what gives the system the characteristic of treating any tone as the
absence of signal. It does this by
locking to any steady state peri-

odic input - exactly what tone
is. If any aperiodic input is applied to the loop then the phase
lock loop attempts to track its

RCO

frequency changes. In this way,

State

machine

16Hz

PLD

clock
Health and

2

.audio failure
Restart

1.8

the loop cannot maintain lock

Time interval
DIP switches

for actual program audio material that is presumably not period-

LED's

push button

ic. The output required simply
16Hz
clock

Audio
failure

Relaye

driver

Low
voltage
reset

Relay

Rear panel
contact
closure

must indicate whether the loop is
locked or not. If it is locked, the

assumption is that tone exists,
alternatively if the loop is un-

locked then active audio is
Figure 1. Block diagram of the detection system shows how the detection circuits, PLD and
alarm relays are related.
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present.

The lock detector is shown in

Figure 1 as a narrow pulse eliminator.
The circuit uses the phase pulse output
of the 74HC4046 phase lock loop IC.
The phase pulses consist of low -going
pulses whose width is proportional to

the degree of correction required to
achieve lock. When tone is present
there is no variation in the period of
the signal, so the phase lock loop oscillator requires very little correction. In

timing and remembers their occur-

triggerable one-shot technique. The

rence until the state machine ac-

section is controlled using a well-known

knowledges their reception.
The rest of the system is the digital
time qualification section that looks
for the absence of audio for a preset
time before indicating an error. The

algorithmic state machine approach.
This allows for a compact, reliable
and easily described method to be used
for the system control. This state machine is contained entirely within one
20 -pin PLD (programmable logic device). This IC is an EEPROM-based
generic logic device that can be erased
and reprogrammed to create custom
logic functions chosen by the designer.
Using a PLD to construct the control
portion of the system reduced the number of IC packages that would otherwise have been needed if discrete logic
components were used. To specify the

principle of its operation is essentially

the same as a retriggerable one-shot
multivibrator IC. That approach uses

If power fails, the unit comes up looking for audio as

opposed to indicating a failure.

this case, the phase pulses are quite
short, but for program audio large
corrections are required and the duration of the phase pulses must increase.

The narrow pulse eliminator circuit
rejects the narrow pulses present in
lock and allows through the much
wider pulses present in the unlocked
condition. This section can lock to any

level of tone at any audio frequency
above 100Hz. The narrow pulse eliminator output sets a simple latch made

a fixed -time interval that is initiated by

an event and if the event reoccurs before the end of the interval the timer is

restarted. In this way the time out
occurs at a fixed time interval from the
last event.
The event in this case is the detection

of audio. Unlike standard retriggerable one shot IC's that use resistor/
capacitor set time intervals this system
requires more precise timing and digi-

tal selection of the time interval. Be-

up of two cross -coupled NAND cause of these requirements the unit
gates. The latch takes these audio uses a crystal oscillator clock and a
detect pulses that vary in width and

counting approach to emulate the re -

logic needed for this IC, a software
package is required to translate the
text description of the state machine
into a programming pattern that is
used to configure the device. In order
to accomplish the actual programming
the IC is placed into a device programmer connected to a PC and then the
JEDEC standard file is used to configure the cells within the IC.
The time reference for the unit is a
32.768kHz oscillator that is divided
down to 16Hz as a clock for the state
machine. Using a crystal instead of a
simple relaxation oscillator gives a stable and repeatable time-out interval

for the system. The
time qualification is
done using an eight bit binary down
counter that is loaded

every time audio is
detected. During periods in which no au-

dio is detected the
counter is allowed to
count down towards
zero at a precise rate.
If audio is detected of-

enough, the
counter is reloaded
before it can reach
ten

zero. This is essential-

ly what restarts the
time-out interval as in

a retriggerable one
shot. In this way, the
clock frequency and

the number loaded
into the counter set
the time-out interval.
Several commercial systems used in progrem distribution also monitor activity. A system that raises an alarm,
reboots a computer, or switches to another active program feed would be of great uti ity for stations like Titan,
which have a multitude of incoming feeds at any given time. Photo courtesy NDTC. ©1999 James Hovey
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The unit has front panel indicators
for three conditions. The first is an
LED to indicate the presence of audio
that is not time -qualified. Second is an

indicator of a latched audio failure
that occurred previously. Third is a

channels

health indicator that flashes while the
system is actively examining the input
for audio. The only front panel control
is a restart button that clears a failure

this interval with a one -second resolu-

if audio is now present on the line

tion for up to four minutes fifteen
seconds. The RCO output of the down
counter is a decode of the down counter
state zero. It is simply fed back to the
state machine section to indicate that

the interval has been completed and

being monitored. The PLD through a
driver IC activates a relay the entire
time that the failure is latched. This is
a rear panel contact closure used for
activating various responses to any
latched failure.

Several commercial systems used in program

distribution also monitor audio activity, no acceptable
stand-alone units were found.
that this should be treated as a time qualified audio failure. This should

It is important that the system come
up out of a power failure or brown -out

provide flexibility in determining when

condition in the proper state. This is

audio really has dropped out as opposed to normal quiet intervals.

handled by using a low -voltage inhibit
IC to monitor the logic power supply.

Got a problem?
Questions?

Comments?

Consult the Doctor.
drdigital@compuserve.com
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Any time the power supply voltage is
below a given threshold it activates a
reset of the control system to an initial
state. This state is the one searching for
audio to be present. If power fails, the

unit comes up looking for audio as
opposed to indicating a failure.
The entire system was wire -wrapped
on a single PC board in one day and
placed in an enclosure for rack mounting. The only unusual part needed was
the PLD which is a Lattice Semiconductor GAL 18V10.
John McGaughey is an electronics engineer at

the

University

of Georgia.

E-mail:

mcgaugheyj@gacsrv.gactr.uga.edu

The author will program any supplied
devices from interested readers for return postage only. In addition, a complete schematic of the unit and a parts
list will be included. The complete system cost approximately $300 and the
parts are readily available through mail
order distributors.
The author wishes to acknowledge
the contributions of Sandy Mayfield
and Glenda Smith toward the construction of the detection unit.

When you move up to 4:2:2 ccmpliant
digital, do it with someone you trust.
Peak performance is what the new Alteia Series of DVB 4:2:2
compliant digital broadcast receivers and decoders is all about.
Take, for example, the Alteia PSR942. With it, you get full

MPEG-2 DVB 4:2:2 signal processing with or without
VideoguardTM CA, but you also get a lot more.

As with the entire Alteia Series., you get sophisticated

remote control and monitoring capabilities and a front
panel interface that lets you setup and access the

receiver's features without navigating a maze of
menus. You also get standard features like Genlock
for synchronized outputs, VBI capability, front -

panel test ports and a real-time BER meter. Not

to mention Standard's unsurpassed reputation for
quality and reliability. And all in a package
just one rack -unit high.

If you're hoping to scale new heights in
broadcast video reception, start by choosing a
partner you know and trust:
Standard Communications.
We know the ropes.
Call 800/745-2445 today for Alteia PSR942
pricing and delivery information.

Standard
'® Communications

The right technology for right now.
800/745-2445
www.standardcomm.com/satcom
P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
FAX: 310/532-0397
Circle (144) on Free Info Card
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Stories travel further and faster than facts
BY KARE ANDERSON

Here is a tip from July's column:
Be an author of your life story.
Start with what you know best:
you. What do you want people to tell

each other about you? How do you
want to be most remembered when you
leave the meeting, dinner party, family
gathering, your life? It is never too late
to at least co -create an engrossing living

legacy, beginning with an interesting
next chapter, starting now. How?
Consider conversations. Forget the
qualifiers, historical background, jar-

genuine compliment, glittering opportu-

nity or looming threat, cherished colleague's choice or respected opinion lead-

er's actions to introduce your topic into
conversation.
You can tattoo your word pictures into

Say it better next time and your message may be
the one most broadcast around the world.
others, even beyond their conscious will-

gon words and "how-to" before the

ing when you begin with the lead-in

"why listen" has been answered. What's

sentence to the story that most interests
them. Why? Because your words are
unforgettable. Remember that famous
example where you can't help but pictur-

the question or statement you know
that will pull people into learning more
of your story?
Isn't it wonderfully democratizing to
know that now, more than ever, it takes
more than money to get a message noticed? It takes a memorable message.
Say it better next time and your mes-

ing what you are admonished not to?
Whatever you do now, don't think of
big, pink elephants. Peel away the less
immediately understandable or interest-

around the world. Get to the juicy center
of the topic upfront so others are pulled
into wanting to hear more. When someone says, "Tell me more about that," you

all accidents happen in the home. So
travel!" Photographer Robert Stewart
writes, "My pictures say a thousand
words so you don't have to."
Perhaps the best gift you can present to

I feel this with all my heart, even if I am

only intermittently good at it myself. If
you want a more interesting, options loaded, meaningful life, make the chapters more enticing, beginning with what

er than the usual habits of packing in
extraneous preface details at the front
of conversations.

you say, both in your comments and

Peel away the boring, up -front qualifi-

your questions. Raise the more interesting details to the top of the conversation
and the most intriguing parts of others
will emerge. They will like that experience and be drawn to you. Whether you

ers and wandering background words.
Drop the secondary detail until you have
hooked the listener into wanting to know
more. You are not acting like a robot but
rather choosing to have a few seconds of

truth, you tell the best detail of that truth
up front, to engage the person you most

ing parts of your topic to begin with the
most interesting (to the listener) detail
means others are more likely to want to
learn or share more later. As Roger Ailes
says, "See it and say it. If you can see a

want to have hear you. Look for the

picture in your mind and describe it,

heart-warming happening, contrasting

others will stay tuned."

facts or statistics, best/worst case scenario, extraordinary incident, flattering and

All of your stories don't have to be life changing, but they can be engaging. Use

Broadcast Engineering

agents when he says, "Ninety percent of

can't help but rub off on you.

respecting their strongest interests rath-

88

Travel Agency stands out from other

most wonderful actions. Bonus: the halo
effect of such third party endorsements

know you have started your story by

rent situation. You not only tell the

paraphrased. "Let me take the world off
your shoulders," offers Sharon Howard,
massage therapist. Lance Mead of Lunar

someone you respect or love is to tell
many others about one of that person's

sage may be the one most broadcast

forethought in respect to the listener's
innate interests, world view and/or cur-

memory hooks. They can relate to your
name, work, remarkable quality, skill or
appearance, or can be a rhyme or word
play. Ivan Misner, author of Seven Second Marketing offers many examples,
including the following three which I've

August 1999

want to have a more lively experience
with loved ones during your play times,
get the immediate attention of colleagues

or strangers, attract more support for
your project or initiate new friendships,
begin with the specific detail that pulls

them to your most interesting story.
Kare Anderson is a speaker and author.
SEND

Send questions and comments to:
kare anderson@intertec.com
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The NV3512, used by all of the major broadcasting networks and post houses, is a large-scale, expandable routing switch for synchronous and asynchronous switching
of digital audio as well as time code. It can be controlled
by most of the current router control systems, so it is easily integrated into existing as well as new facilities. It

can be purchased in sizes of 8 x 32 all the way up to
2048 x 2048. (One customer has a synchronous NV3512

that is 2048 x 512.)
Higher NV3512 sales volume has resulted in recent increases in manufacturing efficiency, significantly reducing product cost. NVISION is able to pass on these substantial cost reductions to our customers, making our mar-

ket -leading AES routing system not only the best but
now the most affordable, with savings of up to 40%,
depending on configuration.
AES/[BUD strilution Amplifies, AES/EBU Distribution AmFlifi
Distributicn Ampldiers, SDI Recbcking Distribution Amplifier:,

_

NV11,350H3
1
HD-S)I RElocking Distribution Amplifiers with ED, HD -SDI Triple

Recently, customers have been heard to say, "Your products really work
well, they solve engineering problems and fit easily into my budget. But
I thought you only made routing switches!" Apparently, we manufac-

ture more products than most people realize. Yes, we do build awardwinning, trail -blazing and market -leading routing systems, but we also
produce a huge range of modular products that are designed with the
same exacting standards.
We have obviously been so concerned with developing the very best product designs for the most affordable prices, that we have forgotten to tell
you about it!

Digitd Audio Cadets, Analog ta Digital Converters, 1RU Equip
EmbeddedExpersion Modules, Osembedders, Disembedder Eep
Fiber 3ptieTranseivers, HD -SDI Fiber Optic 0/E Converters, HDtors, Ssnpt Rate Converters, Mining and Subframe Routing Modu

Digitcl Audio Sync Generators, Pansmission Protection Switcles

and Q, AISIEBI. Jitter Removing Distribution Amplifiers, SCI
Distribution Ampoifiers with EP, I -D -SDI Distribution Amplifiers, H
fiers,

Triple Distribution Amplifiers with Reclocking and

EquipinenIFr ones, and PSUs Mgital to Analog Converters, E
Modubs,S31 Fiber Optic 0/E Comerte

Optic I/O &mvenets, HD -SDI Fiber 0
Code Bela).11odlies,AES/EBU Far -C

Distributioe Ampifiers,AES/EBLIDist

Rilocking Distrbuti
Reclocking 3istrilsion Amplifiers with

Here is a complete list ofall of our modular products, and if you don't see
what you want here, call us, we might have forgotten to include it!
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Evan ion dodnles Disembedde-s, Diselludder Eon Ada
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...as Long as it's Black
Introduced at NAB '98 and currently

the only large HD routing system in
daily use, the ENVOY' system greatly
simplifies your DTV/DVB system design. You can manage any SDI or HD SDI digital video signal within a single

frame. The ENVOY 6128 is a 128 x
128 frame that can be populated in increments of 8 x 8.

ENVOY...
Simplicity in DTV Design
The ENVOY 6064 and 6256 (introduced at NAB '99) offer the same
locking mnd ED. AES/EBU Jitter Removiig Distroutn Amp ifters. SDI
locking
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expansion to much larger matrix sizes. ENVOY represents the latest
in leading edge technology, providing operational freedom and easy
integration, at prices that you can afford.
All of our routing switches can be controlled by most existing control
systems, including Tektronix SMS7000, Philips DVS Jupiter, Pro Bel
and Sony.
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designed unique expansion interfaces that allow simple and economic
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Another NVISION innovation is the ENVY' control system. ENVY
is Windows NT Server® -based and represents the next generation of
system control technology, with open architecture, user definable interfaces, standard database structure (no esoteric instructions to learn)
and easily expandable system components.
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For honest answers and real prices, contact our sales department at 1
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Aspect ratio conversion with Axon's ARC -2000
BY PETER SCHUT

The aspect ratio of the first cine films
was 4:3. This became a logical for-

mat for the television industry when
broadcasting began. To differentiate from

the increasing popularity of broadcast
featured movies, the film industry adopted a 16:9 aspect ratio (and 21:9 for an
even wider Cinemascope). Although 16:9

television origination is not new, the
population of 16:9 receivers will only

screen information is optically converted to a 4:3 picture (some cameras use a
widescreen CCD chip where the anamorphic output is created in the digital

texts, a major issue in aspect ratio conversion). This is why fixed conversion
scales give a better performance com-

domain). The picture is horizontally
cropped to fit the smaller screen. Al -

example, a DVE. The filters in the Axon

pared to variable scaling used in, for
ARC -2000 are optimized for the fixed

How can you convert from one aspect ratio to the
other and still preserve a high -quality image?

rise to serious numbers with the advent
of DTV broadcasting. One thing is evident: widescreen is going to happen and
it is just a matter of time.
If we look at the current data formats
widely in use in modern broadcast environments, D1 is the de facto standard.
This 270Mb/s serial datastream can handle normal resolution video material in

the pixels are stretched), this technology is visually not a significant tradeoff. This material, shown on a normal
4:3 monitor device, gives a distorted

To make the communication more reliable, we adapted a BBC notation to
define a certain material in a certain

either 625 lines/50 field (576 active lines)

picture. Performers and scenery are

or 525 lines /60 field (480 active lines).

stretched vertically.

source material that is shown in a 4:3

though the widescreen version of this

picture also has 720 pixels per line
(displayed on a widescreen monitor,

The horizontal resolution for both active video areas is 720 pixels. When 16:9

'for television broadcasting became an
issue, the first adaptation was done with
higher data content. The active line in

Conversions

It a

anamorphic picture is converted to, say, a letterbox in 4:3, you
have to throw away 25 percent of the
picture. This conversion loses
picture resolution. One technique is to throw away every

Figure 1. An anamorphic widescreen picture looks
horizontally compressed.

this proposal was 960 pixels and the
datastream was increased from 270- to
360Mb/s. From a technical point of view
(the wider line needed a higher amount
of pixels), the high bit rate was a major
disadvantage. Production facilities were
just adopting 270Mb/s infrastructures
and these expensive new technologies
were not capable of handling 360Mb/s.
A new proposal came along: Anamorphic widescreen. (See Figurel.)
This technology uses the same infrastructure as conventional 4:3 program
material. The difference is that the wide-
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16:9

fourth line. Although this is
great for the sharpness of the
picture, it is a drastic way of
getting the right aspect ratio.

This technique is used in modern DVD players to give the customer a
letterbox view of a 4:3 source. The drawback is that diagonal lines become edgy
and some information is completely lost.

The right way of doing this is called
interpolation, where the information of

several lines is used to create a new
number of lines, either a higher or a
lower amount. The same is applied in the
horizontal domain if we have to drop or
increase pixels. To get the optimum out-

output ratios like 4:3, 16:9 and 14:9.
Notation

environment. Example: a letterbox 16:9
environment is called 16L12. This comes
from a 16:9 source placed in a 12:9 (4:3)

environment in a letterbox type of display. Normal 4:3 (12:9) material shown
in a 4:3 (12:9) environment is called
12F12. The following notations are used:

P = pillarbox
L = letterbox
F = full field
With this notation we can define input

and output formats within the normal
and widescreen environments. Some
examples include:
16F16 =16:9 source in a 16:9 environment.
12F12 = 4:3 source in a 4:3 environment.
16L12 = 16:9 source letterbox in a 4:3
environment.
12P16 = 4:3 source pillarbox in a 16:9
environment.

14P16 = 14:9 source pillar box in a
16:9 environment.
14L12 = 14:9 source letter box in a 4:3
environment.

put, the interpolation filters are opti-

Using this notation is a nice way of

mized for their given function and artifacts in moving material (like scrolling

defining the type of display and the way
the original material is displayed in this
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Charter Broadcast provides production, telecommunications and operations management as well

as equipment, engineering and technical support
for broadcast events worldwide.

Two great companies are now united as

"-

to bring producers and production ccmpanies

the finest of services - from the rental of a single camera to the engineering of complete remote broadcast centers.

Advanced Broadcast Services formerly
eader in the broadcast
rental industry for over 21 years. Led by a new management

team, technical expertise and outstanding service continue
as the company's hallmarks. Our Emmy award winning rental

technicians are factory trained, and we offer an electronic
equipment tracking and reservations system which links all

of our locations -a claim no other rental house can make.
We're also available 24 hours a day for technical support.

Our unequalled inventory includes EVS Live Slo-Mo Systems, exclusive
PITA RF Camera Systems and the world's first LDK 23/EVS Super Motion

Systems. When you rent from ABS, you know your equipment has

been checked and double-checked by our factory -trained
technicians and engineers. Call for our new rate card.
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800-655-9115 www.charterabs.com
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environment. It is also used
to define the conversion selected in the ARC -2000. If

you want a 16:9 anamorphic source displayed in a

110 pixels

576
(4861

161'16

121 12 (Ananinii,n,

720 pixels

720 p,

576

box is selected to display a 4:3
picture in a 16:9 environment,
the edges can be rough due to
incorrect blanking. Widening

the black bars left and right

430
(363)
lines

(486I
linen

from the picture will solve this.

..............

The same applies to letterbox
1612

in a 4:3 environment. The
first output is an anamorphic picture of a widescreen

environment, this caused no
big problems because the active picture was bigger than
the screen display. If a pillar-

(457:6,

lines

4:3 environment letterbox,
select 16F16 > 16L12. This
will be the standard procedure in editing the presets or
patches. In Figure 2 you can
see typical conversion scales
used to display 16:9 material

720 pi scl

'10 pixels

displays where two black lines

720 pixels loot o16761

can be added on top and bot-

tom. Pan -and -scan is, of

576

492

(4116,

(4111

course, a possibility in both
horizontal and vertical directions. The use of widescreen

shot source. The picture is
distorted. The second is a
full letterbox display called
"0 pixels

16L12. Then a 14:9 display
where some parts of the pic-

ture are lost. And finally a

signaling and video line index
is also supported.

nitit ol 540,

576

576
(4861
lines

(156

pan -and -scan version of the
original. This is called 12F12

D

Control

Several systems and topologies can control the ARC -2000.

again because you cannot

First it is possible to control

see what the original was. In Figure 2. Converting from widescreen to normal screen.
the different presets by GPI Figure 3 you can see typical
contacts. This enables the most
conversion scales used to display 4:3 ma- called 16F16.
straightforward control method: the unit

terial in a 16:9 environment. The first
output is again anamorphic. The picture
is distorted. The second is a full pillarbox
display called 12P16. The third is a 14:9
display where some parts of the picture
are lost. Finally, there is an inverse pan and -scan version of the original. This is
720 pixels

switches cleanly from one setting to the
System settings

other. Switching is performed in the

An aspect ratio converter must have
more features than just adjustable scaling. To make the unit user friendly and
broadcast proof, several adjustments

blanking interval without disturbance.

need to be made and or need to be

One GPI per preset mode is the first

selectable. The

not needed. To

method you can use. This will give the
user the easiest GPI control mode, but
with a parallel infrastructure. The second mode makes use of four GPI's in a
binary counter way with four lines in
parallel, this gives you the opportunity

adapt the unit in a
variety of applica-

to handle 16 presets. The last mode
can be enhanced by a fifth GPI that

tions, the delay can

controls a take switch. The take switch
gives a better timing of the actual transition. Although the use of 16 presets

720 pixels

ARC -2000 has one
576
(4661

frame delay. This

376

Pass

(4so)

A

delay is fixed and a

genlock signal is
12F12

I61'16 (Amesolphic)

720 pixels

540 pitch

576

576

(486)
lines

14867

be adjusted up to
seven lines less than

12F12
720

I2P16
Is

...............
492

576

(414,

(480

630.phiels

a frame in one mi-

crosecond intervals. This gives the

.........
1 (1'16

user the opportunity to correct for
external propagation delays. Some
other features include variable hor-

izontal and verti-

430
115

(363,

cal blanking. If the
source is of analog

Iles

Figure 3. Converting from normal screen to widescreen.
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Transparent blanking is thus maintained.
The GPI control modes are designed to
handle several technical environments.

should not be a limitation in most
environments, we decided to add a
second bank of 16 that will be enabled
by a GPI. This feature gives the user of
dual environments (a transmission site
with a 16:9 digital output and a 4:3
analog output) the option to store their

preferred presets in a universal unit.
The presence of this GPI input, triggers
the analog or digital preset preference.
For more information on Axon's AR C-

2000, circle (451) on the Free Info

origin, the blank-

Card.

ing might be set in-

Peter Schut is product manager for Axon

correctly. In a 4:3

Digital Design.

As Advanced As The Equipment
It Ties Together.
Now that you've made the decision to move up to
new serial digital video equipment, you're ready for
the advanced fiber optic transmission system that
ties it all together. The Math Fiber OpticsTM SDI
Video Link is specially designed to enhance even the

most demanding environment with new levels of
reliability, flexibility and performance excellence. It's
also designed to save you money, with single -mode

and multimode versions that are compatible with
any fiber optic cables you may already have in place.

SDI Video Link transmits your video signals-with or

environmental interference. Equalized cable input
at the transmitter and two re -clocked outputs at

the receiver virtually elimirate jitter and assure
the highest performance. SDI Video Link supports
SMPTE 259M, 294M and 305M standards at data
rates up to 360 mb/s. It's easy to operate, requires no
adjustments and is as affordable as it is advanced.

The best part is, it's engineered by the company you
already depend on for award -wining video products
like the Scan Do® family of scan converters. So step

right up to the SDI fiber optic link system for

without embedded audio-with absolutely no

reliable, high performance SDI transmission at

signal degradation and is immune to electrical and

extended distances.

'E Communications
yik[Specialties, Inc.
Envisoning the future .

. Exceeding expectations

Toll -free Phone: 1-877-CSI-MATH/Fax: 1 -877 -FAX -MATH

Phone: 1-516-273-0404/Fax: 1-516-273-1638
Email: info@commspecial.com
Internet: http://www.commspecial.com

Call 1 -888 -4 -FAX NOW or

1-516-273-1710 to retrieve information

Scan Do is a registered trademark and Math Fiber Optics and FaxNOW are trademarks of Communications Specialties, Inc.
©1999 Communications Specialties, Inc.
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Ross Video's Synergy Series switchers
BY DAVID ROSS AND JEFF MOORE

th the advent of DTV and widescreen formats, broadcasters now
face the challenge of simultaneously
supporting 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratios.
The 16:9 content must be compelling
and offer DTV consumers additional
enhancements to the viewing experience. This enhanced viewing experience must not come at the expense of
the 4:3 (NTSC) production that is still
in heavy competition with other NTSC
channels.
The problem is really one of economics. The DTV channel must be added at
minimum cost in equipment and no
increase in operational
cost. It must be done in a

sive. Up and down converters are ex-

because the picture shape was unchanged

pensive, big, consume lots of power and

- you set up the converters and forgot

add artifacts, especially conversions

about them. Now, with different picture
shapes and varying content within those

between interlace and progressive scan
formats.
The real difference between NTSC
and DTV

Once a decision is made to use 601 as
a springboard to DTV, the real differ-

together in the production switcher.

ence between the two standards be-

designed for DTV production is needed

comes apparent: screen real estate. De-

to enable simultaneous 4:3 and 16:9

ciding to use 601 equipment is easy
(relative to HD) and low risk, but it
doesn't save you from having to get a

way that doesn't steal
money from the NTSC
transmission - the one
everybody is watching
and advertisers are supporting.
DTV vs. HD production

HD may well be a con-

sumer success. No one
knows for sure just yet.
DAT, Digital Compact
Cassette, Betamax,
MiniDisk, and AM Stereo are all examples of

market, broadcasters that

production. Such a switcher would have
the following characteristics:
1. Allow easy intermixing of 4:3 and
16:9 input sources;
2. Deliver a 4:3 NTSC
production and a 16:9
DTV production at the
same time;
3. Make it possible to
deliver both NTSC and
DTV productions with
the same or fewer operational people; and
4: Allow compelling

of the additional

screen real estate offered
by 16:9.

The Synergy Series
Digital Production
twitchers by Ross Vid-

eo are switchers that

meet these requirements.
David Ross with Ross Video's Synergy 3 DTV Switcher.

chose to go straight to HD will be
saddled with high debt and poor payback on equipment.
Full-blown HD production will not
be practical for most broadcasters for
many years to come due to its extremely
high cost, scarcity of full HD equipment

and lack of a single standard. Up and
down conversion and conversions to
and from interlaced formats are expen-
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A new type of production switcher

use

compelling superior technologies that didn't catch
on with consumers. If HD

fails in the consumer

pictures, you have to make real time
decisions about the conversion during
live production. For live productions
such as news and sports, it all comes

Broadcast Engineering

widescreen show on the air.
Remember, you can't directly mix a
4:3 source and a 16:9 source together.
On a 4:3 set, the 16:9 will look unnaturally tall and skinny; on a 16:9 set, the
4:3 image will be stretched to look fat.
Dealing with the differences in aspect

requires extra hardware and careful
production management. Converting
NTSC to 601 was comparatively simple

August 1999

The key to being able
to handle simultaneous

dual aspect ratio production is to be
able to aspect ratio convert on the fly,
inside the production switcher. Synergy
features internal aspect ratio converters
called Aspectizers. Internal Aspectizers
make it possible to convert 4:3 to 16:9
or 16:9 to 4:3 on any input. To further
enhance the conversion process, Aspectizers feature smooth pan -and -scan,
squeeze effects, color background gen-

HP'S NEW MEDIASTREAM SERVER:
A more reliable predictor of the Future.
The HP MediaStream 700 and
1600 servers are equipped with
more flexible and scalable features than any other broadcast
server available. It's HP's way of anticipating the future: a server so

adaptable, it will grow to meet any configuration or expansion

DVB and HDTV ready. FP's MPEG-2 technology and
extensive bandwicth prcvide seamless transiticn to
digital video broadcasting and high definition television,
as competition and viewer demand requ re.
Wide Area Networking (WAIT) conr ectivitt_. Asset sharing has
never been faster or easier. Send and receive files immediately,

requirements. And we're delivering today.

no matter how distant the serxer, with put wait ng for conventional

MPEG five years before the competition. Here's what's next.
HP first delivered MPEG servers five years before anyone else.

media to be delivered. Reduce costs, increase quality and-

Now we're anticipating the future again with more channels,
more storage and more comprehensive networking in the new
MediaStream 700 and 1600 servers:

Up to 16 channels of broadcast -quality MPEG-2 video
with unlimited expansion over a fibre channel network-all
with HP's frame -accurate MPEG-2 editing. Fully interoperable
with HP's installed base of over 2,000 server channels.

Over 1,000 hours of Online Storage. Add storage easily and

most importantly-guarantee delivery.
HP's new MediaStream servers show that no other broadcast
product manufacturer has a better understanding of the trends
in broadcast technology than HP. To receive a copy of HP's
white paper, Five Hot Trends That NMI Impact Your Broadcast
Business, and to get a head start on the future of broadcasting,
call us at 1-800-452-4844; Ext. 6309. Or visit our Web site:

http://www.hp.com/go/biroadc ast

cost-effectively as technology and requirements change.

THINK TOMORROW TODAY

HEWLETT

CPS PACKARD
Expanding Possibilities

01999 Hewlett-Packard Co. TMVID911/BE in Canada call 1-877-894-4414, Ext. 6309.
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erators, and more. The switcher operator easily controls the
look of the format conversion either manually or by using
quick presets. This makes it simple to handle sources that can
quickly change aspect ratios such as those fed through VTRs,
routing switchers or remote feeds.
When an Aspectizer is installed, both the original and the
aspect ratio converted images are available within the switcher
simultaneously, effectively doubling the number of switcher
inputs. Both formats are available just like any other input on
the switcher and can be separately assigned to a button,

Broadcast Quality
viDto

,t1

1111110l/f1(11

ES -207A

$175

The key to being able to handle

simultaneous dual aspect ratio
production is to be able to aspect

$

Equalization -Compensates for 1000' of RG-59/U
Gain -Adjustable from .8 to 1.5 Volts

Response -10 Hz to 10 MHz

ratio convert on the fly, inside the
production switcher.

Propagation Delay-3nS

3 Year Warranty
Many Other Audio & Video D.A.'s

Including Rack Mount Versions
142 SIERRA ST. EL SEGUNDO, CA. 90245 310-322-2136 FAX 310-322-8127
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Serial Digital
Video Coax for

Coaxial cables designed for trans
sion of all SDI
formats, including uncompresse .485 HDTV.
Precision 75 ohm Impedance
Low Attenuation and Structural Return Loss
Cellular Dielectric
Effective Broadband Shielding
UL Listed (non -plenum and plenum versions)

:Icnded distan,

VSD2001

Low loss RG6 type
Thin profile RG59 Type

GEPCO1770 Birchwood Avenue Des Plaines, IL 60018 USA

INT ti" A! WAL

800-966-0069 847-795-9555 Fax 847-795-8770
www.gepco.com gepco@gepco.com
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the number of keystrokes required in delivering a typical
newscast. These dedicated buttons, right on the switcher
panel, can produce powerful effects at the touch of a single
button. They can be used to trigger keystroke macros, run
timelines, recall memories, cue and play video servers and
VTRs, control external DVEs, run audio server sound effects, and more.
The cut over to DTV will require broadcasters to deliver a
new 16:9 format DTV signal while continuing to deliver the
current 4:3 NTSC signal for years to come. The live productions for these two transmitters must deal with a changing

mix of 4:3 and 16:9 sources. A CCIR- 601 production
switcher containing multiple program quality internal aspect
ratio converters (Aspectizer) with integrated, flexible, on the -fly control is required to make simultaneous dual aspect
ratio production possible. The Synergy production switchers
from Ross represent a new type of digital production switcher, one designed specifically for live dual aspect ratio DTV
production.

For more information on Ross Video's Synergy Series
switchers, circle (452) on the Free Info Card.
David Ross is Ross Video's executive vice president and director of
product development. Jeff Moore is director of marketing and sales.
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Synergy employs other powerful technology to simplify
dual aspect ratio production. Two of the most
purpose are:
Internal 2D DVEs built into every keyer. These can be used
to add dynamic effects within expanded screen areas. They
can also be used as additional aspect ratio converters and are
particularly useful for quickly converting the aspect ratios of
linear keys.
Custom Control Macro Buttons. It is imperative to reduce

GEPCO

VPM2000

accessed through a shift function, or can be chosen automatically depending upon the current production format of an
ME. Synergy's Aspectizers can also be placed on the switcher
outputs. This provides several options for achieving a simultaneous dual aspect ratio production.
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The experts agree...*
the best image requires the best technology

FAROUDJA.
For HDTV Solutions
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The Digital Format Trarslator line from Faroudja
provides the solution to broadcast studios and
production houses that need HDTV -like images
from 480i analog and digital sources.

Applying patented technology inc uding Directicnal
Correlative Deinterlaciig (DCDi tm) and Bandwidth
Expansion, the DFT co"verts 480i to 480p, 720p
and 1080i rates with aspect ratio control and
noise reduction.
There is far more to HDTV than just scan rates.
Only Faroudja's award winning technology can
match the stunning quality that HDTV offers.
Call today to arrange a demonstration

FAROUDJA

PICTURE PLUS'

750 Palomar Avenue Sunnyvale, California 94086
Tel: 408/735-1492 Fax: 408/735-8571 Email: salesfaroudja.com

Visit our Website for more information: www.faroudja.com
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Preventing color surprises
BY MARK EVERETT

The advent of digital television, both
I 601 -based and HD, has brought a
myriad of concerns and surprises to
producers, editors and engineers. Not
the least of these surprises results from
transferring video from an original digital format to desktop or encoded formats. The colors have changed, and no
one knows why. The basic truth comes
from the fact that 601- and HD -based
digital video is capable of producing a
wider range of colors than RGB, NTSC
or PAL formats. Therefore, when converting from 601or any HD digital formats, some colors may
not be acceptable (legal) in

better. There are also at least three differ-

traditional analog counterparts.

ent definitions of gamut limits in the
U.S., and they all have validity. Then

amounts of automatic real time gamut -

there is the question of server- and PC-

limiting features, depending on the model

The color correctors have various

based video. Some of this equipment

selected. One proc amp, the DPA-100,

depends on computer -based RGB processing - another set of gamut limits.
Now, producers of commercials who
are concerned with the presentation of
certain colors take the time and energy to
assure that all release copies are correct.

has an encoded legalization feature which

This is not always the case and is not
always possible given limited time and

is ideally suited for broadcast applications. We have found that a nice safety
feature in a 601 plant is to put this proc
amp in line just after master control and
before the 601-to-NTSC encoder
A further advantage offered by this line
is the breadth of experience gained from

real application by pioneers in
the digital world. Recent addi-

tions to legalization added
into products such as
the SDC-831 and the

RGB, NTSC or PAL formats and will not repro-

duce as expected.

VIDEOTEK

DL -8}

The problem is the color gamut of the involved

systems. Gamut problems have been around
ever since the first paint

systems were intro-

ENCODED LEGALJZFR

ACCEPT

RG8

Ell

NMI

EXIT

ENCODED

111111

The DL -810 Serial Digital Legalizer evaluates 601 video in real time on a pixel -by pixel basis and provides an output guaranteed within NTSC or PAL encoded legal
limits.

duced into video. The basic problem has

new stand alone legalizes, DL -810, include
the expansion of gam-

ut limiting beyond
strict definitions of
RGB and encoded

gamut. These include
clip settings in one -unit increments plus
vector limiting. Another issue is the vector
circle. Encoded saturation is dependent
on both luminance amplitude and chroma amplitude. There are a large number

ogy, expanded film color reproduction

budgets. The next best solution is to find
a method that will assure the colors will
be limited.
Videotek has produced a number of 601
processing products that address various
aspects of the gamut issue. Color correctors - terms which colorists would just as

and the ability to get more of the original

soon never hear - have been around for

colors to video with improved imaging

chroma (up to 140 total units) where the

some time. Both the SDC-101 and SDC-

vector is outside the graticule circle. How-

sensors, have opened the world of video to

831 provide the operator, in a tape -to tape editing situation, a means to either
reduce gains and levels to meet gamut

ever, there are many engineers and pro-

not changed. The originating system is
capable of producing combinations of
luminance and saturation that just do
not reproduce in the defined NTSC or
PAL gamut. Advances in imaging technol-

more gamut correction opportunities.

Broadcasters and production houses
all over the world are replacing their
analog plants with 601 and HD systems.

However, much (if not most) of the
product will be viewed in an encoded
(NTSC, PAL or SECAM) format for
many years to come. Color gamut is an
issue that must be addressed.
There are at least three different variations of PAL legal chroma saturations,
therefore at least three different definitions of PAL gamut. NTSC isn't much
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requirements, plus a means to simply clip
the video to predetermined limits. Color
correctors are traditionally complex and
allow individual controls over gain, gam-

ma, black level and offset of, at least,
primary colors (RGB) and basic 601 (Y
Cb Cr) components. Simpler solutions
are similar to proc amps, and products
such as the DPA-100 and DPA-90 have
been produced to offer the operator the
tools that are similar in operation to the
August 1999

of legal combinations of luminance
(around 50 IRE) and highly saturated

duction customers who firmly believe that
video should never go beyond the vector
circle. Vector limiting has been added to
satisfy those desires. Gamut legalization is
a serious issue and will remain with broad-

casters and producers as long as video is
released in more than one format.

For more information on Videotek's
DL -810, circle (453) on the Free Info
Card.
Mark Everett is vice president of advanced
technology at Videotek, Pottstown, PA.

When your goal is to get on air with the highest picture cuality pons ble, yoJ need the
power of NDS' new compact ATSC encoder.
Designed to operate alone or as part of a complete
HD/SD system solution. NDS' E.E.820 A
encoder
o
provides you with the perfect broadcast
fiver play.
Configurable for 480i30, 480pf 0, 720p60 or 1080i operatior, the unit also p
des NCS'
patentec noise reduction, cic5ed captioning, and automatic switching.
DecadeE of experience developing end -to -end MDEG, DVB, and AEC systems is
leading troadcasters around the world depend on NDS. Iniovative and reliable solutions
backed by extensive service and support - that's the NID3 differen:e.
Don't er d up in the penalty Lox by making the wrong move. Call NDS today, r r visit our

web site for more informaticn.

WORLD LE

EF VADRLD V', IDN

ND3 nericas
3501 Jamboree Road Suite 200, Newport BE3C , CA 926E0
49.725.254-2

www.r wcrkl.cp-n
©1999 NDS Americas Inc. NDS is a trademark of NDS. All other mdemarks are tl-u property of rhei respective Dwn_
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In Transition

Production switchers
BY ED FRATICELLI

Since the early days of television

each concentrate on their particular

broadcasting, there has always been
a need to switch video signals from one
source to another. Switching signal ap-

function. This is especially true in live

plications range from a master control

operation that switches signals to a
transmitter to a production switcher
feeding a VTR, all the way to a simple "glitch" switcher connected to a
monitor.
Production switchers are at the heart
of almost any post -production operation. Traditionally, these systems have

been behemoths with control panels
full of buttons and lights and rack sized chassis full of expensive electron-

ics. The typical analog model of just a
few years ago found in many edit suites

was this type of unit, expensive and
difficult to maintain. Processing electronics of these analog giants required
endless tweaking of complicated signal path alignments.

Over the last 10 years or so, many
post operations have begun the move

wipes. Keys can be added to these to
allow the superimposition of signals

production applications, where this

over the backgrounds. One effects bank

type of operation is essential.
Today, there are many choices still

can then be "re-entered" into another
one, allowing the cascading of layers

available for dedicated production
switchers. These systems span a range
of sizes and capabilities, from the smallest single keyer "telecine switchers" to
the largest of the live production monsters. The digital processing technology
used in today's switchers has made even
the smaller units powerful and much
less expensive than the models avail-

able just a short time ago. Today's
switcher buyers can expect faster, more
powerful units in smaller, less power-

hungry packages at a reasonable cost.
While there are still several manufacturers offering analog switcher models, the largest selection and advanced
feature sets are available in the digital
realm. The stability and reliability of
digital processing systems makes them
a good choice, even when switching

of these effects.
Switchers for live production general-

ly are larger, meaning more simultaneous inputs and three or more effects
banks. Switchers for post -production
suites can, generally, stand to be smaller

units, which cost less and take up a
smaller "footprint" on the console.
Many modern teleproduction suites tend

to minimize the impact that the equipment has on rooms, and these small, but

powerful units fit in perfectly. Digital
recording allows for less effects to be
required per pass as the generation loss
typical in older analog systems becomes

a thing of the past. So, these switchers
can have less keyers and effects layers.
Feature sets can run the gamut. Digital technology again comes into play
here, as VLSI (very large scale integra-

tion) circuits pack more production

The digital processing technology used in today's
switchers has made even the smaller units
powerful and much less expensive than the
models available just a short time ago.
toward systems that handle signal
switching and processing in the digital
domain. While many general purpose
software -operated production systems

have found their way into post systems, there are still many applications
where the dedicated hardware -based
units, especially production switchers,
are still desirable or even necessary.

The proprietary hardware and firmware in these systems generally run
faster than their software -based counterparts. Many scenarios require separate units for various uses (switchers,
DVEs, etc.), so multiple operators can
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power into smaller electronic packages. A standard feature in most models

is a memory function to store and
recall switcher setups. Sets of switcher

functions are stored in a number of
different memory registers, which can
later be recalled, restoring the switcher

to the exact way it was when stored.
Some models offer the ability to store
these memory registers on internal hard

analog signals. The addition of analog
converters on the I/Os would be necessary in this situation. Then, as digital

recorders and sources are added to
this hybrid system, a gradual conversion to a fully digital system can be
accomplished.

Production switchers are usually
ranked by size in two categories: num-

ber of inputs and number of effects
banks. An effects bank normally consists of a set of input -selecting "bus
rows" and one or more keyers. Each
bank can perform any of several transition types, such as a fade, dissolve or
August 1999

disks and external floppy disks. An
extension of this memory function is
the timeline feature. Switcher operations can be "learned" into memory
and then played back on cue, usually
under computer editor control. Key
frames are used to set up the timeline,
or multiple timelines, with the ability
to vary the duration to customize the
effect.
Internal digital framestores are also a
popular feature. Any number of full frame memory stores can hold stills to
then be selected as if they were an input
feeding the switcher. Enhanced frame

The Powerful
DSNG Solution
Field Proven on Standard DSNG
Antenna Platforms

150 & 175 watt Ku ODU's Available
Integrated Redundancy Control
Full 2 Year Warranty

Comprehensive Control Options
Backed by EEV's World Class
Service and Support

Approvals
ETS 300-327

EMC 89/336/EEC

Installed in BZT
approved system

www.eev.com
USA: EEV, Inc.
Telephone: (914) 592-6050

Toll Free: 1800 DIAL EEV
Facsimile: (914) 682-8922
E-mail: info@eevinc.com

CANADA: EEV Canada Limited,

UK EEV Limited,

Telephone: (905) 678 9811
Facsimile: (905) 678 7726

TeleDhone: +44 (0)1245 493493

E-mail: info@eevinc corn

Facsimile: +44 (0)1245 453725
E-mail: info@eev.com
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FRANCE: EEV France.
Telephone: (3 I) 4080 5584
Facsimile: Paris (331) 4080 5524
eevfrarce@compuserve com

stores allow painting into the stores,
strobe effects and the downloading of
graphic stills to and from disk. These
stores are particularly useful for storing
logos and still backgrounds and some

shadow generators, with soft edges, key

also contain a register for holding a key
matte or alpha signal.
Keyers do much more than the simple
luminance keys of their predecessors. All
types of keys can be accomplished, and
chroma keyers are better than ever, since

One complicating factor in choosing
production switchers today concerns
digital television's move toward high -

blurring and various key -shaping parameters are also available. Tight DVE
integration, or even built-in DVE capability, can be expected.

lematic. Of course, most production is
still being handled at standard 601 resolution and this equipment will be usable
for many years to come. While some
manufacturers may offer upgradable

modes or units that can be switched
between different standards, each facility's situation must be examined individually, since more and more production
will be done at higher resolutions.

these keyers are already working in a
component digital format. Keyer "ac-

definition. Which definition is high -definition? Several different combinations
of resolution, frame rate and scanning
methods are being used in production
and getting one switcher that can handle

production at Production Master Inc., Pitts-

cessories" such as extensive border and

all of these various combinations is prob-

burgh.

Ed Fraticelli is director of engineering and post

Accom Inc.

www.accom.com

650-328-3818

650-327-2511
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Digital Processing Systems/DPS

www.dps.com

606-371-5533/800-775-3314

606-371-3729
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ECHOIab Inc.

www.echolab.com

781-273-1512

781-273-3275
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Ensemble Designs

www.ensembledesigns.com

530-478-1830

530-478-1832
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For -A Corporation of America

www.for-a.co.jp

714-894-3311

714-894-5399
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Hotronic Inc.

www.hotronics.com

408-378-3883

408-378-3888
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NEC America Inc.

www.nec.com/products/ccd/

972-751-7246/888-383-4DTV

972-751-7245
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Panasonic

www.panasonic.com/PBDS

323-436-3500/800-528-8601

323-436-3660
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ParkerVision

www.parkervision.com

904-737-1367/800-532-8034

904-733-3587
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Philips

www.broadcast.philips.com

801-977-1611/800-962-4287

801-972-0837
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Play Inc.

www.play.com

916 -851 -0800/800 -306 -PLAY

916-851-0801
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PSP Digital Ltd.

www.psp-digital.co.uk

+44 1635 522534

+44 (0) 1635 551995
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Ross Video Ltd.

www.rossvideo.com

613-652-4886

613-652-4425
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Snell & Wilcox

www.snellwilcox.com

+44 1730 821188

+44(0)1730 821199
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Sony

www.sony.com/professional

408 -432 -1600/800 -635 -SONY

Tektronix Inc.

www.tektronix.com/VND

503-627-7275/800-547-8949

503-627-7275
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Thomson Broadcast

www.thomsonbroad.corri

201-569-1650

201-569-1511
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Video GainesVille

www.vgv.com

352-372-0270

352-378-5320
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Videonics

www.videonics.com

408 -866 -8300/800 -338 -EDIT

408-866-4859
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Videotek Inc.

www.videotek.com

610-327-2292/800-800-5719

610-327-9295
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You can't do HDTV without fiber...

And you can't do fiber without Telecast.

do Telecast

From the trusted name in video transport
for field applications now comes the latest
addition to the Viper series.

Fiber Systems, Inc,

(5081754-4858 www telecw-liber cc,m/ho

See us at IBC Stand 8.431
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In one product you can now handle HDTV
and all other formats. Call now or visit our
web site for more information.

PLLs from California Amplifier

GOING TO EXTREMES

At California Amplifier, we understand
you denands for a Phase Locked LNB

car be extreme, so we make sure our
tasting procedures are even more so.

Your sits drops to -207 in winter; we test to
-40°F. The ste rockets to +120°F in summer; we
test to +14C7. Your site gets 300 inches of rain;
we immerse every LNB in water before it leaves the
factory. Our tests are extreme, so you will have a
product ycu :an cepend on.

Our complete line of C & Ku Band PLL LNBs
are available in a variety of frequency ranges and

L.O. stabilty opticns. All this performance at a
prize you won't believe.

ISO 9001
ATTRACTIVE VOLUME PRICING
AVAILABLE FOR LARGE ACIX/I-NTS.
Certified A #3505

CALL TODAY FOR MORE ,NFCRMATION:
VISIT OUR VEBSITE:

California

Amplifier

(888) 767-7985

www.ralcmp.com

World Headquarters: 460 Cale Sin Pa)lo, Camarillo, CA., USA 91012 Tel: 805-987-9000 Fax: 805-987-8359
Latin America Sales: Califorri3 Amplifier Jo Brazil, Tel & Fax: 55/12-341-2264
Europe, Middle East and Afr.ca sales: Cal Amp sad Paris, Tel: 3:71 49 19 89 20 Fax: 33/1 48 64 52 55
Asian and Pacific Sales: Cali'rrnia Amplifier Thailand, T2I: 662-23_-8235 Fax: 662-231-8245
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New Products

High-performance monitor
PANASONIC BT-S915DA

Nine -inch monitor is compatible with both 525i and 625i
component signals; designed for
use by broadcast facilities
with DTV systems, it can
also be used for monitoring
digital signals via an
optional serial digital
interface. 800-528-8601;
323-436-3500; fax: 323-436-

3660; www.panasonic.com/
PBDS
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Two- and four -channel digital oscilloscopes
LECROY

WAVERUNNER

SERIES

A series of two- and
four -channel digital
oscilloscopes

offering large color
7-7-6
WEI ®is 63
bandwidth, 500 MS/
s sampling rate, full I/O capabilities, data acquisition memory and an analysis package.
914-425-2000; www.lecroy.com
displays, 500 MHz
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Video tape recorder

JVC BR-DV600

Interfaces with both linear and nonlinear editing
systems; offers IEEE 1394 in and out, allowing direct
computer connectivity; allows event videographers
and multimedia producers to digitally spool directly
to a nonlinear platform and then download directly
back to videotape. 800-JVC-5825; 973-315-5000; fax:
973-315-5030; www.jvc.com/pro
Circle (351) on Free Info Card

Multichannel fiber optic video networking system
ARTEL VIDEO SYSTEMS DIGILINK
8000
Digital video networking system can send up to eight
video and 32 audio signals across a single fiber optic
cable; a range of laser choices, including wideband and
narrowband tlTU wavelengths allow customers to integrate with optical networking equipment such as Artel's
MegaWav dense wave division multiplexing (DWDM)
networking solution and carriers' existing equipment.
800-453-8782; 801-575-8801; fax: 801-537-3099;

www.artel.com

KVA inverter
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MGE UPS SYSTEMS TOPAZ 53 2
Features a standard, built-in hot swap inverter module for
maintenance bypass allowing easy unit removal without
interrupting
the load;
overload
capability,
field selectable voltages
and frequency, and an
INSTON static

transfer switch
that enables
the inverter to operate in either online or standby mode
for energy savings. 800-344-5070; 714-557 -1636; fax: 714 557-3256; www.mgeups.com
Circle (352) on Free Info Card
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Video playout

INSCRIBER E-CLIPS/LIVE!
Available for immediate delivery in both software (EClips) and complete system (LIVE!Clips) form, the
product is targeted for news, sports, weather,
commercia insertion and other on -air 24 -hour
broadcast sequenced clip playback applications. 800363-3400; 519-570-9111; fax: 416-391-1999;

www.inscriber.com
Circle (355) on Free Info Card
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Tine is running cut.

A REVOLUTION

OITZCI IN PORT ABILITY
& PEN ORMANCI
NEW PRO VIDEO SYSTEM

High -gain RF tube
THOMSON TUBES
ELECTRONIQUES
TH770 IOT
Well -suited to digital broadcasting
applications (8VSB) in the 25kW
range; develops 60 kW in analog
service (common amplification) and
25 kW/8VSB or 10 kW/OFDM in
digital service. +33 30 70 35 00; fax:
+33 1 30 70 35 35;
www.tte.thomson-csf.com
Circle (356) on Free Info Card

Lightweight, Gitzo 01380 Pro Video Fluide Heads are now available,

factory balanced, for a full range of lightweight ENG/EFP; portable

digital; and new -generation DV cameras weighing from 2.2 to

22 lbs. They feature separate pan/tilt variable drag controls with
locks for smooth, repeatably accurate movements.

A sliding platform with built-in safety lock

Surge suppressor and
power conditioner

NEW FRONTIER SURGE -X

facilitates quick camera mounting and

YOU'VE ALWAYS

balancing. And, all 01380 heads are
designed with a 75mm leveling base,

WANTED ONE... BUY IT NOW

SXN-220

AND SAVE UP TO $190!

220V split -phase series mode surge

perfect for use with our new G1337

Offer ends Dec. 31,1999

Aluminum Alloy or ultra -lightweight G1338
Carbon Fiber Video Tripods. For more information,

see your dealer, contact us or visa our web site.

L:\k-LltL-IU
Bogen Photo Corp,
565 East Crescent Avenue, Ramsey, NJ 07446-0506

suppressor and power conditioner
designed to provide surge protection for
dedicated lines at the service panel;
housed in a 16"x 12" x 4" magnetically
shielded steel NEMA enclosure, the SXN220 meets code for use in ceiling

(2011818-9500 Fax:12011818-9177

plenums. 215-862-9344; fax: 215-862-

e mail: into@bogenphoto.com web: www.bogenphoto.com

0270; www.frontierelec.com

Circle (155) on Free Info Card
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Bandpass filter
3278RF(3)

MICROWAVE FILTER

OUR
ARE THE SOLUTION

no matter what your signal!
RGBVB/VDA RGsB video D.A. has a frequency response of 440 MHz
YCVB/VDA
Our S -Video D.A. has gain control for both your Y&C components.
VB/VDA
Our composite video D.A. can eliminate your ground -loops with
differential input.

`A,i
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Video Accessory Corporation
2450 Central Ave. Suite K
Boulder, CO 80301
Phone: (800) 821-0426
Fax:
(303) 440-8878
web:
www.vac-brick.com
Circle (154) on Free Info Card

1108

Cavity -type, fully tunable filter used in
UHF applications. This particular model
offers three high Q cavities, offering less
than 2dB insertion loss over its 6MHz
operating bandwidth; provides greater
than 15dB rejection at +/- 8MHz from
center frequency, greater than 25dB
rejection at +/- 13 MHz from center
frequency and greater than 40dB
rejection at +/- 22 MHz from center
frequency; also provides a minimum of
14dB return loss in the passband. 800448-1666; 315-437-3953; fax: 315-4631467; www.microwavefilter.com
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Demo _Pt
an affordable

9

Video Demodulator
msi 320

Tek/Rohdel

Differential Phase

1.2°

2°

Differential Gain

1%

2%

ICPM Accuracy

±2° from 75° to 105°

not specified

Aural Signal
Demodulation

Visual carrier
not required

Requires a sync
modulated visual

Zero Carrier
Reference Line

User selectable
between 11 and 36

Must be

Here's what you'll
find when you
compare the

msi 320
with the
Tektronix/Rohde

demodulator:

factory set

Don't wait. Just tell us you want to try the msi 32o

But don't just take our word for it. Put the

msi 320 side by side with the demodulator

with absolutely no obligation. We'll send you a demo

you're using now. If it's a legendary 14502, you'll

request form. Fill it out and return it, and we'll send you

find the performance of the msi 320 nearly

a demo unit that you can test aid evaluate. It's that

identical. If it is anything else, you'll find there's

easy. If you have any questions, we'll even help you

no comparison.

set up a valid comparisor test.

Make the comparison. Call us today.
You'll be glad you did.
1. Tektronix is a registered trademark of Tektronix, Inc. Rohde is trademark
of Rohde & Schwarz Gmbh & Co, KG, Germany
2. 1450 is a mark of Tektronix, Inc.
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rni modulation

isciences
Inc.

Modulation Sciences Inc.
12A Worlds Fair Drive Somerset, NJ 08873
Toll Free: (800) 826-2603 Fax: (732) 302-0206
E-mail: sales@modsci.com www.modsci.com

Panel antenna

Enhancements of Media Corn
poser
AVID TECHNOLOGY MILLENNIUM EDITION MEDIA COM-

DIELECTRIC TUP-05
Consists of an array of panels mounted in a five -around

configuration and supplied with a support structure for
tower top mounting. The number of layers is variable and
used to determine the elevation patterns.800-341-9678;
207-655-4555; fax: 207-655-7120; www.dielectric.com
Circle (358) on Free Info Card

Hum eliminator

ALLEN AVIONICS
HEC-5000/GLE-75-

POSER

An upcoming release of Avid's Media Composer for
the Macintosh; planned for mid -2000 and includes
support for the upcoming G4 platform, additional
AVX plug ins and pan & scan for video images; OS X
and future Apple hardware are expected to be
supported in a subsequent release. 800 -949 -AVID;
978-640-6789; fax: 978-851-0418; www.avid.com
Circle (360) on Free Info Card

VHF-5

A five -channel hum eliminator
that stops all 50Hz or 60Hz hum;
designed to eliminate hum in
video applications caused by long
cable runs or ground loopsfeatures a bandwidth of more than
100MHz per channel, making it
suitable for most HD applications
and many video projection
systems with 100MHz bandwidth;
offers channels for Red/Y, Green/CB, Blue/CR,H.Sync and

Ground loop hum eliminators

ALLEN AVIONICS WIDE BANDWIDTH HUM ELIMINATORS
A family of ground loop eliminators that provide a high
degree of common mode rejection at power frequencies
(50Hz, 60Hz and 400Hz) while passing all
frequencies from DC to over 200MHz for
the GLE-50 and GLE-75, to over 500MHz

V.Sync. 516-248-8080; fax: 516-747-6724;
GROUND LOOP

www.allenavionics.com

HUM ELIMINATOR
`474`r.,,,wratm.
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for the GLE-50-VHF, GLE-75VHF and GLE-75-VHF-5
series. 516-248-8080; fax:
516-747-6724;

www.allenavionics.com
Circle (362) on Free Info

Produrt Irrfnirmeignn
For you, the Internet is a tool, not a toy. You don't have time to fill out
cards, send it out via snail mail and then wait and wait and wait. But
what else can you do?
Now get your inquiries answered faster with Broadcast Engineering's
NEW online reader service "cards." Your request is automatically
e -mailed to the companies who have the product, or you can link directly
to Web sites for the service information you need.

111111
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Multichannel video server

PINNACLE SYSTEMS THUNDER
MCS 4000

Updated software for DVEDIT

PANASONIC V2.0 SOFTWARE FOR
DVEDIT

MPEG-2 and DV -based 4 -channel video
server; allows users to record source

Version 2.0 software for DVEDIT, Panasonic's
DVCPRO nonlinear editing system, is now
available.The updated sofware offers a user
interface running under Windows NT,
DVCPRO component digital recording, and more
than 110 real-time transition effects. 800-528-8601; 323436-3500; fax: 323-436-3660; www.panasonic.com/PBDS

material using MPEG-2 or in native DV
format; DV and MPEG-2 material can
coexist on the same server; simultaneously
outputs DV and MPEG-2 material; can intermix
compression formats within one channel; features
internal routing, built-in transitions and keyers,
multichannel operation and expandable Fibre Channel
array. 650-526-1600; fax: 650-526-1601;
www.pinnaclesys.com

Circle (369) on Free Info Card

Digital delay

Circle (371) on Free Info Card

TC ELECTRONIC DC22

Software and hardware upgrade

Offers up to 1300ms of delay per channel on
two channels and features 24 -bit AD/DA
converters as well as a complement of
digital I/Os including AES/EBU, S/PDIF and

QUANTEL EDITBOX V7.5
RELEASE

Wordlock BNC 7552; internal sample rates of 44.1 -

and 48kHz are supported with external rates of 32-, 44.1 and 48kHz; programmable setups can be stored for total
instant recall; a user interface lock mode is provided for
set and forget purposes. 800-738-4546; 805-373-1828;
fax: 805-379-2648; www.tcelectronic.com

Provides history editing, effects plug -ins
via the new external Quantel Open
Render Engine, Java on Quantel; global
channel control and ganging; video bank
and improved audio functionality with a new eight channel audio display. 800-218-005'; 203-656-3100; fax:
203-656-3459; www.quantel.com
Circle (372) on Free Info Card
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Paglight

8apTitolel

FureA

Two -in -one halogen or HMI
The coolest running camera light
in the business.
I Even spectral distribution.
I Focusable from spot to flood.

Plug-in lamp options:
Halogen: 20W to 100W.
PowerArc (HMI): 100W equivalent

output.
PowerMax: with variable lux
control (dimmer).

Instant co iversion
to PowerArc (HMI)

Professional Broadcast Equipment

British Registeked Design No. 2071515.
Patent Applica-ion No: 5804391.2

PAG USA (West Coast) 2755 Alamo St. 14103, Simi Valley, CA 93065

Tel 805/520-4911 Fax 805/520-7342 E-mail pagusa@aol.com
PAG USA (East Coast) Tel 804/550-9746 Fax 804/550-9747
PAG Website www.pag.co.uk

.411.11111.

Circle (157) on Free Info Card
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CardNoise reduction

SOUND CONSTRUCTION Be SUPPLY
INC. ISO BOX
Designed to eliminate hard drive and other noise, enabling
important digital equipment to remain in the center of the
work environment; made from medium density fiberboard
to contain seek noise (hard disk
read -and -write crunch); is lined
with one -inch Auralex acoustical
wedge foam, designed to minimize spindle (audio drive) noise
and white noise; exclusive HVLP
fan cooling system brings fresh air
to its contents every 20 to 30

Uncompressed HD digital video storage system

VIEWGRAPHICS HDSTORE

An uncompressed HD digital video storage system that
provides real-time recording and playout of uncompressed HD serial digital video (SMPTE 292M) using a
standard high performance NT server system platform.
HDStore can record and playback continuous serial
streams at eight or ten bits of precision and streams full rate video into and out of unmodified NTPS files, providing integration with other equipment over standard
networks. 650-903-4900; fax: 650-969-6388;
www.viewgraphics.com
Circle (365) on Free Info Card

seconds (12 -space unit); one-

fourth -inch laminated glass front
door adds even greater noise
reduction. 615-313-7164; fax: 615313-7799; www.custom-consoles.com
Circle (363) on Free Info Card

HD test signal generator

EVERTZ MICROSYSTEMS 7750TG-HD
Generates 1.5Gb/s HD test signals in a wide variety of
SMPTE 292M video formats (including 720p, 1080i and
1080p) and offers four 1.5Gb/s outputs; features embedded audio tones, over 20 different test signals, front panel
LEDs to indicate genlock presence and equalization;
multiframe is an advanced 3RU frame system capable of
housing HD, SDI and analog applications concurrently
within the same frame. 905-335-3700; fax: 905-335-3573;
www.evertz.com

Multiformat HD monitor

JVC DT-V2000SU
Multi -input HD and DTV

monitor offers full compatibility with four DTV formats
- 1080i/60i, 720/60p, 480/
60p and 480/60i; component analog inputs support
a wide range of video
inputs; PC input and

automatic tracking feature
in horizontal 15/31kHz65kHz and vertical 50100Hz; delivers HD pictures with a horizontal resolution of
over 900 TV lines; user selectable 4:3/16:9 aspect display.
800-JVC-5825; 973-315-5000; fax: 973-315-5030;

www.jvc.com/pro

Circle (364) on Free Info Card
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news

world

2-5 November 1999
Fira Palace Hotel, Barcelona

The Global Summit for the News Industry
Phone: +44-171-491-0880
Fax:
+44-171-491-0990
E-mail: info@newsworld.co.uk
Mail:
News World Limited
39th St James's Street
London SW1A 1 JD, U.K.

Or Visit:
www.newsworld.co.uk

"If you take the business of news
seriously then News World has
got to be the principal event on

your calendar"-CNN
World Broadcast News is the official
technology publication at News World.

WORLD BROADCAST'

Ivo
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We built our business on providing the best broadcast audio
and video technology available while using as little space as
possible.And once again, we've done what everyone said
couldn't be done.
Our new ATSC-3 audio monitor features an internal Dolby®
Digital AC -3 decoder, phase indication and six high -resolution 53 segment LED bargraphs for viewingVU & PPM
simultaneously. See all six channels while listening to
any two on audiophile -quality speakers, positioned for
optimal listening while reducing room noise.

We're also proud to present the LM -I06-6, our new
six -channel level meter. LM -106-6 features six ultra -high
resolution I06 -segment LED bargraphs and is
available in analog, digital AES/EBU or SDI.
Dolby Digital AC -3 decoder, phase correlation
bars and other options are also available.
Perfect for metering AC -3 signals in only I U.

Find out more about some of the other
impossible things we've done. See your dealer
or call us toll free: (888)5-Wohier.

www.wohlencom
sales@wohlercom

©1999 Wohler Technologies, Inc.

Dolby and the double -D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.

Circle (163) on Free Info Card

PICK ANY CARD.

ANY BOX. ANY
COMBINATION.
11

You've got enough to do without worrying about

the configuration of your system.

So use your IQ and you can put your network
together with your eyes shut.
For a start, the modules in
our IQ ModularTM system are all on

the same size cards. Then, there

are only two boxes - 1RU

SIMPLY MORE INTELLIGENT

and 3RU - and any module fits either.

And finally, you can place video, audio, analog
or digital modules, in any combination, side by side,

in the same box. Up to sixteen in one 3RU box..
So sensible. But then this is just one of the many

intelligent ideas that make our unique IQ Modular
system look perfectly equipped for the digital era.

Centro a

IQ MODULAR

by

121 SNELL & WILCOX

C

For more information on the IQ MODULAR System contact:

UK Tel: +44 (0) 181 607 9455, Fax: +44 (0) 181 607 9466, e-mail: infotinnellwilcox.com China Tel: +86 10 64 991421, Fax: +86 10 64 023729, e-matl: swchina@snellwilcox.com
France Tel: +33 (0) 1 45 28 1000, Fax: +33 (0) 1 45 28 6452, e-mail: swfranceetsnellwilcox.corn GennanyTel: +49 611 99 0840, Fax: +49 611 910 2400,

e-mail: swgemiany@snellwilcox.com japan Tel: +81 33446 3996, Fax: +81 35449 7392, e-mail: swjapan@snellwilcox.com Russia Tel: +7 095 248 3443, Fax: +7 095 248 1104,
e-mail: swrussiaesnellwilcox.com For Latin American enquiries Tel: +1 408 260 1003, Fax: +1 408 260 2800, e-mail: snellusa@snellwilcmc.com wthsite: www.snellwilcox.com

Circle (164) on Free Info Card
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Business Wire

Business Wire
BY SANDRA FERGUSON, EDITORIAL ASSISTANT

Sony is celebrating two 1999 engineering Emmy awards given by the

ers are being integrated into CBC's English Television Network regional facil-

Academy of Television Arts and Scienc-

ities in Vancouver, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Regina, Halifax and St. Johns.

es. The first was presented to Charles
Steinberg for lifetime achievement. Stein-

berg retired on June 30, 1999, as president of Sony's Broadcast and Profes-

sional Company. The second award
was for the development of Sony's
HDCAM high -definition VTR. Sony
also announced that its Advanced Digital Systems Group signed a licensing
agreement with Digidesign to permit
support of plug -and -play compatibility
with ProTools' DADR-5000 audio files.

Acrodyne entered into an exclusive
strategic equipment purchase agreement
with the Christian Television Network

(CTN) to provide TV transmitters and
related equipment to CTN for use in its
owned and operated stations.

RealNetworks and the Associated
Press announced an agreement to pro-

Columbine JDS announced that
Broadcast Master, its integrated suite
for. Windows -based software modules
for broadcast station management, has
been installed by Nickelodeon International for Nickelodeon's new channels
in Asia, Eastern Europe, the Baltics, and
the Confederation of Independent States
(CIS).

National Mobile Television will install Solid State Logic's Aysis Air console in its newly designed HD3 mobile
unit.

Northwestern University's Medill

vide AP audio and video packages using
RealAudio and RealVideo to AP mem-

School of Journalism purchased 18

ber newspaper and broadcaster web-

DSR-300 camcorders, nine DSR-80 stu-

sites. EMMIS Communications select-

dio VTRs and 14 DSR-20 half -rack

Following its recent acquisition of Digipath routing switchers, Miranda chose
INFOCOMM to demonstrate the com-

ed ENPS, the Associated Press' electronic news production system, as the
newsroom system for its TV stations.

pany's new capabilities for signal processing and signal management in AV
applications.

VTRs for its graduate and undergraduate broadcast program. Western Illinois
University purchased four ES -7 EditStationi systems, four DSR-85 4x spped
recorder/players, five DSR-80 studio
VTRs, six DSR-20 half -rack VTRs and
six DSR-300 DSP camcorders.
Harris and Pacific Research and Engineering will announce the signing of a

Installation will begin at KHON-TV in

Honolulu, with its other stations to

People

follow in 1999 and 2000.
Harris named
Otari announced Delicate Sound Studios' purchase of a new Otari Concept

Sue Osier to

Elite console as the studio's primary
audio post production console.

tive in charge of

OpenTV purchased a Quantel Edit box online editor for its in-house creative department.

tions division's

serve as execu-

its broadcast
communica-

definitive agreement for Harris to acquire PR&E through a cash tender offer

that values PR&E at approximately
$9.5 million, including assumption of
debt.

operation and
Sue Osier

center in Quin -

Cabletel Communications entered into

cy, IL. Jim Zaroda is television district

NBC awarded Belden a multi -year
contract to be its primary supplier for
wire and cable products.

an agreement with BARCO to market
BARCO's digital broadcasting products to the broadcast industry.

eastern U.S.

Rainbow Network Communications
purchased $2.5 million of equipment
from Tektronix, including six 7500
Series synchronous AES/EBU digital
audio routers, 16 M-2100 master con-

Hollywood's CBS Television City selected Hitachi's SK -3000P HD cameras

Technology

trol systems, 32 digital Performer routers and an assortment of digital systemization modular products. The Canadi-

Telecast Fiber Systems successfully
demonstrated that high -definition cam-

an Broadcast Corp. (CBC) purchased
18 Tektronix Profile video servers to

dard fiber cables by testing a prototype
of its new HDTV Cobra system through

replace regional delay and commercials/
promotional play out facilities. The serv-

a mile of existing, nonmetallic fiber

120
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manufacturing

to begin HD production at its studio
facility.

sales manager

for the northDigital System

named Bill D.
Mouzakis as
corporate director of engineering.

Bill D. Mouzakis

eras may now be operated over stan-

cable.
August 1999

Yeshwant Kamath, a founder of Abekas, died July 11 of a heart attack.

Windows to the Web
BEST

igibi, ,Fo

GEAR DEALS
ON iNt R. NET.

www.digibid.com
Upgrading equipment? Need to remarket the
replaced equipment? Digibid provides a ready online

marketplace of equipment buyers. Our online
auction format makes it easy to sell your equipment.

Technical

info@nic.com
National TeleConsultants: National TeleConsultants is the
largest independent television facility design and system integration company in the world. NTC is known for building creative
and cost effective multichannel network facilities, production
studios and television stations. Call us at 818-265-4400 and let
us put our 19 years of experience to work for you.

Press

Home Page

4.1.1
men.,

e

eta, on., ....IS., WI. 0.k.

11111111

www.technicalpress.com
Technical Press is a web -based reference site that
supports more than a dozen video engineering books,
including DTV: The Revolution in Electronic Imaging.

Also available are articles on digital video technologies and applications, and a detailed series on the
history of broadcast engineering.

10
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www.sennheiserusa.com
Sennheiser: Established in 1945 in Wedemark, Germany,
Sennheiser is an Oscar and Emmy award -winning leader in
microphone technology, AF-wirelesE and infrared sound
transmission, headphone transducer :ethnology, and most
recently in the development of active noise -cancellation.
The company is driven by an innovative and pioneering spirit
and is committed to ongoing research, precision engineering and meticulous manufacturing standards.
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and Announcements:

www.pinnaclesys.com
Pinnacle Systems: Pinnacle Systems' broadcast products
give professionals the cutting edge tools needed to create
dazzling productions faster and more affordably than ever
before. These innovative digital video manipulation tools
perform a variety of on -air, production, and post -production
functions such as the addition of special effects, image
management, capture, storage, and play -out, as well as
graphics and title creation.

www.midasconsoles.com
Midas have been manufacturing high -quality, flexible and
sonically superior audio mixing consoles for nearly 30 years.
They also offer instant service backup and an amazing three
year warranty on all products.

August 1999
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Michael Hes-

NEW FROM

sion was promot-

GrassValley

general manager,
assuming overall
responsibility for

ed as Orban's

managing Or ban's operations
and developments efforts.
Michael Hession

Fred Besnoff
joined Neutrik as

product applications manager.

Screen Shot
Avid's SOFTIMAGE/DS and
Mad Dog Television Way
Out in Front at U.S. Open
Avid's SOFTIMAGE/D5 was one of the

primary nonlinear video editing
systems for NBC's three-day coverage
of the U.S. Open in Pinehurst, NC,

June 14-23. When asked to edit the
U.S. Open from Pinehurst, Joe Brown,
founder of Mad Dog Television and
head editor for the event, said that
SOFTIMAGE/DS was his first choice
for an editing system. Brown said the
system was great at matching the
widely differing video footage shot
by cameramen on the golf course
with the pristinc images shot from
the well-equipped NBC truck.

512 x 512

frame shown

7500 NB SERIES
AES/EBU SYNCHRONOUS DIGITAL
AUDIO ROUTING SWITCHER

Synchronous audio routing with audio

GRASS VALLEY IS PLEASED

TO ANNOUNCE THE
NEWEST MEMBER OF
OUR SERIES 7000 FAMILY.

The 7500 NB has arrived,
joining its Series 7000 siblings includ-

ing the Classic Series, DV Series, and
HD Series. This narrow -band addition

blends strong features, compact size

and exceptional
value - making it
the perfect solution for routing low -bandwidth signals throughout your facility. It's ideally suited for AES/EBU synchronous
and asynchronous digital audio routing, and is a great companion to our

5L

output monitoring
Data rate of 50Mbits/sec, ensuring compatibility with all digital audio formats
and compressed digital video signals
Multichannel audio standards are supported, including all Dolby Surround
Sound formats required for DTV
Compact size -256 x 256 in only 12 RUs
System growth of 64 x 64 granularity
With the robust SMS 7000 Control System
running through its crosspoints, it's a
great addition to any family.

The 7500 NB. We're so proud of it, we
just might start giving out cigars.
Call 1-800-TEK-VIDEO, ext. 9945

or visit www.Tektronix.com

Series 7000 analog/digital frames.
This baby's ready to grow, with systems sized from 64 x 64 all the way to
1024 x 1024.

Tektronix
z

01999 Tektronix, Inc. Tektronix, Grass Valley. and Grass Valley Itrilia:Is are regi sham] intik...irks tit l'ektron ix. Inc.
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Sea Studios/National
Geographic Television
Adopt DVCPROSO Progres-

sive for Eight -Hour TV
Series
Sea Studios Foundation, a production
company that specializes in high caliber natural history programming,

has just begun shooting of a TV series
titled "The Shape of Life" with

I

ge

Panasonic DVCPRO50 progressive

equipment. The series of eight onehour episodes will air nationally in
2001. Sea Studios will use AJPD900WA 2/3 -inch 16:9/4:3 switch able 3-CCD DVCPRO50 progressive

studio VTRs during the series' post
production. The 480p footage
obtained with the Panasonic cameras
will be intercut with film -originated
material for the final programs.

14,000

t.,,
company

COiiro
110 countries
1

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

420 Ninth Avenue

Between ,3rd & 34th Streets, New Vork, N.V. 10001

Store and Mail Order licurs:

Star. 10-5, Mon thru 'Miffs. 9-7,
Fri. 9-2, Sat. Clo5ed
For Orders Call:

800-947-9928 212-444-5028
or FAX (24 Hours).

800-947-9003 212-444-5001
On the Web:

www.bhphotovidec.com
We Ship Worldwide

FOR AFREE NORM CATALOG. CALL 1100447-6933, 2124444133 OR WRITE

!

"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE
FOR ORDERS CALL:

St re & Mail Order Hours:

OR FAX (24 HOURS):

800-947-9928 800-947-9003

ndaySuthorduayntuOrs-5day

M

Frid y 9-2 Saturday Closed

on the Web: http://www.bhphotovideo.com
212-444-5001
212-444-5028
420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.) New York, N.Y. 10001

QUICK

DIAL
74

SONY

Panasonic

Broadcast &Televison Systems

DSR-200A

AG-EZ1 3-CCD Digital Video Camcorder

3-CCD Digital (DVCAM) Camcorder
Combining a compact and lightweight body with the superior picture quality of DSP
(Digital Signal Processing) and the DVCAM format, the DSR-200A is the ideal acquisition tool for video journalists, event and wedding videographers, stringers and production houses. 500 lines of horizontal resolution, 48kHz or 32kHz digital audio, three
hour record time, and minimum illumination o13 lux is only the beginning. Other features include 16:9/4:3 capability. Steady Shot, high resolution 1 -inch viewfinder, time
code operation. time/date superimposition and an IEEE -1394 interface for direct digital output. Offers full automatic as well as manual control of focus, iris. gain, white
balance and shutter speed.
Records Drop/Non-Drop Frame time code. Time code can
Variable servo 10X optical power zoom lens goes from 5.9
be read either as RC time code or as SMPTE time code
to 59mm in 1.7 to 24 seconds. The manual zoom rocker is
Has a large 1 -inch B&W viewfinder with 550 lines of resolucontinuously variable right up to where the digital 20X
tion for easy focusing even in low contrast lighting situazoom kicks in.
tions. Separate information sub panel displays time code,
Sony's Super Steady Shot reduces high frequency camera
battery time. tape remaining and other camcorder functions
shake without compromising image quality. SteadyShot
without cluttering up the viewfinder.
uses horizontal and vertical motion sensors that allow it to
Records
16-bit/48kHz audio on one stereo track or
work accurately while zooming, moving (even shooting
12-bit/32kHz with two pairs of stereo tracks (Ll/R 1,
from a car), and shooting in low light conditions.
L2/R2). so you can add stereo music or narration.
Has digital effects including audio and video fade, overlap
One -point stereo electret condenser mic for clear stereo
and Slow Shutter.
separation. Directivity can be selected from 0°. 90O & 120°.
Automatic and manual focus, iris, shutter, gain and white
Automatic & manual (20 -step) audio level record controls.
balance. Iris is adjustable in 12 levels from F1.6 to Ell,
Monitor audio with headphones or from the LCD panel
shutter from 1/4 to 1/10,000 of a second in 12 steps, Gain
which has an active VU meter.
from -3dB to ,18dB in 8 steps.
XLR input connectors for mics and audio equipment.
Zebra Pattern indicator, bult-in ND filter.
Custom Preset function lets you preset, store and recall
DSR-200A Field Package:
custom settings for color intensity, white balance (bluish or
DSR-200A Camcorder NPA-t 000/B Battery Case Adapter
reddish), sharpness and brightness.
3 NP-E930/B 7.2v 4000 mAH Batteries
Stores Photo. Date/Time, Shutter Speed. Iris. Gain and FAC-V900/B AC Adapter, Triple Battery Charger
stop for easy recall. So if you have to re -shoot, you know
VCT-U14 Tripod Adapter LC-2000CP System Case
your original settings for every scene and frame.

DSR-20

Digital recording delivers 500 lines of horizostal resoludon with no noise. (S/N ratio is 54dB).
10:1 power and 20:1 digital zoom lens. Both zooms are
adjustable in four speeds (3.5-15 sec.) For extreme closeups the lens can locos up to 1/4" from the subject.
Two digital audio modes, choose between two -channel
16 -bit stereo recording or two sets 0112 -bit stereo.
Huge 1.5" 180,000 pixel color viewfinder wiri 400 lines
of resolution displays all functions on demand.
Digital Electronic Image Stabilizer (DEIS) compensates
for jittery video. Particularly effective when the digital
zoom is employed.

Power -on recording/playback capability for unattended

DSR-30
DVCAM Digital VCR
The DSR-30 is an industrial grade DVCAM VCR that can be used for
recording, playback and editing. DV standard 4:1:1 sampling digital component recording with a 5:1 compression ratio provides spectacular picture quality and multi -generation performance. It has a Control L interface
for editing with other Control L based recorders such as the DSR-200A
DVCAM Camcorder or another DSR-30 . It also has a continuous auto
repeat playback function making it ideal for kiosks and other point of
information displays. Other features include high quality digital audio,
IEEE -1394 Digital interface and external timer recording. The DSR-30 can
accept both Mini and Standard DVCAM cassettes for up to 184 minutes of recording time, and can playback consumer DV
tapes as well.
Built-in control tray has a jog/shuffle dial. VCR and edit
Records PCM digital audio at either 48kHz (16 -bit 2 chanfunction buttons. The jog/shuttle dial allows picture search
nel) or at 32kHz (12 -bit 4 channel) .
at o1/5 to 15X normal speed and controls not only the
Equipped with Control L. the DSR-30 is capable of SMPTE
DSR-30 but also a player hooked up through its LANC interTime Code based accurate editing even without an edit conface
troller. Built in editing functions include assemble and sepaDV
In/Out (IEEE 1394) for digital dubbing of video, audio
rate video and audio insert
and data ID with no loss in quality.
By searching for either an Index point or Photo Data recordAnalog audio and video input/outputs make it fully compatied by the DSR-200A camcorder. the DSR-30 drastically cuts
ble with non -digital equipment. Playback compatibility with
the time usually required for editing. The DSR-30 can record
consumer DV tapes allows you to work with footage recordup to 135 Index points on the Cassette Memory thanks to its
ed on consumer -grade equipment. Tapes recorded in the
'6K bits capability.
DSR-30 are also compatible with Sony's high -end DVCAM
.ludic lock ensures audio is fully synchronized with the
VCPb
.pleo for absolute precision ,hen doing an insert edit

ShUttE r from

1/60--1/8000
of a second

Built-in SMPTE
time code generator.

Digital Photo -Shot lets
you record a still -frame
for six seconds, while audio continues as normal. 290 still pictures can be recorded on a single 30 -minute
tape. TopScan function finds any shot easily.

Si 995

AG-EZ30 World's Smallest 3-CCD Camcorder m/IEEE1394 Interface
The AG-EZ30 combines 3-CCDs and the DV format to deliver a level of picture and
sound quality that makes it one of the most advanced camcorders of its kind.
Weighing just 1.5 lbs. this incredibly lightweight camcorder also incorporates a
large 2.5 -inch color LCD monitor and has a host of sophisticated auto functions as
well full manual control when required.
3-CCDs (270,000 pixels each) with a large light -collecting
area give the camera high sensitivity and wide dynamic
range. Double -density pixel distribution and a gapless
dichroic prism further ensure razor-sharp images and
extremely faithful mar reproduction.
Selectable 2-channe 48 kHz/16-bit or 4 -channel 32 kHz/12bit PCM audio recording.
Built-in stereo mic and external mic input as well.
180.000 pixel. 2.5 -inch color LCD monitor. Also has a C.5inch color viewfindr.
Digital Image Stabilizer for clear, shake and litter free shots.
12X optical zoom as well as 30X and 120X Nita' zoom
functions. Move from wide-angle to full zoom in 1,3 se,onds allowing quick framing while in REC pause.

Olers six digital
effects: Wipe, Mix.
Strobe, Gain -Up.
B&W and still
mode.

Large -diameter focus ring enables a high level of focusing
precision. A Multi -Function Push Dial allows
easy setting of the 16 -step iris. 5 -step gain
control (+12dB maximum) and 14 -step shutter (up to
1,8000 second). Mic input level can also be set in steps (-

20/-10/04346 dB).
Five program AE modes for shooting in a variety of different
conditions. There is also a five -mode white balance: Set .
Fluroescent. Auto. Indoor and Outdoor,

SONY

DVCAM Player/Recorder
The DSR-20 is a versatile DVCAM VCR with a very compact chassis and a variety of convenient functions for recording, playback and simple editing. It features auto repeat playback, power -on recording/playback. multiple machine control interfaces,
AC/DC capability and i.Link (IEEE1394) input and output. And of course. it offers the stunning image and sound quality inherent to the DVCAM format.
automatic VCR operation. When connected to an external
DVCAM Quality
timer and the VCR's TIMER switch is set to REC, the DSRUtilizing the DVCAM format. the DSR-V10 provides the
20 starts recording as soon as power is turned on.
recording/playback quality and reliability required for proLikewise, when the TIMER is set to REPEAT, the VCR goes
fessional use. It can also play back consumer DV format
into Auto Repeat mode and starts playing back the moment
tapes without any special adapter.
power is turned on.
Provides two selectable audio modes; a two channel mode
In addition to Control L, the DSR-20 also incorporates a
with 48 kHz/16-bit recording and a four channel mode with
Control S and RS -232 interface for remote control opera32 kHz/12-bit recording.
tion. Basic VCR functions can be controlled from a PC via
Dual -size cassette mechanism accepts both mini size (up to
RS -232, while Control S allows control via the optional
40 minutes) and standard size DVCAM tapes (up to 184
DSRM-10 Remote Control. In addition. with the Control S
minutes) without an adapter.
input/output connector, two or more (up to 50) DSR-20's
Editing Capability
can be daisy -chained and controlled from one DSRM-10
Equipped with Control L interface, the DSR-20 can perform
Remote Control.
simple time code -based editing when connected to another
External
sync input enables synchronized playback with
DSR-20 or other similarly equipped VCRs/cameras like the
other VCRs. Especially important in A/B roll configurations.
DSR-30. DSR-200A or DSR-PD1. When using the FXE-120
Conveniences
or ES -3 EditStation System. the DSR-20 can serve as a
The DSR-20 be powered by AC or DC. Ideal for mobile
feeder player.
applications, the DSR-20 can be connected to a 12V power
Has DV (IEEE1394) input and output. When connected to
supply like a car battery or banery belt & powered via the 4 other DV equipped machines, the DSR-20 otters digital dubpin XLR DC input.
bing of video. audio and data, without any deterioration of
Can perform searches tor Index Points. which are recorded
image and sound quality. In addition, in the "Digital dubbing
on the tape as "in -point" marks everytime a receding
including TC copy" mode, full information of video, audio
starts. The DSR-20 can also search for photo data recorded
and time code of the original tape can be copied to another
on a DVCAM cassette by the DSR-PD100/200A/30, or
tape. Especially useful when making working copies of the
where the recording date has been changed.
original.
Supplied with the RMT-DS20 Wireless Remote for control
Record/Playback Functions
of basic VCR functions. And again, when two or more VCRs
Automatic repeat function for repeated playback. After
are connected via Control S. they can be simultaneously
reaching either the end of the tape, the first blank portion or
controlled from one wireless remote by simply sending one
the first index point, the DSR-20 automatically rewinds the
command to the master deck.
tape then starts playing back the segment again.

AWNS

Variatle speed

UVW-1600/UVW-1800
Betacam SP Editing Player Betacam SP Editing Recorder
The UVW-1600 and BOW -1800 are the other half of the JVW series The,
offer the superiority of Betacam SP with sophisticated editing features
They feature an RS -422 9 -pin Interface, built-in TBCs and Time Cod e
operation. Inputs/outputs include componem, composite and S -Video.

All the features of the UVW-1200/1400A PLUSOptional BVR-50 alows remote TBC adjument.
RS -422 interface fur editing system expansion.
Two types of component output; via three 8NC connectors
or a Betacam 12 -pin dub connector.
Frame accurate editing is assured, thanks ;no sophisticated
servo control and built-in time code operation. In the inert

111

mod,
of th.:
'BOO.

video, audio Ch -1/2 and time code can be inserted indepiiii
dently or in any combination.

PVW-2600/PVW-2650/PVW-2800
Betacan SP Pro Series
Whenever versatility and no compromise performance i needed, there is
only one choice. Legendary reliability and comprehensive support for its
many users has established the PVW series as the standard in broadcast
and post production .The PVW Series includes the PVW2600 Player. PVW2650 Player with Dynamic Tracking and the PVW-2800 ;Ailing Recorder.
They feature built-in TBCs, LTCNITC time code operation and RS -422 serial interface. They also offer composite. S -Video and component video
inputs and outputs. Most important they are built for heavy. every day duty.

Built-in TBC's and digital dropout compensation emu consistent picture performance. Remote TBC adjustment tan
be done using the optional BVR-50 TBC Remote Control.
The PVW-2600, PVW-2650 and PVW-2800 (generates as
well) read VITC/ LTC time code as well as user Bits. EA/Int
time code, Regen/Preset, or Rec-Run/ Free -Run selections
Built-in character generator displays time code or CTL data.
Set-up menu for presetting many functional parameters.
Two longitudinal aLdio channels with Dolbo C- type NR.
Recognizable monochrome pictures at up 10 24X normal
speed in forward and reverse. Color at speeds up to 10X
Two types of component connection; three BNC connectors

or a Betacam 12 -pin dub connector. They have compoote
and S -Video signals as well.

PVW-2650 Only
)ynamic Tracking (DT) playback from -1 to +3 times
normal speed.

PVW-2800 Only

Built-in comprehensive editing tae. -'as
nrovides slow
Dynamic Motion Control with mem.
motion editing capability.
,

800 SERIES UHF WIRELESS
MICROPHONE SYSTEMS

SEVEN DAY CUSTONNEI SIMSFACTION GUARANTEE

Circle (158) on Free Info Carc

Cor sisting of 5 handheld and bodypack transmitters and JJ
different receivers, Sony's UHF is recognized as the outstanding wireless mic system for professional applications.
Operating in the 800 MHz band range, they are barely affected by external noise and interference. They incorporate a
PIA. (Phase Locked Loop) synthesized control system that
makes it easy to choose from up to 282 operating frequencies, and with the use of Sony's pre-programmed channel
plan, it is simple to choose the correct operating frequencies
for simultaneous multi -channel operation. Additional features. like space diversity reception, LCD indicators, reliable
anc sophisticated circuit technology ensure low noise, wide
dyramic range, and extremely stable signal transmission and
reception. Ideal for broadcasting stations. film production
facilities. and ENGwork.

THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR PHOTO,
FOR ORDERS CALL:

800-947-9928

800-947-9003

212-444-5028

212-444-5001

antesauer
HyTRON 50 Battery

Weighing a mere 31oz (880 grams) and packing 50 Watt-hours of
energy - enough to operate a typical ENG camcorder for two
hours, the HyTRON 50 is the most advanced lightweight battery
in the industry.
Made possible by recent advancements in a cell technology originally designed for the mobile computing industry. it incorporates
nickel metal hydride cells that provide the highest energy density
of any rechargeable cylindrical cell available. High performance is
further assured through the integration of Anton/Bauer
InterActive digital technology.
Equipped with an on -board 'fuel computer which monitors energy input and output as well as critical operating characteristics
and conditions. This data is communicated to the InterActive
charger to ensure safety and optimize reliability.
In addition, remaining battery capacity information is available by
means of an LCD display on each battery and in the view -finder
of the most popular broadcast 8. professional camcorders.
Special low voltage limiter prevents potentially damaging overdischarge.

Specifications: 14.4 V, 50 WH (Watt Hours)
5-3/4' a 3-112' a 2-1/4*, 1.9 lbs (88kg)
Typical runtime: 2 hours @ 25 Watts 3 hours CP 17 Watts

QUAD 2702/2401
Four -Position Power/Chargers

The lightest and slimmest full featured four position chargers ever.
they can fast charge four Gold Mount batteries and can be expanded to charge up to eight. They also offer power from any AC main:
in a package the size of a notebook computer and weighing a mere
four lbs! The 40 watt 2401 can charge ProPacs in two hours and
TrimPacs in one. Add the Diagnostic/ Discharge module and the
QUAD 2401 becomes an all purpose power and test system. The
70 wan QUAD 2702 has the module and is the ultimate professional power system.

FUJINON
ENG LENSES
While ENG camera technology evolves faster
and faster, delivering ever higher performance in ever small bodies, it has been
increasingly difficult for lens manufacturers to improve quality while keeping
size and weight to a minimum until
recently. With Aspheric Technology (Ar2)
Fujinon has succeeded in manufacturing superior quality
lenses that are both smaller and lighter than lenses of conventional spherical design. From the widest angle to the
highest telephoto, Fujinon's broadcast hand-held style lenses
otter unparalleled features and performance. In tact, they are
so advanced and so optically superb they will reshape your
thinking about how well a lens can perform.

Fugnon's broadcast hand-held lenses feature the very latest In optical and mechanical design, and manufacturing
techniques. New EBC (Electron Beam Coating) reduces
flare and improves contrast, while AT2 Aspheric
Technology improves corner resolution and reduces chromatic abberation. And all except the 36:1 Super Telephoto
offer the exclusive "V -Grip" and Quick Zoom.

Al5XIIEVM Standard Zoom Lens
A versatile performer in a compact package, otters AT2,
inner focus, Quick Zoom and the "V -Grip".

A20X8EVM
Standard /Telephoto Zoom Lens
Combines additional focal length with AT2, inner focus,
Quick Zoom and the "V -Grip".

A36X14.5ERD

OR FAX 124 HOURS):

V-16 AND V-20
The V-16 and V-20 allow
. ou to walk, run, go up
and down stairs, shoot
from moving vehicles and
travel over uneven terrain
..vithout any camera instability or shake. The V-16
stabilizes cameras weighing from 10 to 20 pounds
and the V-20 from 15 to
26 pounds. They are both
perfect for shooting the
type of ultra -smooth
tracking shots that take
your audience's and
client's breath away. instantly adding high production value to every scene. Whether you are shooting
commercials, industrials, documentaries, music videos.
news, or full length motion pictures, the Glidecam "V" series
will take you where few others have traveled.

On the Web: http://www.bhphotovideo.com

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO TAPES
OUCH

Tripods & Fluid Heads

DIAL
71

DV Systems -Digital Support for Every Budget
Today's compact digital cameras require light, fast and highly versatile camera support systems. Starting from the DV2 all the
way up to the DV12, Sachtler has a solution tailored for just about every conceivable digital camera package available today. All
feature Sachtler's patented counterbalance system and Touch and Go wedge plates. And all except the DV2 feature sliding camera platform to ease in the balancing of your camera.

DV2 System

DV4 System

The smallest head of the Sachtler's line.
Sachtler Touch and Go quick release
with automatic camera lock and safety
lever/drop protection
One step of dynamic counterbalance
Frictionless leak proof fluid damping
with one levels of drag
Vibrationless vertical /horizontal brakes
Built in bubble for horizontal leveling
Single Stage 75mm tripod DA 75 Long
Lightweight floor spreader SP 75

Sliding balance plate
Touch and Go quick release with automatic camera lock and safety lever/drop
protection
One step of dynamic counterbalance
Frictionless leak proof fluid damping
with one levels of drag
Vibrationless vertical /horizontal brakes
Built in bubble for horizontal leveling
Single stage 75mm long tripod DA 75
Lightweight floor spreader SP 75

This systole (0210) consists of:

DV4 System (6410) consists of:

Fluid Head (DV -2), Long Tripod (DA 75),
floor spreader (SP 75)

DV6 System
Five step of dynamic counterbalance
Five step of vertical and horizional drag

Greater load capachy

Fluid Head (DV -6), Long Tripod (DA 75),
floor spreader (SP 75)

BGR-30

Broadcast Grade VHS Box
3.49
BGR-60
4.19
BGR-120

ST -30

6.89

M321SP Metal Betacam (Bee)
.12.39
105.....,...._.12.99
20S._._...___.13.39
.15.49
60L............25.49
90L.
40.95

05S
30S

63M
94L

6.99

P6-120 HM BD

- Great Load Capacity Fits 100mm tripods

The Pro -130 tripod systems are perfect for today's on the move ENG cameramen. Lightweight, these systems have been
specifically designed to provide a wider balance range to suit the latest DV, DVCPRO, DVCAM camcorder and
camera/recorder combinations. All systems come complete with the PH -130 fluid pan 8 tilt head, choice of single or 2 stage ENG tripod, floor spreader and soft carrying case for easy transportation.
The PH -130 pan 8 tilt head incorporates Vinten's continuously variable LF drag system to provide
smooth movement and
easy transition into whip pan, together with a factory set balancing mechanism. Both the single -stage and two -stage

T-30 Plus.
0-120 Plus

P/I PLUS VHS
0-60 P
1.99

1.69

2.19

BO Broadcast Quality VHS (Box)
T-30 BO.... 3.89
T-60 BO
3.99
T-120 BO..

6.79
ST -62 El0
7.45
ST -182 BQ
Betacam SP
860MLSP 19.99
1390MLSP...

ST -126 BO..
B3OMS°

13.49

AJ-P12M (Medium)
AJ-P33M
AJ-P64L (Large)
AJ-P1261

15" and 17" On Camera Prompters

MVP -11

The MVP -11 incorporates ON's latest design technology for studio and EFP prompting. The MVP -11 features the
most advanced circuitry for a prompter of this size. Fully self-contained, it otters high brightnessand high resolution
that ensures unmatched ease of readability for the speaker. The MVP -11 is powered by AC or DC current utilizing the
Sony type NP -1 or Anton Bauer 13-14 volt batteries, allowing on -location as well as studio prompting. It weighs only
19 lbs. including the quick release roller plate for fast mounting and balancing. Below the lens mounting is utilized
resulting ideal counter balancing for ease of operation.

MVP -9 Mini Videoprompter
The MVP -9 mini videoprompter is designed for use with smaller cameras and small spaces. The same level of performance is achieved as the larger CRT based units but in a smaller configuration that is powered by AC or DC current
(as above). Created for the new generation of smaller, lighter cameras, the MVP -9 weighs only 17 1/2lbs and both the
monitor and camera mount set up quickly and easily. As with the other units the VPS Eyeline feature assures maximum eye contact with lens while easily reeding the script. It packs up very tightly, making A easy to take anywhere

Minimum Shipping USA (Except AK A HI) $6.95, op to 1 lb. Add 75$ for each additional lb. For ins. add 50C per $100. ©1999 BAN Photo

29.95

01/CPRO

6.99
11 19
20.99

:...1-1,23M

SONY

HI -8 Professional Metal Video Cassettes
P6-30 HMPX..
4.59
P6-30 HMEX
P6-60 HMPX
6.49
P6-60 HMEX
P6-120HMPX
8.49
P6-120HMEX
.

T-30PR

9.99

4J-P66M.......................19.49
AJ-P94L........................30.99

PR Series Professional Grade VHS
2.39
T-60PR
2.59
T -120P It
PM Series Premier Grade Professional VHS

T-60PM

44.99

7.99
10.99
14.99
2.79

3.99
BA Series Premier Hi -Grade Broadcast VHS (In Box)
.3.59
T -600A
3.99
T-120BA
4.79
MB Master Quality S -VHS (In Boa)
MOST -30.... 7.49
MOST -60......7.79
MOST -120.......7.99
BRS 3/4" 5-matIc Broadcast Standard (In Box)
KCS-10 BRS (mini)
8.69
KCS-20 BRS (mini).
8.99
KCA-10 BRS
8.19
KCA-20 BRS
8.69
KCA-30 BRS
9.60
KCA-60 BRS
13.39
X98 3/4" U-matic Broadcast Master (In Box)
KCS-10 XBR (mini)
8.79
KCS-20 XBR (mini)..._..10.59
KCA-10 XBR
9.29
KCA-20 XBR
10.69
KCA-30 XBR
.11.99
KCA-60 XBR__....
15.69
LISP 3/4" tl-matic SP Broadcast (In Box)
KSF,S10 (mini) ........_._9.59
KSP-S20 (mini).
11.09
KSP-10
10.09
KSP-20
11.59
KSP-30
12.99
KSP-60
16.99
BCT Metal Betacam SP Broadcast Master (Box)
BCT-5M (small)
12.29
BCT-10M (small)....
.1319
BCT-20M (small)
13.29
BCT-30M (small)
.14.49
BCT-30M (small) (50 Pack)
ea 13.49
BCT-30ML
18 99
BCT-60ML
23 49
BCT-90ML
34.99
Mini DV Tape
DVM-30EXM w/Chip.. 14.99
DVM-60EXM w/Chip ... 17.99
DVM-30EX "NO Chip" 12.99
DVM-60EX "No Chip".. 13.99
DVM-30PR "No Chip" 9.99
DVM-60PR "Na Chip". 10.49
Full Size DV Tape with Memory Chip
DV-120MEM
25.89
DV-180MEM
29.99
PDV Series Professional DVCAM Tape
PDVM-12ME (Mini) .....15.25
PDVM-22ME (Mini)... 16.25
PDVM-32ME (Mini) .....16.99
PDVM-40ME (Mini)...._ 18.49
PDV-94ME (Standard) .33.49
PDV-124ME (Standard) 37.99
PDV-184ME (Standard).44.95
P005-646.................24.95
P009-1245
31.95
P005.1840
39.95
T-30BA

The 15" and 17" On Camera prompter is the industry standard and designed for use
with any camera, for any application. The high contrast, high resolution monitor, created by ON, is the result of state of the art components and design. The monitor
permits a much greater degree of tilt because of its cutaway feature, Its VPS Eyeline
feature superimposes copy over the camera lens, enabling the reader to maintain
maximum eye -to -eye contact. It's easy and comfortable to read. OTV's On Camera
prompter will make sure the talent has clear access to the prompter. The 17" model
has a viewing area o1123 sq. inches, 39% more than the 15" model. The 15" On
Camera prompter is also available in a free standing pedestal model, which can be
utilized both in the studio and in remote situations.

5.99

6.99
13.99

Mini OV Tape
6.49
at' DVM-30 (10 Pack).era. 5.99
7.99
DVM-60 (10 Pack) ea. 7.49
16.99
it-DVM120......
21.95

Vision 11 Pan & Tilt Head
Slightly heavier the Vision 11 offers additional capacity (up

High load to weight ratio Lightweight - only 6.2 lbs.

2.99
3.99

Panasonic
AY DVM-30
AY DVM-60... .....
AY-DVM80

to 29 lbs.) plus it has illuminated controls to allow fast camera balancing and leveling evel in poor lighting. Combine
with a two -stage carbon fiber or aluminum tripod and you
have a package with the biggest height adjustment yet the
smallest to carry. Ideal for all ENG assignments.
Simple external adjustment for perfect balance over the full
180° of tilt
Infinitely variable drag with proven LF technology
Back -lit and calibrated drag knobs
Flick on/flick off Pan and Tilt orakes
Digital counterbalance readout
Illuminated leveling bubble Standard 100mm leveling ball

2.09

BO Professional S -VHS (In Box)
ST -31 BO

Lightweight Heads For the Future

Superbly engineered and designed for use in professional broadcast, educational and corporate productions, the Vision 8
and Vision 11 simultaneously provide the ultimate in lightweight support with exceptional robustness- even in the toughest
shooting conditions.

T-90 Plus

6.09
7.99

T-160 Plus._....._..2.69

HGX-PLUS VHS (Box)
2.69
HGXT-120 Plus

HGXT-60 Plus
HGXT-160

legs are toggle clamp tripods are made from strong, durable aluminum with excellent height range capabilities.

Vision 8 Pan & Tilt Head

10.99
22.50
39.99

Hi8 Metal Particle (XRM)

Broadcast Quality Hie Metal Particle
P6-30 HM BO
5.39
P6-60 HM BC)

Vinten
PRO -130 SYSTEMS

The incredibly lightweight Vision 8 provides smooth shots,
whip pan action and quick set-up while supporting up to
23 lbs. Add the single -stage carbon fiber tripod and you
have the lightest combination possible for that all important event- without sacrificing the reliability and robustness that you require.
Simple external adjustment for perfect balance over the
full 180* of tilt
Infinitely variable drag with proven LF technology
Calibrated drag knobs
Flick on/flick off Pan and Tilt brakes
Single rotation counterbalance
Leveling bubble standard
Standard 100mm leveling ball Lightweight, only 5.9 lbs.

DP121 DVC PRO
23M
1.79
33M
1199 64L (Lg.)
..31.99
123L

12M (Med )..7.49

P6-120 XRM

Fluid Head (DV -8), Long Tripod (DA 75).
floor spreader (SP 75)

VISION 8 AND 11

4.69

ST -60

maxell

0V8 System (0810) consists of:

DV12 Same as DV8 PLUS

2.79

7.69
ST -120
7.99
M221 Hi 8 Double Coated
Metal Particles
Metal Evaporated
P630HMP
4.99
E630HME
7.69
P660HMP _._._......._.._.6.29
E660HME
10.69
P6120HMP
.....8.29
E6120HME
14.19

DV8 System
Same as DV6 PLUS -

MI6 System (0610) consists at:

2.39

Fluid Head (DV -4), Long Tripod (DA 75),
floor spreader (SP 75)

Same as the DV4 PLUS -

Professional Grade VHS
PG -60...........2.59
PG -120....

PG -30..

1.1471S S -VHS Double Coated

The longest focal length hand-held style lens to offer AT2
and inner focus.

Camera Stabilization Systems

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE,

©sachtler

Super Telephoto Zoom Lens

GLIDECAM

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED
WITHIN 24 HOURS

- Video. Prices are valid subject to supplier prices. Not responsible for typographical errors.

e

VIDEO and PRO AUDIO
TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER:

New Address:

800 221-5743 212 239-7765 420 Ninth Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.)
OR FAX 24 HOURS:

New York, N.Y. 10001

800 947-2215 212 239-7549

NewTek

PHOTO - VIDEO PRO AUDIO

KNOX VIDEO

Calibar 3-0z. Pocket -Sized Test Generator
The size of a ball point pen and running on a single battery, Calibar is an NTSC test signal generator that packs a each
mounts worth of test equipment into a battery operated instrument. Calibar is the fastest. easiest and most portable way
ever to calibrate video equipment. No patch bay racks. Just one cable. So besides giving you fast accurate readings in
the studio. it's perfect for off -site events or trouble -shooting in the field.
Tuck Calibar in your pocket and you're
Designed for studio and field operation, it produces 24 test
ready to go. Touch the button to generate
pattern functions at the touch of a button. 10 -bit precision
SMPTE color bars, touch it again to calldigital -to -analog conversion assures highly accurate signals.
brace convergence and so on.
Calibans combination of low cost, portability and full -leaWith the supplied AC adapter, it also tune tured operation makes it ideal for broadcast engineers. teletions as a black burst generator.
vision production facilities and video post houses

$349

PC-CODI & PC Scribe

CIFINIFI

Text and Graphics Generator and Video Titling Software
PC-CODI incorporates a broadcast quality encoder and a wide bandwidth
linear keyer for the highest quality, realtime video character generation
and graphics display. A video graphics software engine running under
Windows 95/NT. PC Scribe offers a new approach and cost effective
solution for composing titles and graphics that is ideal for video production and display applications. Combined, their a total solution for realtime character generation with the quality you expect from Chyron.

PC-CODI Hardware:
Fully-antialiased displays Display and non -display buffers
Less than 10 nanosecond effective pixel resolution
16.7 million color selections Fast. realtime operations
Character, Logo and PCX Image transparency
Variable edges: border. drop shadow and offset
Full position and justify control of character and row
User definable intercharacter spacing (squeeze 8 expand)
Multiple roll/crawl speeds Automatic character kerning
User del inable tab/template fields
Shaded backgrounds of variable sizes and transparency
Software controlled video timing

kt.::.M7141411rath
User definable
read effects playback: wipes, pushes. fades
NTSC or PAL sync generator with genlock
Board addressability for multi -channel applications
Auto display sequencing Local message/page memory
Preview output with safe-title/cursor/menu overlay
Composite and S -video input with auto-genlock select

RS4x4/8x8/1 6x1 6/1 6x8/1 2x2
Video/Audio Matrix Routing Switchers
Knox's family of high performance. 3 -channel routing switchers are mtremely versatile, easy -to -use and very affordable. Housed in an ultra -thin rack mount chasiss they accept and route (on the vertical interval) virtually any video signal, including off -the -air and non-tintrbase
corrected video. They also route balanced or unbalanced stereo
audio. The audio follows the video or you can route the ,udio separately (breakaway audio). Each of the switchers offers manual
control via front panel operation. They can also be controlled
remotely by a PC. a Knox RS Remote Controller, or by a Knox
Remote Keypad via their RS -232 port. Front panel LEDs ndicate the current routed pattern at
all times. Knox switchers are ideal for applications such as studio -feed control and switcher input control, plus they have an internal timer allowing timed segtence of patterns for surveillance applications as well.
Accept and routes virtually any one -volt NTSC or PAL video
signal input to any or all video outputs.
Accept and route two -volt mono or stereo unbalanced
audio inputs to any or all audio outputs.
Video and audio inputs can be routed independently . hey
don't need to have the same destination.
Can store and recall preset cross -point patterns. (Not rvailable on RS12x2.)
Front panel key-pac operation for easy manual operation.
Can also be controlled via RS -232 interface with optional
RS Remote Contro ler or Remote Keypad..
Front panel LED indicators display the present routing patterns at all times.
An internal battery remembers and restores the current
pattern in case of power failure.

Multiple preview windows can be displayed simOtaneously.
Transitions effects include: cut, fade, push, wipe, reveal,
peel. zoom, matrix, wipe, spiral, split. weave and jitter.
Import elements to build graphics. This includes OLE
objects, iNFiNiT! ROA and TGA with alpha channel. Scribe
also imports and exports TIFF, JPEG, PCX. ICA. BMP. GIF.
CLP. ASCII. IMG. SGI. PICT and EPS formats.

2995.00

PC -0001 and PC -Scribe Bundle

TRUEVISIONAVid.
TARGA 1000/MCXpress NT
Professional Video Production Workstation
Incorporating the award -winning TARGA 1000 video card and Avid MCXpress NT non-linear editing software, this fully -configured workstation meets the needs of production professionals, corporate communicators. educators and Internet authors.

TARGA 1000 Features:
The TARGA 1000 delivers high processing speed for video and audio effects. titling and compositing. Capture, edit and playback full -motion, full -resolution 60 fields per second digital video with fully synchronized CD -quality audio.
Genlock using separate sync input for working in prates Compression can be adjusted on the fly to optimize for
sional video suites
image quality and/or minimum storage space. Has composAudio is digitized at 44.1KHz or 48KHz sampling rates, for
ite and S -video inputs/outputs. Also available with compoprofessional quality stereo sound. Delivers perfectly synvent input/output (TARGA 1000 PRO).
chronized audio and video.

MCXpress Features:
The ideal tool for video and multimedia producers who require predictable project throughput and high -quality results when
creating video and digital media for training. promotional/marketing material. local television and cable commercials, CD-ROM
and Internet/intranet distribution. Based on Avid's industry -leading technology. it combines a robust editing functionality with a
streamlined interface. Offers integration with third -party Windows applications, professional editing features. powerful media
management. title tool and a plug-in effects architecture. It also features multiple output options including so you save time
and money by reusing media assets across a range of video and multimedia projects.

Manufacturing test and measurement equipment for over 40 years. Leader Instruments
is the standard which others are measured against for re,iability, performance, and
most important-cost effectiveness.

5860C

5850C

WAVEFORM MONITOR

VECTORSCOPE

A two -input waveform monitor. the 5860C features
11-1, 1V, 2H, 2V. 1 s/div and 2V mag time bases as well
as vertical amplifier response choices of flat. IRE (low
pass). chroma and DIF-STEP The latter facilitates
easy checks of luminance linearity using the staircase
signal. A PIX MON oatput jack feeds observed (A or
B) signals to a picture monitor. and the unit accepts
an external sync reference. Built-in calibrator and on off control of the DC restorer is also provided.

Pentium II- 300 MHz Processor
Matrox Millenium II AGP 4MB WRAM Display Card
64MB tons 168 -Pin (DIMM) S -DRAM
Quantum Fireball 6.4G8 IDE System Drive
Seagate Barracuda External 9.1GB SCSI -3 Ultra Wide Capture Drive
Adaptec AHA-2940UW Ultra Wide SCSI -3 Controller Card
Teac CD -532e 32X EIDE Internal CD-ROM Drive 3.5" Foppy Drive
Attec-Lansing ACS -48 3 -Piece Deluxe Speaker System

Viewsonic G771 17 -inch (1280 x 1024) Monitor (0.27mm dot pitch)
Focus 2001A Keyboard Microsoft MS Mouse
Windows NT 4.0 Operating System Software
Avid MCXpress for Windows NT
Truevision TARGA 1000 or 1000 Pro Video Capture Card
$5995.00
With TARGA 1000
$6495.00
With TARGA 1000 Pro (component input/output)

The ideal companion for the
5860C. the 5850C adds
simultaneous side -by -side
waveform and vector monitoring. Featured is an electronically -generated vector scale that precludes
the need fc r fussy centering adjustments and eases phase adjustments from relatively long viewing distances. Provision is made for
selecting the phase reference from either A or B inputs or a sepa"ate
external lining reference.

5100 4 -Channel Component / Composite WAVEFORM
The 5100 handles three channels of component signals. plus a fourth channel for composite signals. in mixed component /
composite facilities. Features are overlaid and parade waveform disolays. component vector displays, and automatic bow -tie or
"shark tin" displays for timing checks. Menu -driven options select format (525/60, 625/50, and 1125/60 HDTV). full line -select,
vector calibration, preset front -panel setups and more. On -screen readout of scan rates, line -select, preset numbers, trigger
source, cursor time and volts.

5100D Digital Waveform/Vectorscope
The 5100D can work in component digital as well as component analog facilities (and mixed operations). It provides comprehensive waveform. vector. timing and picture monitoring capabilities. Menu driven control functions extend familiar wavesorm
observations into highly specialized areas and include local calibrator control, the ability to show or blank SAV/EAV signals in
both the waveform end picture. the ability tc monitor digital signals in GBR or YCbCr form, line select (with an adjustable window), memory storage of test setups with the ability to provide on -screen labels. flexible cursor measurements. automatic
525/60 and 625/50 operation and much much more.

5870 Wavefonn/Vectorscope w/SCH and Line Select
A two -channel WaveformNector monitor, the microprocessor -run 5870 permits overlaid waveform and vector displays,
as well as overlaid A and B inputs for precision amplitude and timing/phase matching. Use of decoded R -Y allows relatively high -resolution DG and DP measurements. The 5870 adds a precision SCH measurement with on -screen numerical
readout of error with an analog display of SCH error over field and line times. Full -raster line select is also featured with
on -screen readout of selected lines, a strobe on the 0IX MON output signal to highlight the selected line, and presets for
up to nine lines for routine checks.

TARGA 1000/MCXpress Turnkey Systems:
300 -watt. 6 -Bay Full Tower ATX Chassis
Pentium ATX Motherboard with 512K Cache

the rear panel.

-he RS4x4, RS8x8 and RS16016 are also available with
balanced stereo audio. They operate at 660 ohms and handle the full range of balanced audio up to +4 dB with professional quick -connect. self-locking. hare -wire connectors.

LEADER

PC -Scribe Software:
Number of fonts is virtually unlimited. Also supports most
international language character sets. Fonts load instantly
and the level of anti-aliasing applied is selectable.
Adjust a wide range of character attributes. Wide choice of
composition tools.
Characters, words. rows and fields can color flash
Character rolls. crawls and reveal modes. Speed is selectable and can be auto timed with pauses. Messages can be
manually advanced or put into sequences along with page
transitions.

lateritel vertical interval switching firmware allows on -ant
switching.
bloused in a thin profile rackmount 1" chassis.
Also except the RS1202 are available in S -Video versions
with/without audio.
Models RS16x8 and R516x16 are also available in
RGB/component version.
With optional Remote Video Readout, the RS1608 and
11S16x16 can display active routes on a monitor at remote
locations. via a composite signal from a BNC connector on

5872A Combination Waveform/Vectorscope
All the operating advantages of the 5870. except H

deleted Mile select retained). making it ideal for satellite work.

5864A Waveform Monitor
A two -input waveform monitor that offers full monitoring
facilities for cameras, VCRs and video transmission links. The
5864A offers front panel selection of A or B inputs, the choice
of 2H or 2V display with sweep magnification, and flat 4requency response or the insertion of an IRE filter. In addition.
a switchable gain boost of 04 magnifies setup to 30 IRE
units, and a dashed graticule line at 30 units on screen facilitates easy setting at master pedestal. Intensity and focus are
fixed and automatic for optimum display. Supplied with an
instruction manual and DC power cable.

5854 Vectorscope
dual channel compact vectorscope. the 5854 provides precision checkout of camera encoders and camera balance. as
well as the means for precise genlock adjustments for ;wo or
more video sources. Front panel controls choose between A
and B inputs for display and between A and 8 for decoder reference. Gain is fixed or variable, with front panel controls for
gain and phase adjustments. A gain boost of 5X facilitates
precise camera balance adjustments in the field. Supplied
with a DC power cable.
P

Designed for EFP and ENG (electronic field production and electronic news gathering) operations. they feature compact size.
light weight and 12V DC power operation. Thus full monitoring facilities can be carried into the field and powered from NP -1
batteries. battery belts and vehicle power. Careful thought has beet given to the reduction of operating controls to facilitate the
maximum in monitoring options with the operating simplicity demanded in held work

CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME
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GALLERY

7Cie

It's your move...
Zoome
TableTrolleyT
100% Portable
100% Fast
100% Affordable

Z

The .40.42008

4°42023

'

The Perfect Digital Audio Interface
Interfacing an analog VTR to a digital plant or

a new digital recorder to an analog plant? The
low cost ADA2008 is the perfect choice!

It features the award winning AD2004
A -to -D converter and the 20 -bit brother, the
DAC2004. Performance is uncompromising with
THD+N of -107 dB. Power the system from the
internal international supply or power up to 9 of
the ADA2008s from the cost effective PS -202D
external redundant supply. Call Rory Rall today.
www.benchmarkmethacorn

Affordable - No Compromise Performance
20 -bit, 4-channelA-to-D, 4 -channel D -to -A

Ideal for digital consoles and routers
THD+N: -107 dB (0.00045%) 20 Hz - 20 kHz

Stainless

PosiLoc

for

9 pSec intrinsic jitter
SteelTraktM

AES lock with >50 dB jitter reduction
9 segment true digital level meters
BNC/XLR Digital, XLR Analog connect
External redundant power is available

Stand
System

CurvTrak

%.

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.

sales@benchmarkmedia.com Phone 800-262-4675, FAX 315-437-8119

Info: 800.680.1841
Zoome has Curves! www.zoome.com

Circle (160) on Free Info Card
Circle (161) on Free Info Card

Use LOGICONVERTER to
convert control signals to "dry"
relay contacts. Ideal for remote
control of studio gear...isolate
control circuits, "marry"
incompatible logic. Four optoisolated inputs, 4 relay outputs,
with user -programmable logic.
Keep one on hand for
emergencies!

When you

"can't get there
from here..."
HENRY ENGINEERING
503 Key Vista Drive
Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA

TEL (626) 355-3656 FAX (6261 355-0077

FC

FAX -on -Demand Doc 9111 (626) 3554210

http://www.henryeng.com

Broadcast Engineering

ENGINEERING

We Build Solutions.
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GALLERY

quipment Maintenance
Management Made Easy
...Or at 12

Windows to the Web

ter

with

ITS
Video Support System.,

Asset Management Software

Designed by Engineers for Broadcast Engineering

MM. FURNITURE MO ACCESSORIES FOR

Maintenance Mgmt.

0:3111.

Parts/Repairs Tracking

aI

,

OEM. 11' IS
Video and

itt
Nal

Cost Analyses
Yr. 2000 Compliant
PO Management

Alullenedia

Seetinn

The almond Corporation offers the mot! complete
LW 1n41000/0 One ol conedea end Wert it mions

Warrantee Tracking
Barcode Integration

the Vito broadcast and sec only inalustres till

www.winsted.com

Custom Reports

Winsted Corporation: Winsted offers a full line of modular
consoles, rack cabinets, file server workstations, tape storage,
and editing desks. The most complete line of accessories in the
industry complement this extensive offering. Winsted's 164 page fully illustrated catalog includes an easy -to -understand
modular components section that allows you to design your own
console, or you can receive a free consultation with a Winsted's
system design engineer. To receive a free catalog or learn more
about Winsted at their website www.winsted.com or call toll free
at 800-447-2257.

Client/Server & Internet Access Available

www.ITRACKCORP.com
- Call for a Free Demo -

Integrated Tracking Systems
718-217-8 6 78
Circle (167) on Free Info Card

World Class Quality
Fast Delivery
Electro lies USA, Inc. Great Prices

8-VSB MODULATOR
For HDTV Terrestrial Broadcast System
Conforms to ATSC Specs
All Solid State Construction for High

Contact us for your next
Turr key or Rack Ready

Reliability

Digital Implementation for High Performance

Indications for Lock and Error Conditions

111i9MyCoder d/a
Digital to Analog
Portable Converter

ENG, DENG or DSNG VEHICLE

Options for
- Non -Linear Er Linear Pre -correction

- External / Internal IOMHZ Reference
- SMPTE-310M Input
- Remote Control
- SNR Quality Indicator
- Demod / Remod

Quality, Integrity, Value, Reliability
Engineeving, Excellence, Experience

$ 595.00

KirELED,./A40

iwtrAoari-,
'

I

4
Serial CO" Inp

KTech

Telecommunications, Inc.

1550 I San Fernando Mission Blvd.

Suite 100
Mission Hills CA 9 1345

PH (818) 361-2248 FAX (8 18) 270-2010
INTERNET: www.ktechtelecom.com
Email: skuh@ktechtelecom.com

US

Europe
Web
E-mail

Tel: +1 210 651 5700
Fax: +1 210 651 5220
Tel: +31 20 669 4668
Fax: +31 2C 669 0836

www.shoa-usa.com
shook@shocx-usa.com

18975 Marbach Lane, Bldg. 200
Sari Antonio, Tx 78266 USA

with 2 Reclocked 601 Outputs

3 Se ectable Output ForrnaG
Composite lus YUV Composite olis RGB
Two C3roposi plus YC Color Bar 3enerator
DC Plug in power s..4pply
6 Watt /

FCR-A C rporation of Arnedca
1-1505 Fax (352)378-5320

Phone (352)

eo

Gaines Ville

FEZazsroup

Manutac-ured in the United States pf America
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Profession I Services
Video2Net, Inc.
Robert J. Gordon
President
bgordon@video2net.com

624 W. Main St.
Louisville, KY 40202
502-584-4100
502-568-2501 fax

2684 State Route 60 RD Ill
Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

Professional Patching Systems

Web: http/www.bittree.com
PO Box 3764 Glendale. CA 91221-0764

Your Best Source for

Want to become a more convincing
communicator? Ask about
Kare Anderson's fun and idea -packed

covered

Pike & Fischer, Inc.

1, 11,
17, 25,
26, 27,
73, 74,

Available in loose-leaf print,
disk, and CD-ROM.
Call 800-255-8131.

"Say It Better Bootcamps"
(and tapes) for the technologically
savvy at kareand@aol.com.

Rules

FCC Rules!

Any Owntity

A division Al OurSBIZ Internet Group. a publicly traded company.

FAX: (201) 837-8384

2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604
Phone (309) 673-7511 FAX (309) 673-8128
www.dlmarkley.com
Member AFCCE

Toll Free: (877) 500-8142
Fax: (818) 500-7062

"The First On -Line
Name Your Own Price Web Site"

(201)837-8424

CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Leading manufacturer.. Finest Quality... Superior Service...

VVWW.QUOTEIT.COM

SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS EQUIPMENT SALES

& Associates, Inc.

Patchbays/ Patch Cords
Harnesses/ Panels/ Cable Asemblies & Accessories

AUDIO -VIDEO CD-ROM DVD DISK

ENGINEERING DESIGN CAD DRAFTING SERVICES
CABLE FABRICATION PRE -WIRED PATCH PANEL RA

D.L. MARKLEY

Audio/ Video/ Data

"NAME YOUR OWN PRICE
ON DUPLICATIONS"

STATE OF THE ART ENGINEERING
FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

www.video2net.com

A Bittree

NETCOM

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Streaming Video Solutions for Broadcasters

GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC
TECHNOLOGY/MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

BRAD GILMER
PRESIDENT

2207 RINGSMITH DR
ATLANTA. GA 30345

TEL 17701414-9952
FAX 17701493.7421

79, 101

EMAIL bgilmerOallnel.com

Classifieds For Sale

Shopping for Equipment .
Before you pay too much.. .check www.digibid.com

"Industrial" Character Generator $329
The PC controlled SCT-50 from HORITA
also operates stand alone to title/
caption/time-date stamp video from

cameras, VCRs, computers, etc. Add
source
ID,
furnish
instructional
information, log and document experiments,

identify video for data collection or
monitoring, time and date stamp for
legal, security, medical needs, etc. Easy

The Internet Auction Marketplace

Best Deals On the Planet!
Circle (200) on Free Info Card

INC

III

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES

TEST PATTERN SOURCES
SMPTE Bar & 12 Char. ID:
$269.00

PH: 423-585-5827
FAX: 423-585-5831

E-MAIL: whisper@lcs.com
WEB SITE:

Vocal Booths
Broadcast Booths

www.whisperroom.com

etc...

116 S. Sugar Hollow Road
Morristown, Tennessee 37813

Digital Pattern Generation, Front Panel
Setup, Come. and S -Video Out uts

GEKCO Labs

to use "pop-up" text editing program
provides individual or group control of
up to 99 SCT-50s using only a single RS232 PC serial port. Basic and C
programming examples help you quickly
control the SCT-50 using your own
software. AC -DC powered -use in field.
Desktop and Rackmount models. Contact
your local video dealer or HORITA P.O.

Box 3993, Mission Viejo, CA 92690
(949)
489-0240
www.horita.com.
UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE.

Just
Think

www.gekco.com

Toll Free: 888-435-7221
FREE 44pg Catalogw.

SMART TAPES.

Audio:
o,,,y.i,clona Applic.

't";

For video duplication, demos, audition reels,
work tapes, our recycled tapes are technically up
to any task and downright bargains. All formats,
fully guaranteed. To order call:

(800)238-4300

CARPE

1.1r4out

1INIG-pul VIda.c/16 c.

',oil,

mamr a Audio OW Ample.

RO-Snc OM. mplo.

-.

1.1,24.4.1 AwcgoOnly1

1.1.2aul
Routing ..1chers

OPAMP LABS INC (323) 934-3566
1033 N Sycamore An LOS ANGELES CA, 90039

www.opamplabs.com
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...if this had been your
ad, you'd have a prospect
right now!
Call 800-896-9939 to place
your ad today.

For Sale
DVCPRO AJD700 camera and DVCPRO
AJD750 record/play deck. Deck has
digital -out card and plays DVCPRO,
DVCAM, and DV. Excellent condition. All
equipment used only by owner/

Unique Ways To Interface Audio
GMZ Electronics
PC Boards For Modifications B Stand Alone Hook Up.
Your Idea's Work Better with GMZ!!

t.

Talk Back -Mk Male
Semi -Pro to Pro Buffer

-)P

anz

Mixer lasers -.end Buffer

D-A I le 6 0.1 (or 6.6110.1
Admitire Cable EO. sum :mu

ac

cameraman. Two lenses. Fujinon super
wide-angle S8.5 x 4.2 BEVM with 2x

IFB Intercom Card
OVEIC Pbaniom S000lx
4OVDC Soldier (I -teed.)

ROADCAST PRODUCTS.

f'fr

13 E C K
SSOCIATES

extender and Fujinon S18 x 6.7 BERM w/

extender. ERD22 remote control zoom

060 sever

handle. The 8.5 x 4.2 is especially useful
for production and documentaries. Also

ens sIC-1560

Drop by be Web Site: www.prozelectront, -

CALL BRIAN HUBER AT
800-896-9939 TO PLACE
YOUR AD IN BROADCAST
ENGINEERING

Anton Bauer digital Trim-Pac battery
system (4). Sony PVM 8044Q field
monitor, Fluid head tripod. Porta-Brace
bags and original cases. Package Price

16024 Central Commerce Dr.,
Austin, TX 78660

1 -88B-422-8600

FAX: (512) 670-4390
II

11112215'4aa,.

1111/122141a

$36,900. (1/2 of purchase price) Contact

AESIC

505-890-8990

Provides simple c inversion between 110 ohm and

DigitalrAudio Converter Panel

75 ohs, audio signals transformer coupled. BN(
connec ors for 75 ohm coaxconnections. Removeable

terminal block connectors for 110 ohm paired audio

cable. 12 positiors. Two rockunits (3.5").$ 1 ,245

Classifieds Services

IBC-1MT - TEC Remote Control Unit
Remote control of up to 3 TB('s. For use with NC,
Panasonic and Scny. Purchased with 1, 2, or 3

$960

modules. With 3 -nodules

cro

Are You Exposed?

LI 1

1

SCR-4X8-Ser al Machine Control RouterInputflutput Tw'Jve rear mounted DB9-F ccnrectors (four castallss, eight devices). EIA RS -422 send

Premium Cable Satellite Space
Fully Protected

and reeive. Con rots: Twelve lighted pushbuttons

for donne' assignment

GE SAKOM (-3 Full time DigiCipher-II dig tal channels
Fully protected & non-prEemptable
located at 131 W.L.

$ 1 ,080

SCP- 0 -Serial 422 Patch Panel 10 x 10
passive non-norrnalling serial data patch panel.

Two olk units high. Legend strips and 10 pitch

E.01.2004

cords included

$400

Uplinking, playback, editing, and duplication services availmle

Call Doug Greene at 303-784-8809

Circle (202) on Free Info Card

or E -Mail at dgreene@jic cam
Circle (201) on Free Info Card

Classi
TV

BROADCAST

Help Wanted
MAINTENANCE

ENGINEER: Routine maint and repair of
DVC, MIT, and 1" video tape, comp

maint, asst in design and inst of new
systems. Transmitter maint, Min Assoc.
Degree EE, FCC General Class or SBE
Brdcst Eng Certificate. 5-7 yrs TV studio
and transmitter maint. Digital facilities
exp a plus. Apply on-line www.sbgi.net
No Calls. Resume To: Karl Hansen, Dir
of Eng/Opr WPGH Fox -53, 750 Ivory
Ave Pgh, PA 15214 EOE/M/F

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING:

VIDEO BROADCAST ENGINEER- Harbour
Marine Systems, worldwide leader in

Engineering professional - major market Broadcast, CAW on board cruise ships has
television group broadcaster, "Univision", an immediate opening for a Video Broadcast
seeks a "hands-on" Assistant Director of Engineer. The position is based in Miami, FL
Engineering for the group. You will be Proficiency with analog and digital studio
based in Los Angeles but will work with editing systems, satellite down link
and travel to all our major market transmission equipment, knowledge of
"O&O's". The ideal candidate will have CATS' NTSC networks is required. Send
resume along with references and salary
5-10 years experience as Chief or
Assistant Chief Engineer working in UHF history/requirements to Urbano Menendez,

stations. Superior salary and benefits.

Technical Manager by fax (305) 358-1235 or

Fax resume to (310) 348-3659 EEO.

e-mail urhano-menendez@hmsweb.com.
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Classifieds Help Wanted

SONY

MULTIMEDIA ENGINEER:

for

the

design,

Responsible
maintenance and

technical support for the department's
media

production
and computer
facilities and the headends of the RUNet
2000 Video Cable Network. Will ensure

Contract/Consultant Opportunities

that the production facilities and the
CATV system meet appropriate FCC

Always wonted to work with on undisputed Wald Leader? Here's a chance to work
with the best in the business. Opportunities available immediately fa state-of-theart turnkey broadcast production and ploy -out projects. Requires full time presence
of Sony's facilities in Son Jose. CA. to start. Travel to job site will be required. especially during the installation and testing stages of the project.

technical
standards.
Supervises
maintenance technicians. Oversees
technical setup. Maintenance and repair

of studio facilities, remote production
facilities
and computer
systems;
provides operations support during
production. Requires a bachelor's
degree in electrical, electronic, or
computer engineering or equivalent
experience. Extensive experience in
most of the following: installation,

Sr. level Video Systems Design Engineer
Job Code: BEM -LM -7704233
Job requires 5+ years' professional exp in the design, operation, testing and
maintenance of large scale digital video and audio production and broadcast
facilities. Job duties focus on the design of floor plans, equipment rock and patch
boy elevations; and signal flow diagrams. Must be computer savvy, hove in-depth
knowledge of MS Windows and Excel. and have o strong electronics background.

testing and maintenance of a large video
production
facility;
optical
and
microwave transmission and satellite
uplink
and
downlink
systems;
troubleshooting Macintosh and PC
computer hardware, software and
network problems; digital video and
audio
production,
editing
and
distribution
system
testing,
maintenance
and
operations
requirements of a CATV headend; and

AutoCAD, LAN/WAN, ATSC. MPEG-2, AC -3 and video server experience a plus.

Project Managers
Job Code: BEM -DO -7709233

Job duties focus on the management of resources to execute fully -integrated
broadcast systems. Must complete projects on time and within budget using
your 5+ years' exp in project management in broadcast/production systems.

Please forward your resume, indicating job code, to: Sony Electronics Inc.,
3300 Zonker Rood, MD #S.12C2, Son Jose, CA 95139-1901. Fox 908/955-5166

digital audio and video compression
and streaming video with TCP/IP.

or e-mail sj_jobs@mail.sel.sony.com. EOE/M/F/D/V

Requires FCC general class license with

microwave endorsement and a valid

www.sony.com/jobs

driver's license. This position offers an
extensive
includes

HOME & GARDEN TELEVISION has
immediate

openings

for

Network/

Transmission engineers. The qualified
candidate will have a minimum of 3 years
experience in broadcast or network
television engineering. He/she should be
proficient in the areas of satellite uplink,
downlink, digital & analog transmission,

video servers, and automation systems.
Superior computer skills required. Video
Cipher/DigiCipher

experience

a

plus.

Excellent salary and benefits package.
Please apply to Human Resources, Home

& Garden Television, PO Box 50970,
Knoxville, TN 37950. Please let me know

WE PLACE ENGINEERS
Colorists & Post Prod. Editors
Employer Paid Fees.
20 Years personalized &
confidential service.
All USA States & Canada

C

employees and their children. Please
state salary requirements and forward
resume, to P.O. Box 496, New Brunswick,
NJ 08903-0496. Rutgers is an Affirmative
Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
Employment
eligibility
verification

required. To learn more about Rutgers

KEYSTONE INT'L., INC.
Dime Bank , 49 S. Main St., Pittston, PA 18640 USA

and
employment
opportunities, visit our website at:
http://uhr.rutgers.edu RUTGERS The
State University of New Jersey.

Phone (570) 655-7143 Fax (570) 654-5765
website: keystoneint.com
We respond to all Employee & Employer Inquiries
Alan Cornish I Mark Kelly
r,99

Mike Donovan Director of Engineering
Home & Garden Television 423-470-3876

Can't wait for the next issue?
Check out the Broadcast Engineering
web site for career opportunities
updated monthly!
www.broadcastengineering.com
Broadcast Engineering

package which
remission
for

University

MAIL & FAX:

what I need to do to proceed. Thanks
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benefits
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Looking for the
right candidate
to fulfill your job
requirement??
Let Broadcast
Engineering
help...

Call Brian Huber at
1-800-896-9939
to place your Employment
advertisment.

Help Wanted
C -SPAN, Cable Satellite Public Affairs
Network, is

seeking an Engineer to

r

operate, install, repair and maintain a
broad range of television origination
transmission equipment
supervision. Assures

and

minimal

with
high -

quality transmissions when stationed
both in -plant and at remotes. Drives,
operates and sets -up uplink truck.
Bachelor's degree, technical degree or
equivalent with 3-5 years related work
experience required. Demonstrated
knowledge of installation, operation,
maintenance and repair of a majority of
television origination and transmission
equipment with a broad knowledge of
signal flow and routing. An Engineering

Manager to manage daily activities of
including
department
engineering
installation, repairs and maintenance of
television origination and transmission

recto explore
Thomson Broadcast Systems, a leading provider of professional digital
broadcast equipment, currently has the following opportunities available:
We offer a competitive salary and benefits

Systems Engineer 5931

remote
consisting of
equipment
cameras, fiber, HVAC, UPS, generators,
transmitters.
facilities and
radio

package, as well as the opportunity to engage
your talents in an environment of cutting -edge
technology and no -holds -barred thinking. For

We're seeking a Systems Engineer to be responsible for the
MPEG2 broadcast system activity; writing technical proposals,

Bachelor's degree with 5 years related

resume and salary requirements, in confidence to:

2
years
experience
and
supervisory experience. Knowledge of
digital and analog television engineering
problem
technology. Demonstrated

Staffing, Job #
BR
Thomson Consumer Electronics

work

and
organizational,
communication skills. Send resume and
salary requirements to: C-SPAN/BE,
Human Resources, 400 N. Capitol Street,
NW, Suite 650, Washington, DC 20001,
or
202-737-3323
e-mail
FAX
solving,

immediate consideration, please send your

installations support, training and customer support; and
maintaining and scheduling MPEG2 demonstration equipment.
This individual will be part of a three person team in the Indy
Headquarters reporting to Thomson Broadcast Inc. (TBI).

INH110, P.O. Box 1976

Successful candidates should possess a four-year Engineering

Indianapolis, IN 46206-1976

degree and technical experience in Broadcast or Telecomm
industries. Excellentcommunication skills required.

Fax: (317) 587-6763

E-mail: jobopps@indy.tce.com
For more information on our job opportunities,
visit our Web site at:

www.thamsonbroadcast.com

THOMSONBs'yONSTs

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

human_resources@c-span.org. EOE

OPERATOR: ABC 33/40 in Birmingham,
with
applicants
seeks
Alabama

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR: KNTV, the ABC
affiliate in Sal Jose, California-the
heart of Silicon Valley, seeks to fill

News
Gathering Vehicle.
Candidate must have strong background

have experience with live, on -air
switching of newscasts and two years of
advanced schooling. Night and weekend
shifts are maidatory. Must be self-

MAINTENANCE

hire

When you're looking for
qualified professionals,turn to
Broadcast Engineering for all
your recruitment needs!

ENGINEER/SNG

experience maintaining all phases of
Television Studio and Electronic News
Gathering Equipment and operation of
Satellite

electronics, operating/drive
satellite news gathering vehicle and a
in digital

degree in related field or
equivalent professional experience.
College

Send cover letter and resume on or
before August 30th to: Director of
Human Resources, ABC 33/40 P.O. Box
360039, Birmingham, AL 35236. EOE. No
phone calls please.

immediate opening. Applicants must

starting and highly motivated, with a
high level of interest in broadcast
include
Responsibilities
television.
operation of a Sony 7000 Digital
Switcher, Abekas DVE, one inch, Sony D-

2, and Beta tape formats. Experience
using a Sony 9100 Editor or other
equivalent ed tors is a plus. Send
resume to: Annette Borrero, KNTV, 645
Park Avenue, San Jose, CA 95110. EOE.
ABSOLUTELY NO CALLS!

Broadcast

ENGINEERING.
OM MON.. MI OMIT. M. vision.

reaches 33,013 qualified industry professionals
with your classified advertising message every month!
Call Brian Huber at 800-896-9939
to place your ad today!
August 1999

Invest Your Advertising
Dollars Where
Your Prospects Invest
Their Time
Broadcast Engineering
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We can't stop it!
We are continuing to grow and we are looking for energetic self -motivated people who are looking
to grow with us. If you are interested in working for a highly recognized network in beautiful sunny
South Florida, this could be your opportunity. We currently have the following positions available
in our Engineering department:

Assistant Engineering Manager, Systems
This position requires hands-on maintenance, as well as employee supervision and training. The
Systems Engineering staff is responsible for the maintenance and support of all master control,
non-linear, graphics and post -production suites as well as core equipment. We are looking for a
self -motivated team player with a minimum of 5 years of systems experience including significant
experience in a digital environment. Minimum of 3 years' supervisory or management experience,
and excellent communications skills (both written and oral), are essential. SBE certification a plus.
Experience with the following equipment would be helpful: Phillips Saturn and Venus, HP Media
Stream, Louth Automation, Sony Digibetas, Switchers and DVE, Accom Editors, AVID Media
Composer and Discreet Logic Effects. Degree in electronics/computer systems is required. Military or
related experience may be substituted for a degree. Spanish and/or Portuguese is a plus. Weekend

and/or shift work may be required. This is a 24/7/365 facility.

Transmission Engineer
Members of the Transmission staff are required to repair and maintain all equipment pertaining to
signal compression and transmission, as well as to monitor all our outbound and return signals. Must
have a of minimum 3 years of RF engineering maintenance experience with a satellite transmission
provider or TV transmission facility. Knowledge of video, audio and RF signal parameters and quality

Tur3ios

TurenErE

ENGINEERING/MAINTENANCE
Turner Studios is building a
world -class digital post/production
facility and has the following
positions available:
MANAGER OF STUDIO ENGINEERING

Min. 5 years exp. in managing
live television production events.
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER - EDITORIAL

Maintenance in an edit -support role.
Tape maintenance exp. desired.
Troubleshooting to component level.
Min. 5 years exp.

control standards is required, including maintenance of Satellite Uplink Systems. Component -level repair

and knowledge of test equipment is required, as is PC literacy. Experience with digital compression
systems (Scientific Atlanta Power Vu preferred) and knowledge of Phillips/BTS master control/routing
and Louth Automation systems are helpful. Weekend and/or shift
work is required. Spanish and/or Portuguese is a plus. This is a

very

DISCOVERY

COMMUNICATIONS
INCORPORATED

24/7/365 facility.
Please submit a detailed resume to: Strategix at Discovery,

6505 Blue Lagoon Drive, Suite 190, Miami, FL 33126;
or FAX: (305) 507-1583.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Tu2nE2 STUDIO_
DIRECTOR OF TECHNICAL OPERATIONS
Reports to VP of Engineering for Turner Studios. Responsible for technical
readiness of Turner Studios. Must have proven engineering management skills
and ability to consolidate varied Turner Studios Engineering departments and
activities. Ability to manage an overview of Turner Studios Engineering global
needs, and present strategic and unified solutions. Must have the ability to
create engineering project budgets and timelines, and track related accounting
details. Experience in television systems design/installation, and television
systems engineering/maintenance a must.

Minimum of five years experience at network level television engineering or
post/production engineering, with a minimum of a two-year associate degree in
electronic technology or equivalent. Must be a resourceful self-starter with
ability to make decisions. Must have ability to find creative solutions to
television problems. Must possess good organizational skills and be capable of
reviewing and supervising management -level engineers.
Please send all contact information to:

MAINTENANCE ENGINEERGRAPHICS/EFFECTS
Maintenance exp. in graphics -

related television environments.
Computer networking exp. a plus.
Troubleshooting to component level.
Min. 5 years exp.

Come be a part of our team!
Kevin B. Shorter
Vice President of Engineering
Turner Studios
1050 TechWood Drive NW
Atlanta, GA 30318
FOX 10 is seeking an exp. Maintenance
Engineer/SNG Op. The ideal candidate
must have 2 years colt/tech. Deg., in
electronics req. Min. 5 yrs broadcast

equipment maintenance exp. Req. Class B
commercial

DL

req.

Installation

(BETACAM/CART and 1"), studio cameras,

character generators, graphics equipment,
and ENG/SNG units. Must drive/operate the
SNG/ENG vehicles. 01, weekends, and

holidays req. Local/nat. travel req. Know
computer config. related to broadcast sys.
Successful candidate will work with various

departments to support all eng. functions.
Must work in a fast paced environment on
multiple projects. EOE/M/F/D/V. No phone
calls please. Qualified applicants send

resume and salary history to: Human
Resources/KSAZ-TV, 511 W Adams St.,
Phoenix, AZ 85003.

Kevin B. Shorter
Vice President of Engineering
Turner Studios
1050 Techwood Drive NW
Atlanta, GA 30318
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and

maintenance of broadcast equipment incl.
switchers, digital video effects, VTRs

Add Color to your
Classifieds

Classifieds Help Wanted
Looking for a great job in a fun, fast -paced environment? Look no further, Centralis s the place for you!
Centralis is an exciting new Internet start-up venture
that is creating a series of vertical on-line communities. We are currently looking for qualified:

Broadcast Engineers
minamoommimmarnms
STUDIO MAINTENANCE
ENGINEER- Must be able to perform the following duties: install and
maintain studio transmission equipment

including video switchers, audio consoles, DVE, CG, SS cameras and robotics. Familiarity with automation systems
and master control environment. Should
possess a general computer/networking

systems and master control environment. Must be able to work on a rotating shift schedule. Position Code SME

IT ENGINEER- Must be able to
install and maintain broadcast computer

based equipment. Applicants should
have a basic knowledge of video/audio

systems in a television environment.

Experience working with Tektronix
Profiles, Avid Media Composer and HP
Mediastream systems is essential. Must
be proficient with PC hardware, server

Editors

Put your
product

On -Line Publishers

Project Managers
Web & HTML Designers
Web Programmers
Network/PC Administrators
Database Administrators
Marketing Coordinators
Sales Representatives
Sales Trafficking Coordinators

or service
in the

spotlight!
Advertise
in the
Broadcast
Engineering
Classifieds

Centralis offers a competitive benefits package
including stock options!
Send resume, cover letter including salary requirements and any applicable work samples or URLs to:

and network architecture. Possess
knowledge of Newsroom computer systems and non-linear editing. Expertise in
various operating systems for MAC and

PC based platforms. Please include
salary history/requirements.

Position Code ITE

Call
Brian Huber
at
1-800-896-9939

Human Resources Manager

RF MAINTENANCE

Centralis
4225 Baltimore Ave.
Kansas City, MO 64111
Fax: (816) 931-8292

ENGINEER- Must be able to perform the following duties: install and
maintain RF related equipment in a studio, transmitter and remote site environ-

ment. Must be able to work on

[centralis]

VHF/UHF solid state transmitters and all

associated transmitter equipment.

hr@ centralis. co m
EOE

Ability to align and repair microwave
TX/RX and all wireless equipment such
as microphones and IFB. Knowledge of

FCC rules and regulations. You must
possess knowledge of analog/digital
systems and a minimum of five years
broadcast television experience.
Applicants must be able to do component level repair and work well under
pressure. Position Code RFM
Candidates should have an engineering
degree or equivalent technical training.

SBE/FCC certification is a plus. If you
want to be a part of the exciting transition to HDTV in the most exciting city in
the world, please send your resume and
cover letter (with position code) to Kurt
Hanson, WABC-TV, 7 Lincoln Square,

New York, NY 10023. No telephone
calls or faxes please. We are an equal
opportunity employer.

We're Growing!
Continental

Electronics

Corporation

is

expanding

and is seeking two Regional Managers for our TV
Division.

Found* in 1946, Dallas -based (EC has

established itself as the world's most experienced
designer and builder of broadcast equipment. If you

have television transmitters

in

your resume and

want to join a growing organization, please fax or
mail your resume to: mmcgill@onramp.net Phone
214.381.7161

HOME & GARDEN TELEVISION is seeking to
fill a full-time position in the following technical areas: NETWORK ENGINEERING SU-

PERVISOR 5 years experience in broadcast
television engineering or network television
engineering including 2 years in a supervisory
role. Satellite or related RF experience is a
must. Experience in a digital video and audio
systems important, particularly relating to
video server and archive systems. Extensive
computer experience required. Familiarity
with UNIX, VMS, & Windows NT preferred.

Experience with digital compression and

Facsimile 214.381.3250

scrambling systems a plus. NETWORK OPERATOR Must have extensive cart machine,
video file server, switcher, automation and
chyron experience. Background in a digital

Continental Electronics Corporation
4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Dallas, Texas 7.5227

Questions? ssandberg@conteleccom

C'EC
EIECTIONICS (01PO1ATION

We can create a custom reprint for any marketing effort without
breaking your budget.

environment a plus. Must be familiar with
satellite transmission principles and their application in a network environment. The E.W.

Scripps Company is an equal opportunity
employer providing a drug -free workplace
through pre -employment screening. We offer

a comprehensive salary and benefits package. Qualified candidate should send a confi-

dential resume with salary requirements to
the following address. No phone calls please.
Human Resources PO Box 50970 Knoxville,
TN 37950

For a quote call: Jenny Eisele INTERTEC Publishing
Phone: (913) 967-1966Fax: (913) 967-1898
August 1999
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DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING:
station

0Alive Au4);o/Vjeo
Ni3ivik+evit3vitCe

Eviirteer

Come play a leading role in the growth of Buena Vista Internet Group (BVIG), not
just another start-up, but the Online division of the Walt Disney Company. Consisting
of five of the top destination sites on the Web today, BVIG sites are category leaders
that remain on the leading edge of the industry. ABC.com, ABCNEWS.com,
DISNEY.com, FAMILY.com and ESPN.com combine both technological and
editorial expertise to produce innovative content and exciting e -commerce. As part of
the GO network, these sites provide the driving power behind our success.
We're looking for an experienced Online AudioNideo Maintenance Engineer for our
ABC Internet Group located in our ABCNEWS.com and ABC.com facilities in New
York. Your primary responsibility will be to repair audio/video equipment including an
assortment of production equipment consisting of Sony BVW-D75, EVO-9850 and
VO-9850 studio VTRs and Grass Valley 7000 serial digital routing switcher. You will
also assist with installing and wiring new technical facilities. Occasional weekend work
may be required.

Qualified candidates must have 5 years of television engineering maintenance
experience as well as a background in broadcast audio/video systems installation and
integration. Strong problem solving skills and the ability to meet deadlines are essential.

Interested candidates should E-mail resumes, indicating "Online Maintenance
Engineer - MG" in the subject heading, to: hr.mail@online.disney.com. You may
also fax your resume, with cover letter, to: (212) 448-4818. Only candidates
selected to interview will be contacted. EOE.

coin

Buena Vista
INTERNET GROUP

group

of

ABC

affiliates

Two
in

Traverse City and Marquette/Calumet,
Michigan seeks hands-on, experienced
engineering professional for department
head position. Skills in leadership and
organization
required.
Hands-on
position requires performing preventive
maintenance, operations, and diagnosis/

repair of UHF and VHF transmitters at
both stations, preventive maintenance

of two satellite transmitter sites and
maintenance of studio and production
facilities at both stations. Extensive
knowledge of all pertinent FCC rules and

regulations pertaining to TV Broadcast

Services and the ability to ensure the
stations'

compliance with
mandatory.
Experience

them is
required

maintaining and operating RF, studio,
production, microwave

and satellite

equipment. Thorough familiarity with
computer -driven systems, and ability to
deal professionally and successfully

with other staff members, clients and
the public is required, together with
absolute honesty, integrity, strong work

ethic and sincere desire to help other
team members achieve group goals.
Great lifestyle in Northern Michigan and
the Upper Peninsula. Detailed resume/

cover letter to DE Position, Scanlan

NEWS

Communications Group, 201

E. Front
Street, Traverse City, MI 49684. EOE/AA

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: ABC 33/40
in

ENGINEERS
Turner Broadcasting System has career opportunities for experienced television engineers. These career positions demand an extensive background in equipment maintenance,
digital video and audio, and knowledge of computer systems
and networks. Please mail or fax your resume and cover
letter to:
THE WORLD'S NEWS LEADER

Jim Brown, Assistant Vice President of Engineering Services
Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.
One CNN Center P.O. Box 105366
Atlanta, GA 30348-5366
Fax: 404-827-1835 Phone: 404-827-1638
TBS is an equal opportunity employer

Birmingham,

Alabama

seeks

applicants with experience maintaining
all phases of Television Studio and
Electronic News Gathering Equipment
with

added emphasis on computer

skills.

Candidate must

have

strong

background in digital electronics, LAN
systems, a good working knowledge of
microwave systems and a College
degree in related field or equivalent
professional experience.

Send

cover

letter and resume on or before August
30th to: Director of Human Resources,
ABC 33/40 P.O. Box 360039, Birmingham,
AL 35236. EOE. No phone calls please.
TV DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING: ITFS

Want to stand out
in a crowd?

Try color!
Call Brian at
800-896-9939

for more information.

Station - Diocese of Bklyn/Queens Mgmt
Skills: TX/RF:

BE CONSULTING: Expanding Broadcast
Engineering Mgt. Consulting Firm seeks
distributors,
partners,
project

managers, technical personnel. Provide

hardware and software solutions for
equipment and cost management. Full
training

136
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Data/TV Integration &

Design Fax Resume - 718-499-2406

provided. Call 718-217-8678.

Broadcast

ENGINEERING

EDITORIAL

Brad Dick, Editor
Reader
Service

Nub

Nitrite

Advertiser

NubPage

Hoene

ADCTelecommunications

31

109

8317264266

KTech Telecommunications

Angenieux

21

108

201-812-3858

Leitch Incorporated

Axon Digital Design

28

119

314-2414503

Leitch Incorporated

BARCO Inc

43

132

7702183203

Louth Automation

BeckAssociates

131

202

888422-8603

Major Technologies

Benchmark Media Systems

128

160

800262-4675

Miranda Technologies Inc.

B&H Photo -Video

124-127

Bogen Photo

Broadcast Video Systems

California Amplifier
Calrec Audio Ltd.

158,159 .

. 800947-9928

Reader
Service
Number

Hoene

129

168

1318-361-2248

37

122

803-231-9673

140

103

803231-9673

112

415-843-3665

145

9358936338

114

514-333-1772

800826-20

7

89
11

Modulation Sciences

109

156

108

155

201-818-9503

N D S America

101

149

48

124

905-764-1584

NewsWcild

105

152

805-987-910

113

+142-284-2159

9

Advertiser

714-725-25W

-44171491(880

116

530-265-1000

Harry C. Martin, Legal

800-243-2031

Larry Bloomfield, News Technology Editor
Paul McGoldrick, Industry Watcher

AllenOsbomeAssoc.

46

134

806-4958420

Charter/ABS

93

147

404-351-9545

PAG Ltd.

115

157

4031-543-3131

Clear -Corn Intercom

61

139

5104966666

Panasonic Broadcast

Communication Specialties

95

140

516-273.0404

Pinnacle Systems

130

200

301-571-0793

Professional Communications

DiviCom

45

133

406-944-6703

Quantel Ltd.

DNF Industries

48

125

818-252-01%

Ross Video

Dolby Labs Inc

35

121

415-5580200

Shook Electronics

129

D PS

17

105

E06-371-5533

Snell &Wilcox .

Drake Automation Ltd.

26

111

971631-6203

Snell &Wilcox

8035288601

4-5
129

650-526-1603

55

135

813889-5353

12-13

115

446-3548222

24-25

117

613652-4886

169

210661-5700

INTERTEC Publishing

40-41

131

408-2E01030

118-119

164

4013-2E0-10133

Raymond E. Maloney, Chairman
Cameron Bishop, President and CEO
Ron Wall, Chief Operating Officer
Stephanie Hanaway, Div. Dir. of Marketing
Doug Coonrod, Corporate Art Director

103

150

914-592-W50

Sony Electronics

15

98

142

310-322-2136

Standard Communications

87

144

310-532-5303

Extron Electronics

49

126

714-491-1500

STB Systems

60

138

972-2348750

Faroudja

99

148

408-735-1492

Tektronix

57

136

8009983588

ForA Video

29

120

352-372-0270

Tektronix

122

165

833998-3588

ForA Video

129

170

352-372-0270

Telecast Fiber Systems

104

151

908-754-4868

Fujinon, Inc

33

110

972-385-8902

Telemetrics, Inc

62-63

128

201-8489818

Gentner Communications

20

107

80045-7730

Telestream

27

118

530470-1303

Gepco

98

143

847-795-9555

Video Accessory Corp.

108

154

800821-0426

3

104

606282-4830

Videotek, Inc.

139

102

800305719

128

162

626-355-3656

Vinten, Inc

127

914-2680103

97

141

800452-4844

Wheatstone Corporation

101

2521638-701:0

Ikegami Electronics

39

130

201-3689171

Windows to the Web

Intertec Publishing

110

800-2888606

Wohler Technologies

117

163

415-583-5676

107

153

803937-7171

128

161

414-3546932

23

116

818091-WE0

123

166

300464-8000

Yamaha Corporation

ITS I ntegrated Tracki ng Sys.

129

167

718-217-8678

Zoome Camera Gear

Jones Earth Segment, Inc

131

201

303-7848809

360 Systems

47

123

80044C -C825

JVC Professional Products

830E3550NY

51

Itelco

BUSINESS

John Torrey, V.P. Entertainment Division
Dennis Triola, Group Publisher
Rachelle Thomas, Marketing Director
Kathy Lewis, Advertising Coordinator
Mary Mitchell, Classified Adv. Coordinator
Sherri Gronli, Corporate Circulation Director
Leann Sandifar, Circulation Manager

64-65

ESE

Hewlett Packard

TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

Jerry Whitaker, Conference Consultant
Brad Gilmer, Computers & Networking
John H. Battison, P.E., Antennas/Radiation
Michael Robin, Digital Video
Donald L. Markley, Transmission Facilities

106

803-321-4388

Henry Engineering

Andrew Brown, Art Director

146

137

HarrisCorp./Broadcast Div

ARI

19

90-91

NVision Inc.

59

EEV, Inc.

Tom Cook, Dir., Editorial Development

Odetics Broadcast

Canon USA

Digibid.com

Steve Epstein, Technical Editor
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Broadcast entrepreneurs: Awake!
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

Flying home from a West Coast busi-

ness trip I got into a conversation
with a charming lady who turned out to
be the general manager of a smaller PBS
station. It became clear, even at this level
in our industry, that the lack of DTV rules

- and the FCC's unwillingness to make
any kind of controversial decisions -has
had a telling effect in our not knowing the
future of the industry, the "Will it be 720p

or 1080i" questions, and the like. Technology problems that are misunderstood

lead to expensive solutions. With the

Mom -and -Pop TV station is on its way
out. Stations with a market valuation of
less than $500,000 (there are far more

than you might think) cannot possibly
hope to convert to DTV except through
a purely philanthropic gesture by a millionaire owner. These stations cannot

afford the equipment. Nor will they
gain any additional revenues from the
conversion to pay for it in the long term.

equalization and re -clocking on the inputs. With an industry -available enclo-

Consolidation, as has happened and

sure, a bought -in power supply and a

continues to happen in radio, will take
place with licenses changing hands for,

reasonable set of switches, the total cost
for a DIY switcher was just a little shy
of $1200...the BNC connectors representing by far the largest single item.
The same kind of price savings can be

I believe the Mom and Pop TV station is on its
way out.
major manufacturers now seemingly
locked up in one HD camp or another, we
seem to be in for the long haul with the full
smorgasbord of Table 1.

When I was involved in the sale of

maybe, a quarter of the market value.
The saviors from the big cities will put
in a satellite dish, a solid-state transmit-

ter and some smarts to make signals

wanted and were fairly self-sufficient in

look "local" and will originate all programs from their head offices.
For larger stations, with market valuations up to, say, $5 million, that could
also be their destiny in the second stage

dealing with their problems (because

of consolidation. (I think there have

they had to be). In the U.S., over the last
two decades, the self-sufficiency of the

been three recognizable levels of consolidation in radio.) It is really up to us
to prevent that from happening.
How? My seating companion has a
budget of $5 million to get her station
up on a UHF channel. Raising that kind
of money is not easy for a PBS station,
but it will probably be found. Comparably valued commercial stations would
not be able to raise that kind of money.
However, amortizing the normal equipment renewals that would take place

broadcast equipment it was always more

pleasurable to deal with overseas stations. They generally knew what they

hardcore engineering groups in the
major networks has been falling fast.
For many companies, those customers
often account for 80 percent of a sales

team's time and 20 percent of its
sales. It's easy to justify that use of
time, arguing that once the majors
are sold, everybody else will copy
their smart decisions. And maybe that
was partly true.
Even if it was true, DTV will finally
put it to rest.
It's all over for Mom and Pop
I have probably made it clear by now,

to regular readers, that I believe the
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fifth of a station in DTV is obviously
not an option. But this is a remarkable
opportunity for entrepreneurial manufacturers to get into this large dollar
market with gear that is good but not
built to look like a Cadillac. I recently
priced the component costs for a full bandwidth 16x16 switcher with cable

made on just about everything in the
DTV chain, including using standard
computer products to build your own
program server. I am not suggesting
that individual stations will get into
making their own equipment, but small
companies could and should take note

of the market momentum while the
larger suppliers are focusing on the
higher status installations. If companies

in the U.S. don't take notice, there are
extremely enterprising operations in
countries such as Australia that will
swing in and happily take advantage of
the situation.

Another item that came up in my
conversation was the subject of UHF
translators and their lack of availability. That really surprised me, because we

were making such products at EMI
twenty years ago. Doing a UHF -to UHF conversion (with a reasonable
channel separation specified) and pro-

ducing, say, a 60W output is hardly
rocket science and is inexpensive today.
Let's save some TV stations from con-

anyway, it is probable these stations

solidation and get reasonably priced

could raise a loan of $1 million, repayable over a five-year period.
That kind of money would not go far

DTV equipment out there.

with today's equipment costs. Something would have to give. Building a
August 1999
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With Videotek's High Performance Demodulator.
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agile demodulators. With a signal-to-noise ratio better than
60dB and differential gain and phase less than 1% and 1°,
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